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Hr~AII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE II
ABSTRACT OF PROPOSAL
The Hawaii Geothermal Project was established to focus the resources of
the State and the University of Hawaii on a coordinated research effort
leading to the development of geothermal power on the Big Island of Hawaii.
Phase I of the Project was initiated in the summer of 1973 with a
$252,000 grant from NSF-RANN, supplemented by $100,000 each from the State and
the County of Hawaii. This $452,000 budget was organized into a multidisci-
plinary research effort in the following program areas: (1) Geophysical -
exp10ratcry surveys to define the most favorable areas for geothermal investi-
gations; (2) Engineering - analytical models to assist in interpretation of
geophysical results, and studies on energy recovery from hot brine; and
(3) Socioeconomic - legal and regulatory aspects of ownership'and administra-
tion of geothermal resources, and economic planning studies on the impact of
geothermal power.
An additional $340,000 grant was received for operational support for the
Project through calendar year 1974. These funds are being used: (1) to com-
plete the exploratory surveys and support programs in Phase I; (2) to begin
the establishment of environmental baselines; and (3) to initiate planning for
Phase II -- the research drilling program.
The $1,986,513 requested in this proposal for Phase II will provide con-
tinuing operational support during calendar year 1975 for the Geophysical,
Engineering, and Environmental-Socioeconomic Programs, as well as launch the
exploratory Research Dri 11 i ng Program. At each potenti a1 geothermal area, it
is the intent to drill a number of shallow holes, a smaller number of
holes to a depth of 2,000 feet or so, and one deep hole to around 6,000 feet.
The Hawaii Geothermal Project has the interest and support of both State
and County governments, the business community, the utilities, and appropriate
public interest groups. The potential is excellent that this significant
research project involving education, private interests, and all levels of
government will contribute to the technology base for exploiting geothermal
energy, as well as develop a low-polluting power sou-rce to help Hawaii and the
nation approach energy self-sufficiency,
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL' PROJECT
PHASE II
NATIONAL AND SOCIETAL NEED
A. Introduction
The recent energy crisis precipitated by the embargo on Middle East
oil, although global in scope, 'also brought into sharp focus the inade-
quacy of our national energy program. Both the popular and technical press
have provided exhaustive information and speculation on contributing fac-
tors, the social and economic impacts, and probable duration of the shortage.
Consequently, no effort will be directed in this proposal to document and
analyze these various trends although acknowledgement is made of the
fact that a global energy shortage does exist and probably will continue,
in varying degrees, to the end of this century.
IIproject Independence ll was first enunciated by President Nixon in
November 1973 and modified in January 1974 as follows: IIIf successful,
Project Independence would by 1980 take us to a point where we are no longer
dependent to any significant extent upon potentially insecure foreign sup-
p1ies of energy. II
A national energy self-sufficiency philosophy has particular relevance
to this island State. Hawaii, which geographically consists of an island
chain stretching across 350 miles of the Central Pacific and separated
from the mainland United States by over 2,000 miles of that same ocean, is
totally dependent for energy on seaborn petroleum. Hawaii has no known
fossil fuel reserves; there is no coal coming jnto the State by rail; no
natural gas by pipeline; and no regional electric grid to interconnect its
electrical systems with those of other states or even with its separate
islands. This complete lack of flexibility makes Hawaii particularly vul-
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nerable to dislocations in the global energy market. This is a travesty,
since the State is generously endowed with a variety and abundance of natural
energy resources: geothermal, solar radiation, ocean temperature differential,
wind, waves, and ocean currents -- all potential non-polluting power sources.
The candidate from among these natural energy sources which shows the
highest promise for early power generation at commercial levels is geothermal
energy. In Hawaii there is a variety of subsurface heat anomalies which may
exist as: (1) molten magma, (2) hot rock, (3) geothermal steam, and (4) hot
water. Any or all of these sources may occur in the proximity of 40°F deep-
ocean water, adding to the flexibility in designing effective energy systems.
The Hawaii Geothermal Project was established to investigate the potential of
these geothermal resources as viable power systems for Hawaii.
B. Relation Of Research To Societal Problems
. -
One positive aspect of the current energy crisis is that it has stimulated
research on alternate energy systems to substitute for existing fossil fuels
and nuclear fission reactors. Both of these fuel sources have serious pollut-
ing effects in addition to waste heat -- fossil fuels with their combustion
by-products and fission reactors with long-lived radioactive wastes. The re-
search results from the Hawaii Geothermal Project will contribute to better
understanding of one of the natural energy resources -- geothermal energy.
There is concern that technology will be so successful in responding to
the energy crisis with short-term solutions for increasing the supply and
the utilization of coal, petroleum, and nuclear fission materials, that the
thrust will be blunted for a long-range development of renewable natural
energy sources and fusion reactors, which create only negligible amounts of
radioactive wastes. As new oil fields are identified and exploited, both on
and off shore; as coal liquefaction and gasification processes are developed;
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and as breeder reactors increase the power generating capacity of uranium,
the impetus for developing new energy systems may be lost. And this would
be most short-sighted, for even if there were unlimited quantities of fossil
fuels and uranium, it would be impossibl,e to meet the ever climbing global
energy requirements with these resources alone, without serious environmental
degradation.
Although it is inevitable that there will be a greatly expanded usage
of these polluting energy sources over the next two decades -- and, given
the social and economic alternatives, this expansion seems necessary
concerted efforts should be directed to assure that technology moves as
rapidly as possible through this fossil fuel and fission era into renewable
natural energy systems and fusion. This is essential both to minimize the
short and long-term degradation of the environment, and to preserve for
future generations the greater potential utility of fossil fuels to the
petro-chemical industry and as protein for an expanding world's population.
One objective of the HGP is to establish a National Geothermal Energy
Laboratory in Hav/aii. The concept of this Laboratory encompasses advantages
over and above the technological and scientific studies related to exploiting
subsurface heat. In an environmental-socioeconomic sense, Hawaii is also a
unique place to experiment and confirm modeling criteria. Here is found a
virtually closed ecosystem with the environment esse~tially unaffected by
continent-ocean interface problems, or variations caused by other population
centers. Here, some 800,000 people are collected on the five major islands
of an archipelago and separated both from their neighbor islands and from the
mainland United States by the deep Central Pacific.
More than 80% of this population lives in Honolulu, on the island of
Oahu. Thus, both the problems of a rural society and a highly-developed urban
center are present, but the boundary conditions are sufficiently well defined
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to lend a measure of control to this study. To complicate matters, but
broaden the study base, the most obvious geothermal resources are located
on the island of Hawaii, separated by some 200 miles of ocean from Oahu.
Thus, a corollary to the research effort for producing power from Hawaii·s
heat resources is a study of the ocean transmission of that power. An addi-
tional motivation to the State is to develop an economically competitive
source of energy, since the absence of fossil fuels, coupled with a widely
dispersed population, causes power rates for single-family dwellings in
Hawaii to be among the highest in the nation.
C. Tai]et Groups For Research
The primary society to be affected by this study will be the citizens
of Hawaii. T:his primary target group includes nearly 800,000 people, living
in essentially a closed ecosystem, somevJhat isolated from the mainland states
by over 2,000 miles of ocean. When Captain Cook discovered the Sandwich
Islands, the approximately 300,000 HavJaiians "Jere burning kukui nuts for
light. Successive generations of malihinis (strangers) have been frustrated
in developing the power to meet requirements imposed by their brand of civili-
zation. They found no fossil fuels, and the short and mostly ephemeral streams
offer little hydropower potential. In later years, they developed supplemental
power from boilers fired with cane waste, but this provides only limited capa-
city. This has left imported fossil fuel as the primary energy source, since
the available nuclear power plants are apparently too large to impose on the
existing electrical systems, and LPG becomes quite expensive when shipped
long distances in American "bottoms" as required by the Jones Act.
A secondary target group will be the people of the United States, since
this research program should make a contribution to the national self-
sufficiency policy. A third beneficiary will be the developing countries
throughout the world, \1Jith whom Ha\vaii shares many pO\'Jer generation and distri··
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bution problems. Other than the island of Oahu on whi~h the City of
Honolulu is located, there -is a relatively low population density and
limited industrialization. On these outer islands massive power stations
with extensive distribution systems are inefficient for meeting widely
dispersed low-density energy requirements, so that small generating units
operating almost exclusively on petroleum provide much of the power. The
technology developed by the HGP for locating, generating, and distributing
geothermal energy should have application to those countries throughout the
world with subsurface heat anomalies.
D. Consequences Of Research
The expansion of the science and technology base for the extraction of
power from s~bsurface heat, resulting from the research projects conducted
by HGP personnel, will rept'esent a major contribution to the national quest
for developing low-pollution energy sources. The variety, the availability,
and the relatively well-controlled characteristics of the subsurface heat
anomalies encountered on the Big Island make this a most appropriate location
in which to investigate and to develop improved methods fur the utilization
of different forms of geothermal energy. This is another justification for
locating a National Geothermal Energy Laboratory in Hawaii.
The environmental-socioeconomic aspects of this study, using the State
and the Big Island as models, will also provide insight into these factors
at the national level. However, the most direct and imnediate beneficiaries
of this program will be the State and the island of Hawaii. Power rates in
Hawaii are "pegged 't to oil costs. The U.S. oil quota system and the environ-
mental mandate to use low-sulfur fuel have contl~ibuted to the relatively high
cost of electricity on Oahu, where m0st of the population of th~ State is con-
centrated. The smaller inefficient diesel generating units and the longer
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transmission distances on the sparsely populated neighbor islands r~11 t~e
electricity rates up even higher.
A reliable inexpensive power source would open up a variety of industrial
a1ternat i ves to the peop1e of Hawa i i . One obj ect i 'Ie of the Soc i oecoOO':f;~:
Program is to investigate the feasibility of some of these alternath!-e~s. Stl'C
as: (1) refining manganese nodules, which abound in the Central Pacific; (2)
developing a pulp industry from sugar cane waste (bagasse); and (3) expanding
agricultural and aquacultural production.
In addition to the probable economic advantage, the development of low-
pollution geothermal energy would enable Hawaii to make progress toward rea-
lizing a State policy decision to promote popu'lation dispersion throughout
the islands -- a policy whose implementation would be of national importance
as a pattern to other states. A strong power base on each of the islands
would permit such innovations as the introduction of alternative transportation
systems, including electric automobiles and mass transit systeins, and contri-
bute to the preservation and enhancement of the environment in Hawaii.
E. Interest Of Potential Users
Hawaii has had an impressive record in both the public and the private
sectors for promoting the development of new sources of energy which would
lessen the import costs and environmental impact of conventional energy pro-
ducing systems. Hawaiian Electric Company has financed studies on the feasi-
bility of nuclear power systems, the development of power transmission between
the islands, the application of the electric automobile toward the solution
of air pollution and transportation problems, and the use of deep saline wells
to limit ocean discharge of waste-heat. On March 1, 1972 Lewis Lengnick, at
that time President of Hawaiian Electric Co.mpany, officially announced a policy
in which the company would purchase geothermal fluid, should such become avail-
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H A \/V A I , A N E LEe T RIC COM PAN V, INC. ;.< /
Box 2750/ Honolulu, Hawaii! 96803 C/',---,--')
--j'._.;_.--"#
CARL H. WILLIAMS
PRE:SIDENT
June 18, 1974
Dr. John W. Shupe
Dean of Engineering
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Dear John:
Through my participation on the Advisory Committee to the Hawaii Geothermal
Project and through Francis Montgomery's (Vice President, Engineering)
attendance at the National Liaison Board meeting in February 1974, we have
had the opportunity to follow the development of this geothermal proj ect since
the initial meeting of scientists held at the Geothermal Symposium in 1972.
We at Hawaiian Electric Company continue to be very interested in this develop-
ment and wish to continue to participate in the project as we have in the past. fis
we stated in our letter to you of JVIarch 1972, it is not feasible for a power company
to supply venture c2-p:ital for the search of geothermal fluid in Haw3ii. HowAve.r,
we continue to be iJltc~restcd in the purchase of geotherma.l fluid which n-::ay be
deve1.oped, provided an adequate amount of sL1itCtble quality can be developed at
an economical cost to us. A power company's co:mmitn.lcnt for such would
facilitate obtaining venture capital from others.
Hawaiian Electric Company is actively investigatin_g alternate sources of power
at the present time that either reduce pollution, reduce our dependence on fossil
fuel, or reduce costs. It appears to us t.hat geothermal power offers sam e relief
in the reduction of pollution, redLlction of dependence on fossil fuels, and reduction
in costs, and I would lik,e to go on record as stating that Hawaiian Electric: Cornp::.my,
including its wholly ovmed subsidiary, Hilo Electric Light Company, will continue
to work with any organization that is searching for geothermal fluid and that we
will enter into a contract to purchase such geothermal fluid if an adequate supply
of suitable quality is developed at an 2conomical cost to llS.
The quality, quantity and cost of geothermal fluid are matters too broad to be
covered in a letter of intent of this type, but our engineering and operating
personnel will continue to be available to discuss these in greatel detail with
you as the proj ect progresses.
Very truly yours,
Copies to: Acting Governor George R. Ariyoshi
Mayor Frank Fasi
Mayor Bruce McCall
D;:-.:,/jd C. McClung, President of the Senate
Tadao Beppu, Speaker of the House
a~le in s'.lhicient quality and quantity to make it economically feasible
for power generation. This policy was reiterated recently by Carl Williams,
current President of Hawaiian Electric Company and member of the Hawaii
Advisory Committee to the HGP. (Refer to attached copy of Mr. vJilliams'
1etter. )
In the early 1960's, drillings were made in the Puna Rift area of the
island of Hawaii for the specific purpose of locating sites where geothermal
steam from water intrusion might be used for power generation. The results
were non-conclusive, and the project was abandoned before any deep drilling
was accomplished. This had a negative effect on further geothemal develop-
ments, but in recent years the interest has surfaced again.
Seed money and/or encouragement to look into the feasibility of nevi
.
energy systems has come from a variety of sources: (1) the 1970 State Legis-
1ature passed a resolution (no funds) requesting the University of HavJaii to
initiate studies on new sources of energy; (2) in 1971 the State and County
of Hawaii provided $10,000 to the University for an energy-aquaculture study;
(3) a small grant ($5,000) from the Atomic Energy Commission aided the assess-
ment of the geothermal potential of this island chain; (4) the Hawai"ian Electric
Company provided initially $3,000 and later an additional $9,000 to assist
with various phases of the HGP; and (5) the Sandia Corporation contributed
$12,000 to look into some of the properties of molten magma. More substantive
funding has come from the Hawaii State Legislature: (1) $200,000 in 1972 --
$100,000 of which was administered through the County of Halt/ai; budget; and
(2) $500,000 approved in the 1974 Capital Improvements Budget for exploratory
geothermal drilling, contingent upon federal matching.
Local interest in the HGP has been high. Encouragement, endorsement,
assistance, and/or interaction has taken place with the following organizations:
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State Departments and Offices
Department of Planning and Economic Development
. Department of Land and Natural Resources
Department of the Attorney General
Office of Science Policy
Office of Marine Affairs
Office of Environmental Quality Control
State Task Force on Energy Policy
County of Hawaii
The Mayor's Office
Department of Research and Development
Hawaii County Council
Electric Utilities
Hawaiian Electric Company
Hila Electric Light Company
Business and Industrial Concerns
Bishop Estate
Campbell Estate
C. Brewer and Company, Ltd.
Pacific Resources, Inc.
Water Resources International
Honolulu Chamber of Comnerce
Hila Chamber of Commerce
In addition, representatives from environmental and citizen groups are
included in the Hawaii Advisory Co~nittee, as described under the Management
Program. Interaction with other geothermal projects is maintained through
the National Liaison Board, also discussed in the Management Program, and
through other professional contacts.
The ground work has been laid and a favorable combination of circum-
stances exists for involving education, privat~ interests, and government at
the local, state and federal levels in this significant research project for
expanding the technology base on geothermal energy and for developing a low-
pollution power source for Hawaii and the nation. During both the 1972 and
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1973 Sessions, Congressman Spark M. Matsunaga of Hawaii introduced bills
II to promote the expo, ora t i on and deve 1opment of geotherma1 resources through
cooperation between the Federal Government and private enterprise." Included
in these bills was provision for the establishment of a Geothermal Research
Institute in Hli\'Jaii. HGP objectives are consistent with r~r. ~1atsunaga's
imaginative proposal.
F. Policy Issues And Decisions
Policy issues related to this proposal involve state and local governmental
practices on land use, mineral rights, and ownership of geothermal resources.
The impact which the HGP has had to date itl this area is reflected in part by
the passage of House Bill 2197-74, A Bill Relating to Reservation and Oisposi-
tion of Government f'lineral Rights .. as discussed in the Envit'onmental-Socioecoliornic
Program. Additional input will be provided in establishing appropriate state
regulatol'Y pntctices fot' the exploitation of geothennal 1~eSOU1Aces.
Engineering and envoil'onmental studies to be conducted by HGP personnel
will establish environmental baselines and criteria to serve as the foundation
upon which Environmental Impact Statements will be prepared -- for both the
exploratory and the commercial drilling program.
Economic and planning studies included in this program will investigate
alternatives for orderly growth of new industries and population centers which
may result from the probable introduction of a new and economically competitive
power source for Hawaii. The need for clear policies and laws is evident;
appropriate controls and incentives must be established in order to encourage
the investment of private capital in the development and distribution of powers
while at the same time ~inimizing the environmental and social degradation
\tlhich could result from unregulated II g01d t'ush" speculation and exploitation
of the resource.
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HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHl\SE II
OVERVIEW OF PHASES I AND II OF THE HGP
The Hawaii Geothermal Project (HGP) was organized to focus the re-
sources of the University, the State, and the County of Hawaii on the
identification, generation, and utilization of geothermal energy on the
Big Island of Hawaii. Figure 1 shows the five volcanoes which form this
largest island in the Hawaiian chain. Hawaii is also the youngest of the
(islands and is still experiencing growth from recent activity of the Mauna
Loa and Kilauea volcanoes. Consequently, the Big Island was selected as
the obvious site for initial geothermal exploration, but subsequent sur-
veys will proceed up the island chain.
The research program as developed by the HGP involves an interdisci-
plinary team of reseurcil'2rs from thr'ougho:Jt th(~ University syste:l1, I'Jhich
conduct scientific investigations on both short-range explo(Cltory and
applied technology tasks to assist in the early development of any conven-
.tional geothermal resource -- steam or hot \'Jater' -- that may exist on the
Big Island, as well as long-range research studies of a ~Jre basic nature.
The overall goals and objectives of the HGP, many of ~hich will contribute
to the technology base for the recovery of energy from subsurface heat, no
matter where it occurs, include:
1. Improvement of geophysical survey techniques for locating under-
ground heat resources.
2. Identificat"ion of potential geothermal resources, initially on
the Big Island, but ultimately for ti'ie entir'e island chain.
3. Experimentation with deep-drilling techniqu~s for subsurface heat.
4. Developmen~ of efficient, environmentally clean systems for con-
version of underground heat resources to useful energy.
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5. Com~letia~ 01 socioeconomic and legal studies for conversion
of underground heat resources to useful energy.
6. Establishment of environmental base lines with which to monitor
subsequent geothermal development.
7. Development of a geothermal production field and prototype
power plant on the Big Island, which will serve as a National
Geothermal Energy Laboratory on technological developments in
power production and reservoir management of earth heat re-
sources.
The HGP came into being when the 1972 Hawaii State Legislature allo-
cated $200,000 for geothermal research -- $100,000 to be administered
through the County of Hawaii budget. This action was taken prior to the
energy crisis and was a progressive step for a state governing body to
take. I\n initial gt~ant of $252,000 v.as received from the Research Applied
to National Needs Program of the Nat~onal Science Foundation in HilY 1973;
the State and County of Hawoii released their $200,000 shortly aftcrw&I'ds;
and Phase I of the HGP ClOt unden'iay dUl~ing the sumn1(:r of 1973.
Research for Phase I was organized into three separate programs, with
the initial $452,000 budget supporting the follovrlng r:ctivity:
Ge 0physic 2. J. Pro .9!:'::'llr~=-- I'll ('LU.51.i.Q.~~ urumo tCl-LYJ-.ee cto r
Photogeologic (Infrared Scanning) Survey
Electromagnetic Survey
Electrical Resistivity Survey
Microearthquake and Microseismic Surveys
~i neer·; n9 Pt~ogram Pau·1 C. Yuen, D·i rector
Well Test Analysis
Ghyben-Herzberg Lens Dynamics
Energy Extraction from Hot Crine
Environmental-Socioeconomic Pr0.T~~!~- Rober!.J1:.. Kar:li~~ Director
Land Use, Rc~)ulations and j)lanllinSj
Econoillic Analysis
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The major emphasis of Phase I has been on the Geophysical Program,
since the issue of if and where geothermal resources exist is crucial to
the Project. However, parallel engineering studies were initiated to in-
vestigate problems involving reservoir characteristics and plant design,
and legal studies were begun to help clarify regulatory and ovmership
rights since these points must be resolved before any investment capital
can be identified for geothermal development in Hawaii. Good progress has
been made to date in all three programs and is summarized in subsequent sec-
tions of this proposal.
It was inlpossible to complete the geophysical surveys and to analyze
all of the data associated with the field studies during the first year of
the Project. Therefore, a proposal for a continuation grant of $340,000
was made to the National Science Foundation to provide operating support for
the Phase I research program through calendar year 1974. This proposal was
funded by the Foundation, and currently the HGP is fully mobilized to complete
this phase of the study. Thc~ geopfvsical surveys to date have been pril~lar"ily
reconna i ssance surveys to identify general areas of potential interest. The
rema i nder of 1974 \'Ji 11 be devoted to refi ni n9 the pI~e1imi na ry geophys i ca 1 1'('-
sults and, to assist in this endeavor, a new task on Geochemical Surveys has
been added. Parallel studies will continue in the Engineering and Socio-
economic Programs, with preliminary work beginning on establishing environ-
mental baselines to assist in monit:ring subsequent drilling operations.
On the basis of preliminary results from Phase I, in conjunction with
surveys and studies conducted on the Big Island by a variety of ccientific
disciplines over the past several decades, it f-;as become obvious that an
exploratory research drilling program is essential to establish actual identi-
ty of the subsurface conditions predicted by the surveys. The major tllrust
of this proposal is to initiate the drilling program as Phase II of the HGP,
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in order to verify interpretation of the scientific data and to determine
if conventional geothermal resources exist on Hawaii. Research activity
\'Jill also continue in each of the trwee complementary programs: Geophysi-
cal, Engineering, Environmental-Socioeconomic.
Referring again to Figure 1. tentative plans call for initial drilling
to take place in early 1975 along the Eastern Rift of Kilauea, followed by
the Southwest Rifts of Kilauea and Mauna Loa. At each location the dr~lling
program will include a number of shallow holes a few hundred feet de~p,
a smaller number of holes 2,000 feet or so in depth, and one deep hole that
may extend to 6,000 feet. The drilling program will be under the direction
of Dr. Agatin T. Abbott and the Site Selection and Operations Committee,
\'/hich he established to assist with key decisions both for preliminary plan-
ning and as drilling progresses. Tentative scheduling, operation, and in-
formation to be obtained from the drilling program is discussed in detail
in a subsequent section.
In summary, the overall objective of Phases I and II of the HGP is to
solve the problems and to answer the questions -- geophysical, technological,
legal, environmental, social, economic -- relating to the development of a
conventional geothermal resource in Hawaii. If such a resource is identified,
it is the intent to carry this development to the proof of concept stage,
through the construction of a 5- to lO-mega\'/iltt prototype geothermal pO\'/el~
plant. This will be done in cooperation with the local electrical utility,
which is expected to finance the basic cost of the plant and include it in
the electric system for the Big Island. The HGP will endeavor to identify
public funding in order to: (1) make the entire operation environmentally
pure, as a demonstration of the non-polluting potential of geothermal energy;
and (2) instrument both the wells and the plant sufficiently so that adequate
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operational data and reservoir characteristics can be obtained. This in-
strumented prototype power plant and geothermal field will form the nucleus
for a National Geothermal Energy Laboratory to be used by engineei~s and
scientists from throughout the world to study reservoir characteristics and
evaluate performance theories.
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HAWAII GEOTHERMA~ PROJ:~T
PHASE II
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (1.0)
A. The r'~anagement P_lan
The Hawaii Geothermal Project involves more than forty researchers
and support staff from throughout the University of Hawaii system. Both
major campuses on Oahu and the Big Island are represented, along with over
a dozen research institutes and academic units. Many of the State and
County agencies and their staffs are directly involved in the HGP, along
with numerous mainland consultants~ research organizations, engineering
and drilling subcontractors. This project has great potential importance,
both for the University and the State, and effective coordination among the
wide variety of technolcgici31, socioeconomic, and pol itical inten,'sts at all
educiltional, private, and governmental levels is essential. The management
plan I'las developed wiU~ thes2 diverse interests in mind.
Figure ['1-1 is an orga,nizational chart fOl~ Phase II of the IIGP. Princi-
pal Investigator and Pl"oject Din:ctoY' is John v1. Shupe, Dean of Engineering.
Dr. Shupe serves on the State Environmental Council and was recently appointed
by the Governor to establish and chail" a Committee on ,L\lternate Er;el"gy Sources
for Hawaii. He I'lill devote quarter·-time to coord'ination of the HGP.
A co-principal investigator is responsible for the planning and for the
direct technica" supervision in each of the four research proyral11s: (A)
Geophysical Program "- Of. AWJustine S. Furu:l1oto, PtOfessol" of Geophysics;
(8) Engineering Program -- Dr. Paul C. Yuen, P;'''ofessor of Electl"'jcal Engineel"ing;
(C) EnviroiliTIental-Socioecono;nic Progy'arn -- Dr, Robert r,'1. Kamins, Professor of
Economics; and (0) Dr. AgJtin T. Abbott, rrofossor and Ch2irman of Geology and
Geophysics. Each of these program direcLois\'rill devote half-t-im2 to odn:ini-
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strijtiGn~ coordination~ and implementation of his respective research pro-
gram. Although there is a separate budget assigned to each program -- in
order to assist in establishing technical and fiscal authority and account-
ability -- the four co-P.Lls 1'1i11 meet regularly to help facilitate overall
administration of the project.
The HGP Executive Committee consists of the five p'fincipa'j investigators~
plus two additional members who will assist the Project Director in assuring
the necessary visibility and support throughout the academic community, as
well as by the governmental and private sectors: (1) Dr. John P. Craven,
Dean of Marine Programs at the University and Director of Marine Affairs for
the State of Hawaii; and (2) Dr. Georne P. Woollard, Director of the Hawaii
Institute of Geophysics and a membel~ of the Governol~ls Science and Technology
Adv'!soy'y COlliniittee. The Execut'ive Corr:nrittee will: (1) pr-ovide technical in-
put in establishing overall goals and objectives; (2) review and approve the
research program developed under the leadership of the principal investiga-
tors; (3) maintain liaison essential to project support, both on and off
campus; and (4) monitor prog~ess of the project. The Project Director assumes
full administrative responsibility for implementation of the HGP, and assist-
ing with this effort is t·1s. Carolyn Sharma, f\drninistl~ative Assistant..
To assure that the HGP has both local and national relevance, systematic
evaluation and advice will continue to be provided to the Executive Co~nittee
and the P.Lls from numerous sources: (A) the NSF Project t'1anager; (B) the
National Liaison Board; and (C) the Hav/aii Advisory Committee. The National
Liaison Board (membership list attached) consists of the project leaders of
other RANN-supported geothennal programs, along with a few of the national
leaders in geothermal research and development. This Liaison Board meets
annually in Hawaii to review program progress, to exchange current information
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HGP NATIONAL LIAISON CC~RD
Mr. Davia N. Anderson, Geothermal Officer
State of California Resources Agency
Department of Conservation
Division of Oil and Gas
1416 Ninth Street, Room 1316
Sacramento, California 95814
t~r. Ritchie Coryell, Program Di)~ector
Advanced Energy Research and Technology
National Science Foundation
1800 G. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20550
Dr. George V. Keller, Professor
Colorado Sch00 1 of 11 i nes
Golden, Colorado 80401
Dr. George Kennedy
Institute of Gedphysics and
Planetar'y Phys'ics
Univer-sity of Califo,"nia, Lo~~ !\ngelcs
Los Angeles, C61ifornia 90024
Dr. James T. Kuwada
Rogers Engineering Company, Inc.
16 Bea.le Street
San Francisco, California 94105
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Dr. Henry J. Ramey, Jr.
Professor of Petroleum Engineering
School of Earth Sciences
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
Dr. Robert W. Rex
Repub"ic Geothermal, Inc.
11848 East Washington Boulevard
Whittier, California 90606
Dr. Donald H. Stewart
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Post Office Box 999
Richland, Washington 99352
Dr. Donald E. White
Geothermal Research Program
U.. S~ Departxnsnt of tl'12 Intel"'-ic;-'
Geological Survey, Geologic ~ivision
3/15 [,1i dd 1efi r:: 'I d Roa.d
Menlo Park. Californid 94025
;:CJP ADVISORY C0f\1f1ITTEE
Ms. Sophie Ann Auki
Life of the Land (Environ~nental Program)
404 Piikoi Street, Suite 209
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814
Mr. James Bacon, Executive Director
Congress of the Hawaiian People
Suite 351, Alexander Young Building
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dr. John P. Craven, Dean
t1ari ne Pr'ograms
University of Hav/aii
. Holmes Hall 401
Hono1ul u, Hawa i i 96822
Mr. Robert F. Ellis, President
Chamber of Con~e~ce of Hawaii
Dillingham Transportation Building
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
1\1r. Robert H. Hughes
Senior Vice President
C. Brewer ~nd Company, Ltd.
Post Office Box 3470
Honolulu, Hawaii 96801
Mr. Sunao Kido, Ch~irman of the Board
Department of Land and Natural Resources
State of Haviai-j
Post Office Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809
Mayor Shunichi Kimura
County of Hav/a i i
25 Aupuni Stteet
Hila, Hawaii 96720
Dr. Shelley M. Mark, Director
Department of Planning and
Economic Developnent
State of Hmvaii
Post Office Box 2359
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804
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Dr. Richard Marland, Director
Governor's Office of Environmental
QUality Control
550 Halekauwi1a Street, Third Floor
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dr. Fujio Matsuda, Vice President
Business Affairs
University of Hawaii
Bachman Hall 211
Hono 1u1u, HaVla i i 96822
Dr. Howard P. McKaughan
Director of Research
University of Havla.ii
Spalding Hall 360
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Dr. Paul M. Miwa, Chancellor
Univers"ity of Hawaii - Hilo Canlpus
1643 Kilauea Avenue
H~i 10, HaVi J. i -i:; 9G720
Dr. Don~ld W. Peterson
Sc'icntist-in-Cllarge
U.S. Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Ha\·io. i"j on Vo"! cano Observatory
Hawaii National Park, Hawaii 96718
Mr. Herbert M. Richards, Jr.
Vice Chairman. Boa~d of Regents
Uni vers i ty of ria\'/Jii
Box 837
Kamuela, Haltlaii 96743
Mr. Carl H. Williams, President
Hawaiian Electric Company
Post Office Box 2750
Hono1u1u, Hav/Ci i i 96803
Dr. Georae P. Woollard, Director
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics
University of I1th/ilii, HIG 131
Hon?lulu, Hawaii 968~2
on geother'mal science and technology, and to advise on fut"Y'I~ pl:~r:ln~ and
implementation for the HGP.
The Hawaii Advisory Committee (membership list attached) was established
to provide interaction with key individuals from industry, government, and
the scientific cOJllmunity, \':hose support is essential to the introduction of
geothermal power in Hawaii. Serving on this committee are the Directors of
the State Office of Environmental Quality Control and the Department of
Pl anni ng and Economi c Deve 1oprnent; the pres 'j dent of the major e1ectri c
utility company; Director of the County of Hawaii Office of Research and
Development; a cross-section of business and industrial leaders of the
community; and representatives of citizen groups. This committee meets
semi-annually and supplements the ExeclJtive Committee in providing the neces-
sary visibilHy for the HGP, both on and off car:Jpus, to asstwe ptiblic and
and pri vatE: SUPPo~At fCl' geotha"ifli11 PO\F2i" i n H~\v/a i i .
The composition and function of the Site Selection and Oper2tions
Commi ttee is di scussed in the Iki "1 i li9 PY'ogram.
The legal fiscal agent for the program will be the Office of Research
"Administration of the University of Hawaii. The Foundation has engaged in
many previous contracts through this agency of the University, so a backlog
of experience in administering Foundation contracts and grants already exists.
B. Pro9Ta.!."!.!_ Pli3.nn~nd E)~~nditur~"~<::h?dule
Figure M-II lists the program and expenditure schedule for each research
task throughout both Phases I and II. This one table su~narizes the level of
activity during each funding period for all of.the research tasks, so provides
a general overview of funding and program activity up to this date, as well
as for Phase II support requested in this proposal.
The three separate sections reflect the research programs during each
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funding pe:"iod: (1) J'Jre 1,1973 through j''1ay 31,1974 -- $452,000, VJith
$252,000 from NSF and $200,000 from the State and County of Havlai-i; (2)
June 1, 1974 through December 31, 1974 -- $340,000 from NSF, of which
$216,000 has been allocated from FY 1974 and the remaining $124,000
committed from FY 1975; ilnd (3) January 1, 1975 thl~ough December 31, 1975 --
$1,986,513 requested from NSF in this proposal.
C. HGP Personnel Summa!L
Executive Committee
Agatin T. Abbott, Professor and Chairman of Geology and Geophysics
John P. Craven, Dean of jvlarine Pl~ograms
Augustine S. Furumoto, Professor of Geophysics
Robert M. Kamins, Professor of Economics
John W. Shupe, Dean of Engineering
George P. Woollard, Director of Hawaii Institute of Geophysics
Paul C. Yuen, Associate Dean of Engineering
Robert (.J. Buddemei er, As soci ate Professor of Chemi s try
Po~-Foong Fan, Associate Professor of Geology
Augustine S. Furwiloto, Pl'ofesso!' of Geophysics
Robert Harvey, Research Associate
Douglas P. Klein, Research Associate
Peter M. Kroopnick, Assistant Professor of Oceanography
L. Stephen Lau, Director of Water Resources Research Center
Murli H. Manghnani, Professor of Geophysics
Roger A. Norris, Research Associate
Ramanan Ramanantoandro, Assistant Geophysicist
Engineering ProgrJI1l
Hi Chang Chai, Professor and Chairman of Mechanical Engineering
Bill H. Chen, Assistant Professor of Engineering (Hila Campus)
Ping Cheng, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
James C. S. Chou, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Deane H. Kihara, Associate Professor of Methanical Engineering
Kah Hie Lau, Assistant Professor of Engineering (Hila Ca.mpus)
L. Stephen Lau, Director of Water Resources Research Center
Patrick K. Takahashi, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Paul C. Yuen, Associate Dean of Engineering
Envi ronmenta l··Soc i oeconomi c Pr~_aJ!l.
Andrew Berger, Professor of Zoology
Michael J. Chun, Assistant Professor of Public Health
Doak C. Cox, Director, Environmental Center
P. Anders Daniels, Assistant Professor of Meteorology
Nabil A. El-Ramly, Associate Professor df Business Economics
Ruth Gay, Instructor, Botany
Eugene M. Grabbe~ Director, State Center for Science Policy &Technology Assessment
Jerry M. Johnson, Assistant Director of Environmental Center
Robert M. Kamins, Professor of Economics
James E. T. Moncur, Assistant Professor of Economics
Richard E. Peterson, Associate Professor of Business Economics
Kap-Kyung Seo, Professor of Business Economics
Sanford M. Siegel, Professor af Botany
.Q.d...ll~J?Iogram
Agatin T. Abbott, Professor &Chairman of Geology and Geophysics
Gordon A. Macdonald, Senior Professor of Geology
Donald W. Peterson, Geologist &Scientist-in-Charge, Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
Charles ,J. Zablocki 9 Physicist, HavJaiian Volcano Observatory
Vitae and bibliographies for these participants are listed at the end
of each of the program descriptions.
During Phase I of the Hawaii Geothermal Project the Managemel:t Program
.
has provided: (1) coordination of activities among the research programs;
(2) administrative serv·ices to assist ';Iith implementation of the research;
and (3) promotional efforts at the University, State. and Federal levels to
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help assure adequate visibility an~ supp~~t {or the HGP.
The following organizations (all of which were discussed earlier)
were established: (1) the HGP Executive Committee; (2) the Hawaii Advisory
Committee; and (3) the NaUonal Liaison Board. Operational guidelines and
membership lists were developed for these advisory groups, and to date three
effective meetings have been held I'!ith the Advisory Group, and a most in-
formative evaluation session with the National Liaison Board.
The level of interest in geothermal energy in Hawaii continues to run
high. It has received added impetus fnom the recent energy crisis -- and
the resulting lines at the gas pumps. This interest is reflected in con-
tinuing State support for geothermal R&D, the most recent of which is the
$500,000 allocation for exploratory geotherlilal dl'ill-ing.
For Phase II th:: f·lanage:nent si-
bilHies, vJh-lle endeuvoring to r-einforce existing -intt:T2st ilnd support fUi' thE":
HGP and ident-ify nevI SOUl'ces feJl' potential intel'i:iction. jJ, joint meeting of
the Na ti ona 1 and Hal'ia i i advi sory groups i s ~,chedu 1eel for Novemb2r 'j 97 ~-, vri til
subsequent meetings at the usual intervals throughout 1975.
Close liaison is maintained with all four congressional delegates, who
are kept well i nforrned on progress of the HGr. Exee 11 ent support,i nforma--
tion, and advice is provided by our congressional delegates on any shifts
in organizational structure and funding philosophy of federal agencies.
During Phase I, $63,600 was a~3igned to the Management Program to pro-
vi de support servi ces, fund the expenses of the Havlo i i f\dvi SOyy COillmittee
and the National Liaison Board, and provide a contingency fund to meet any
.
emergencies that might arise in the l~esearch programs. rim'! that the Project
is well established and the program expenses reasonably well defined, it is
not necessary to retain a major contingency fund. TherefGre, the budget for
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Phase II has been reduced to $39,400. Included in the budget renewal is
provision for one meeting of the National Liaison Board in Honolulu, and
two meetings of the Hawaii Advisory Committee.
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VITAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES FOR
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Hawaii Geothermal Project - Geophysical Program
Principal Investigator: Augustine S. Furumoto
A Proposal for Continuing Geophysical Exploration
in Search for Geothermal Sources on the Island of Hawaii
I. INTRODUCTION
The following is a proposal to the National Science Foundation t Research
Applied to National Needs t to continue geophysical and other surface explora-
tion studies in connection with the investigation of geotherm~l sources on the
island of Hawaii. The work proposed is in cont~nuation of that started this
past year under NSF grant GI-383l9 for the Hawaii Geothermal Project. Specifi-
callyt the funding is requested to: (al complete and augment the exploratory
phase of study required before undertaking the research drilling phase, and
(b) to carry out interpretative downhole geophysical measurements once the
drilling phase is underway. While drilling is in progress, investigators will
monitor the areas of particular concern. After drilling has been completed
in a hole they will attempt to correlate the drilling data with the surface
survey data and to interpret the two in terms of subsurface geothermal conditions
and enclosing structure.
As mentioned elsewhere in this proposal t the areas of interest for the pro-
ject are the East and Southwest Rift Zones of Kilauea Volcano and the Southwest
Rift Zones of Mauna Loa. For the geophysics program t the East Rift Zone of
Kilauea is of prime interest. The East Rift is the testing ground, the research
laboratory to find out what geophysical parameters mean in terms of geothermal
energy. Surveys in other areas will be interpreted in terms of the results from
the East Rift.
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The East Rift Zone is located in the geographical area known as the Puna
District. In fact the Puna District is almost coextensive with the flanks of
the 'East Rift Zone. Hence in our proposal, Puna District will mean for practi-
cal purposes the flanks of the East Rift Zone.
The present prop6sal is organized on the basis of the followi~g sections:
Section II - A summary of geological and geophysical study in the puna
area
Section III - Results of geophysical survexs carried out the previous year
under the Hawaii Geothermal Project
Section IV - Proposed types of studies for the coming year
Section V - Description of geophysical tasks~ personnel; method, time
table; and an itemized budget
The Hawaii Geothermal Project is of more than parochial interest and has
many far reaching applications to the geothermal study of other areas. This is
clear from a consideration of plate tectonics theory. According to this theory,
material from the deeper parts of the mantle upwells along oceanic rift zone
crustal spreading center. The ocean floor and lithosphere thus move along in
a giant conveyor belt type motion and then plunges back into the mantle at points
of crustal convergence marked by island arcs and continental margins marked by
oceanic trenches, which are called subduction zones. Most of the volcanoes of
the world occur along subduction zones. To explain the 'Hawaiian volcanic archi-
pelago which occur in the middle of the Pacific ocean, where there is no subduction
zone, but where mantle material nevertheless has broken through the lithosphere
and the ocean floor, other mechanisms must be postulated.' One is that it repre-
sents the consequence of the Pacific crustal plate migrating across a IIhot spot"
in the mantle. Under this concept there i~ only one center of volcanism (that
now beneath the island of Hawaii), and the archipelago extending up to Midway
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Island and possibly the Emperor Seamount Chain extending up to the Aleutians
mark the trail of crustal migration. Another concept is that the archipelago
represents the path of a crustal rift with active volcanism on its ieading nose
where the rift, as it grows like a crack migrating across a plate glass window,
intersects cross cutting transform fault fractures. Either concept wou1d satisfy
the increase in age of the archipelago in progressing along it from the island
of Hawaii where there is present volcanism. The last th~ugh would have a point
in common with spreading centers in that volcanism would occur where there is
an opening in the crust and reduction in confining pressure. Volcanism ceases
when the opening is sealed off by the extruded material plugging the opening
and building up sufficient pressure beneath the volcanic pile to stop the flow
of lava. This is true of old spreading centers? as well, when the regional
stress pattern causes a spreading center to "j ump " as in the case of the East
Pacific Rise which is a young feature and was preceded by what is now a "fossi1"
spreading center located in the middle of the Nazca Plate off Peru. The eneche-
10n pairs of separated major volcanic centers on most of the Hawaiian islands
is a strong argument for their having formed at fracture intersections with one
fracture system being a migrating one. Another argument is that the high heat
flow is confined to the volcanic pile and has no regional extent as might be
expected with a "hot spot" having a deep seated source, and another the marked
similarity between Hawaiian lavas and those found in association with the crustal
plate spreading centers.
The Hawaiian volcanoes could thus bear more than a superficial resemblance
to the East Pacific Rise spreading center, and studying Hawaiian volcanoes could
have a direct bearing on the study of East Pacific Rise and also on areas as the
Salton Sea geothermal area, which overlies the landward extension of the East
Pacific Rise beneath the North American continent. As Hawaiiar. volcanoes are
exposed at ground surface, they can be readily studied and experiments performed
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which would be difficult, if not impossible, elsewhere. The experience gained
on the Geothermal Project will thus be applicable to the study of other potential
geothermal areas as those on spreading centers as well as island arc subduction
zones and other areas of volcanism.
II. BACKGROUND INFOffi1ATION ON KILAUEA EAST RIFT OF THE PUNA DISTRICT
Kilauea Volcano on the island of Hawaii has two rift zones, the East Rift
and the Southwest Rift. The East Rift saw flank eruptions in 1955 and 1960, the
Southwest Rift was active in 1971. The East Rift, together with the summit cal-
dera area, has been intensely studied by members of the U.S. Geological Survey.
lately staff members of the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, University of
Hawaii, have 'carried out surveys along the East Rift.
The East Rift Zone starts off from Kilauea Caldera in a southeasterly direc-
tion, and then about 8 or 9 km from Kilauea Crater, the rift zone makes a nearly
right angle bend, and heads in a east north east direction to enter into the sea
at Cape Kumukahi. Along the rift zone are pit craters, cinder cones, open cracks
in the ground and some steaming vents. That part of the rift zone close to
Kilauea Caldera is within the Hawaii National Park and this area will not be the
subject of investigation of the present proposal. But a 30 km stretch of the
rift zone is outside the park boundaries and cuts across what is geographically
called the Puna District. Our proposed survey will cover the greater part of
the Puna District.
It is impossible to give in this report a good review of past studies in the
Puna Area because of the voluminous amount of information. A summation will be
presented here and then the present state of the problem will be given.
Geology. The geology of Puna area has been done as part of the study of
Kilauea Volcano (Stearns and Macdonald, 1946; Macdonald and Abbott, 1970). It is
thought that a platform foY·med. by Mauna Loa lava flows underlies Puna area, and
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on this platform lie the lava flows and ash deposits from Kilauea. Puna area
also has a number offaults parallel to the East Rift Z9ne.
Geodetic Survey. Comparison of geodetic survey data since 1914 to the
present showed that the entire south flank of Kilauea Volcano, of which Puna
District is a part, has been displaced seaward for 4.5 meters (Fiske and Kinoshita,
1969). If the seaward slump proceeds at a constant rate, this means a creep of
about 8 cm per year. It seems that the slump is more spasmodic in nature.
Gravity Survey. Gravity survey by Kinoshita (1965) showed that the east
rift in general had a Bouguer anomaly pf about 10-20 mgals above the regional.
A survey with closer spacing by Hawaii Institute of Geophysics indicate that the
high of the anomaly lies to the north of the rift rather than over it.
Defotmationstudy. From careful surveys in elevation changes, Decker (1974)
concluded that the east rift is dipping southward at an angle of 450 . This theory
of a dipping rift zone will be checked by our proposed study.
passive Seismic Observations. Earthquakes in the Puna area occur south of
the rift zone, only a few to the north of it. Koyanagi, Swanson and Endo (1972)
proposed that the earthquakes are due to the slumping of the south flank. There
are times when earthquakes are concentrated in a very small area. These are
probably due to magmatic action.
Ward and Gregerson (1973) used a tripartite array of sides 1 to 2 km long
to determine hypocenters south of Kilauea Volcano. They concluded that events
within 5 to 10 km from the array c~n be determined accurately. They also found
that S waves were poorly recorded. Some focal mechanism solutions were also
obtained.
Ground noise surveys have also been carried out. Keller's (1974 ) results
claim that 4hertz ground vibrations are high over areas where electrical surveys
showed low resistiv·lty. However surveys carried out by Hawaii Institute of Geo-
phySics do not show such vari?tions, but that the 4 hertz noise dies away from
the shoreline.
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Active Seismic Survey. Hill (1969) proposed a crustal structure for the Puna
area from seismic refraction data. As he did not have close in shots in his survey,
he ass~med that the first layer had a P-wave velocity of 1.8 km/sec and a thickness
of 0.7 km. The second layer had a velocity of 3.1 km/sec and extended from a depth
of 0.7 km to 2.3 km. The layer below that had a velocity of 5.3 km/sec.
Magnetic surveys. Magnetic surveys were carried out over Puna several
years ago (Malahoff and Woollard, 1968). The results show that there is little
magnetic expression over Puna, due to the high temperature of the rift zone.
Electrical Surveys. Keller (1973) carried out a dipole-roving dipole type
electrical resistivity survey over the area. The most probable interpretation
was a model of two layers overlying a half space of infinite resistivity. The
first layer had a thickness of 700 m with resistivity of about 20 ohm-m., the
second layer extended from 700 m depth to a depth of about 2.2 km with a resisti-
vity of about 5 ohm-m.
Recent survey by Klein (1974) showed that the near surface rock without"water
has a resistivity of about 6000 ohm-m and at the water table the resistivity can
be as low as 1 ohm-m.
Self potential surveys by Zablocki (1974) made apparent two anomalies on the
rift zone, each providing a voltage gradient of several hundred millivolts per
100 meters. The anomalies are positive poles.
Thermal Surveys. There were many wells drilled in the area in search for
agricultural water. Temperature measurements made in these wells indicate that
higher temperatures occur near the rift zone. Heat flow measurements have not
been made.
.
Geochemical Surveys. Water samples from many of these well have been analyzed
for oxygen isotope content. (McMurtry and Fan, 1974). The interpretation of the
results is that the groundwater in the region has one through a thermal region at
least 200oC.
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Ongoing surveys. During the months of May to August 1974) several types of
surveys will be carried out in the Puna area through NSF Grant GI 38319. Among
them are: electrical resistivity surveys, self potential surveys, ground noise
surveys, microearthquake surveys, heat flow measurements and geochemical surveys.
Evaluation and Present Status of Knowledge of Puna Area
The number of surveys carried out in Puna area is impressive and the infor-
.mation we have of the area is large. We should consider the area according to
depth) how much we know about Puna to a depth of 2 km and how much knowledge we
have of things de'eper.
Our information about Puna to a depth of 2 km is extensive. From electrical
surveys and seismic refraction surveys) we can conclude that the rocks are very
porous to a depth of 2.3 km. Electrically the bulk resistivity of rocks is about
5 ohm-m and the P-wave velocity is 3.1 kmjsec. Again from both types of data the
porosity of rock seem to be changing at a depth of 700 m. Geochemical study tends
to indicate that the source of hot water is the rift zone and that by rapid flow
th~ough the permeable rock the hot water is flowing down slope to the sea.
Below 2.3 km our knowledge is less extensive. Seismic velocity is 5.3 kmjsec
at that depth which indicates very low porosity and permeability. Electrical
resistivity is so high that a model of infinite resistivity is appropriate. We
do nothave enough information from microearthquake data to discuss the situation
at depth greater than 2.3 km, but after the planned microearthquake survey of
August 1974, we should have more data.
The hypothesis of the rift zone dipping at ~5° as proposed by Decker must be
checked. Gravity survey did not give any clue as to the validity or invalidity
..
of that hypothesis.
Slumping of the southflank causes faults to be formed. Some are known b.>i Sllr-
face traces. But) as in other parts of Hawaii ~ a good many of the faults are probably
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undetected because they have ben covered over by lava fl?ws or thick vegetation.
The b~st way to locate such hidden faults are by seismic reflection techniques.
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III. Results of Geophysical Exploration During the period
May 1, 1973 to Present (June 1, 1974), A Progress Report
Upon receipt of Grant GI-38319 from the National Science Foundation and
matching grants from the State and County of Hawaii, the geophysical exploration
program was initiated. Since the Institute of Geophysics did not have some of
the equipment necessary for the proposed work, certain aspects of the proposal
such as the Infrared study and the preliminary electrical investigation were
contracted out to groups able to start work immediately, since a delay of at
least six months could be expected in getting delivery on equipment. At about
the same time, George Keller of the Colorado School of Mines, was drilling an
exploratory h~le in the National Park area of Kilauea Volcano. The information
from that drilling project as it progressed provided much useful information
of value to the geophysical program.
Because of limitations of funding, only the following types of surveys
were planned to be carried out during the first year:
1. Aerial infrared survey covering geologically favorable areas
2. Electrical resistivity surveys of the Puna rift area using the
dipole method
3. Electromagnetic surveys of selected areas
4. Microseismic and microearthquake surveys
The aerial photo surveys were the responsibility of Agatin Abbott. The
work was contracted to Towill Corporation. Results were available by September
1973.
The dipole electrical resistivity survey for reconnaissance purposes was
in by August 1973.
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The electromagnetic surveys were under the supervision of Douglas Klein.
As all of the equipment had to be built, the field work started late and is
still underway at the time of writing of this proposal.
The microearthquake surveys, under the supervision of A.S. Furumoto, got
off to a late start because of over eight months delay in getting delivery on
equipment. Because of this, the schedule outlined in the original proposal was
impossible to maintain. The original proposal planned for surveillance of
microearthquakes first, then ground noise surveys. But as instruments for the
microearthquake system were not delivered by the manufacturers until February
1974, the ground noise survey was done first, without the benefit of data
from the expected microearthquake survey.
Although every economy was made in carrying out the initial phase of sur-
face investigation, including skimping on per diem and borrowing equipment, in
January 1974 it became clear that all the proposed cannot be completed with the
remaining funds. A decision was therefore made to postpone a major portion of
the seismic surveys and redistribute the funds so that the other surveys could
be brought to fruition with maximized results. As for the seismic surveys, a
reconnaissance ground survey was carried out and the instrument system for micro-
earthquake surveillance was carefully calibrated and field tested on Oahu.
In the following section, short descriptions of·the accomplishments of
each task are given. For more details, the reader must await the publication
of progress reports.
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1. Photogeo1ogic Survey
Investigator: A. T. Abbott
Imagery from Infrared Scanning of the East and Southwest Rift
Zones of Kilauea and the Lower Portion of the Southwest Rift
Zone of Mauna Loa, Island of Hawaii
INTRODUCTION
From July 31 through August 4, 197~ night time flights for obtaining
infrared imager~ along the east and southwest rift zones of Kilauea and the
southwest rift zone of Mauna Loa were undertaken on the island of Hawaii.
Flights were also made on Hualalai and Koha1a volcanoes, but because of incon-
clusive results are not included in this report. Ground control stations had
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same year had flown paths for Dr. George Keller of the Colorado School of Mines,
who was engaged in locating a deep drill hole near the summit of Kilauea.
FLIGHT PATHS AND DESCRIPTIONS
(1) East Rift Zone of Kilauea
Two long parallel flight paths were flown along the East rift zone from
points outside the boundary of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park to Cape Kumukahi.
Shorter paths crossing the two long parallel lines were flown at the intersection
of the rift zone with the main highway between Pahoa and Kalapana. Approximately
35 line miles of usable record was obtained. From this the following strips
were selected for reproduction in infrared false color imagery:
Three miles of flight paths high on the ri~t zone at an average ground
elevation of 2100 feet provide excellent examples of rift lineation and tempera-
tures aureoles. The DIGICOLOR prints showed a temperature range of 140 C to 200 C.
Numerous sites along the rift showed spots of white color indicating the temper-
ature exceeded the highest range on that temperature set. This is not surprising
in view of the fact that wisps of steam are issuing from some of the vents
probably as a result of meteoric water coming in contact with residual heat of
lavas from the 1966 eruption in this area. Downslope from the steam vents, a
fairly extensive area shows a slightly higher surface temperature than its
surroundings, by an average of 10 C.
The area for the second set of DIGICOLOR prints in the Kilauea east rift
zone was selected from a flight path of approximately two miles in length across
the area of intersection of the rift zone and the Pahoa-Kalapana highway at a
ground elevation of approximately 3000 feet. The temperature range of this path
is 160 C - 25°C or 1.50C per color. Again numerous sites showing white along
the rift zone indicate local hot spots and ~n aureole of decreasing temperatures
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are distributed outward from the rift. Fine examples of surface temperature
zones are demonstrated in this imagery.
(2) Southwest Rift Zone of Kilauea
A flight path 12 miles long was followed from the point of intersection
of the western boundary of Hawaiian Volcanoes National Park and the main highway
between Kilauea summit to Pahala to a point on the sea coast approximately 4
miles east of Puna1uu.
The altitude maintained was about 3000 feet above ground level. Throughout
most of the strip a thermal anomaly wa's,evident along the Great Crack. The temp-
erature range on the flight path was 180 C - 220 C. Of unusual interest on this
path is a thermal anomaly in a target-like pattern near the southern end of the
Great Crack approximately 1 1/4 miles from the coast line at an elevation of 300
feet above sea level. The target-like pattern is 1200 feet wide, 1600 feet long.
The roughly circular pattern of thermal anomaly lies 600 feet northwest of a
splinter extension of the Great Crack. The highest temperature within the tar-
, get area reaches the red color or 220 C in two small spots, and within the Great
Crack extension, small local spots reach white, or off scale.
The anomaly appears to be associated with the lower slopes along the south
side of Puu Koleko1e, a prehistoric cinder cone, and with the extension of the
Great Crack.
This surface thermal anomaly as registered by infrared scanning imagery
should receive careful attention as a potential area for further geophysical
investigation and possibly research drilling.
(3) The Southwest Rift Zone of Mauna Loa
.
A flight path with the total length of approximately 22 miles followed
the southwest rift of Mauna Loa from an elevation of approximately 7000 feet above
sea level to the tip of South Point. Only the lowest five mile section of
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this path to the tip of South Point showed any significant thermal anomalies.
This portion has been reproduced in DIGICOLOR and prints developed.
The temperature range on one subset is 160C - 220 C. Thermal anomalies appear
along the cliff face of the Kahuku fault as clusters along the base of the cliff
and as linear features possibly indicating bedding planes in the lava flows.
Numerous spots along the cliff register red and ~ few local areas show white,
or off scale.
The cause of these anomalies is not known at the present time.· The Kahuku
fault scarp, which reaches 400 feet in ~eight in this area, faces west. Consider-
ation must be given to the possibility that the anomalies result from residual
late afternoon solar heat. The imagery was taken at 0030 hours in order to reduce
the effect of residual heat. The physical distribution of the warmer areas does
not appear to show a pattern that might be caused by residual heating, none the
less this factor must be kept in mind.
Another, more intriguing possibility lies in the concept that heat may be
rising from depth along the plane of the Kahuku fault and issuing at the base of
the cliff and along bedding planes of the lava flows. The Kahuku fault is a
major structural feature of Mauna Loa shield volcano. It extends ten miles in-
land from the coast and has been followed out to sea for a distance of over 15
miles. Depth recordings made on board the RjV VALDIVIA in 1973 while steaming
past the extension of the fault 4 miles off shore registered a vertical dis-
placement along the fault plane of '900 meters.
Further geophysical and geological work should be concentrated in the
section of the lower portions of the Kahuku fault. This may have promise as
an area in which to locate an array of research drill holes.
Also of interest along the South Point shoreline as registered by the in-
frared imagery is the temperature distribution in. the sea water. Directly offshore
a large patch of water shows a~ a white area indicating that its temperature is
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greater than 22°C. It is not recognized at this time whether this is a bay of
warm surface water brought in by ocean currents or wind or whether the warming
is caused by some other process.
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2. Electrical Resistivity Surveys
Investigator:
Report by:
G. V. Keller
A. S. Furumoto
The electrical resistivity surveys by George Keller were done in June
and July 1973 and a report entitled HAn Electrical Resistivity Survey of the
Puna and Kau Districts, Hawaii County, Hawaii ll was submitted by him. The
method he used is known as the dipole mapping method. In short, using existing
( .
well casings as dipole sources, he caused a large amount of current to flow
into the ground~ then with a pair of probes the area round the dipole source
was surveyed to measure variations in voltage and current. With that, resist-
ivity of the ground between the dipole source and probes is determined. The
survey in effect gives an integrated picture of resistivity with respect to
depth. Hence the method is a good reconnaissance tool.
The results of the survey came up with two promising areas indicating
subsurface low resistivity. Both of these areas lie along the Northeast Rift
'zone of Kilauea. In Figure 1 the circled area roughly outlines the low
resistivity anomaly.
Keller also attempted a depth vs. resistivity interpretation from his data.
The profile resulted in a two layer model; the first layer extending from surface
to an average depth of 700 m with rpsistivity about 20 ohm-m; the second layer
extending from 700 m to 2300 m depth with resistivity about 5 ohm-m; and below
that a half space of very high resistivity. Keller attributed the low resistivity
in the second layer to high temperature.
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3. Electromagnetic Survey
Investigator: D. P. Klein
1. The electromagnetic survey group of the Hawaii Geothermal Project can
report the following accomplishments:
a. Completion of a loop-loop magnetic induction survey in the
northeast Puna area.
b. Development of a deep-sounding wire-loop magnetic induction
system.
c. Reconnaissance of four areas on Hawaii Island (excluding Puna)
which have promising geothermal aspects.
d. Emplacement of 12 electrode pairs for future deep geoelectric
sounding on Hawaii Island.
2. The two-loop induction survey in the Puna area was a follow up to the
dipole-dipole galvanic survey of G.V. Keller and associates. The results of
Keller's survey which warranted further exploration was the possible existence
of shallow geothermal regions in the areas outlined by the dashed lines in Fig.
1. High temperature well waters in these areas add support to such a possibility.
The two-loop soundings, whose locations are indicated in Fig. 1, were established
with the object of locating the extent of the regions of high conductivity, thus
potentially hot water, in the upper 100 meters of the crust. The results were
negative in this regard. Local conductivity anomalies at stations 18-1, 19-1,
20-1 and station 6-1, and 3-1,3-2 could be due to heating effec:s along the
East Rift zone or due to increased porosity associated with Rift fissures.
However, the existence of shallow high temperature areas of large horizontal
extent are not in evidence. It is recommended that detailed "deep" geoelectric
surveys be carried out in the allomalous areas ~entioned :bove. under the hypothesis
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that these regions are shallow indicators'of a wider spread geothermal regions
at depth.
3. In view of the need for deeper penetrating equipment a concentrated
effort went into the construction of a power source for a time-domain wire-loop
induction method. This power source will provide approximately a 20 amp current-
step square wave at 1000 VDC. The system. is essentially complete except for
field tests. The system is solid state and built to withstand rugged field con-
ditions. The expected depth of penetration of this system is about two kilometers.
4. In anticipation of future operations, four areas on Hawaii were examined
in detail for survey sites. These areas, indicated on Fig. 2 (Task 2.2, Geo-
electric, of the proposal) were chosen with regard to the rift zone location, age
of most recent volcanic activity, available drill hole temperature data and the
results from the infrared scanning study.
5. Since the effective use of the wire-loop induction technique requires
low resistance electrical earth-grounds, 12 electrode pairs were emplaced for
the future surveys. Seven of these were emplaced by Sandia Corporation using
a technique of air-dropping specially designed inert-missiles. The reason for
early emplacement of electrodues is that the contact resistance can be expected
to decrease with age due to natural processes causing closer compaction of
earth about the electrodes. Although more electrodes will probably be required,
at least future surveys can begin with the several good source field sites now
established.
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Map of two-loop Magnetic Induction Survey Area
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4. Microearthquake and Microseismic surveys
Investigator: A. S. Furumoto
Although it was planned to carry out microearthquake surveys during the
first year, it was decided to postpone th~se surveys until the second year. The
main reason for this decision was the delay in getting delivery on equipment and
that funds were being used up at a higher rate than anticipated in running the
other surveys. In the final analysis it was judged better to obtain excellent
results from three types of surveys than obtaining marginal data from four types
of surveys.
However, the equipment for the microearthquake surveillance program
.
purchased.is now assembled and undergoing tests. The seismic surveillance system
consists of a central recording station and six satellite stations. At a satellite
station seismic signals picked up by geophones are amplified, frequency modulated,
and then telemetered by radio to the central recording station. Data is recorded
on tape at the central station.
For the microseismic or ground noise survey, a simple system was devised.
The instrument package consists of two geophones, an amplifier bank, and a TEAC
R-70 cassette tape recorder which can record in FM mode or in direct analog form.
The package is small enough to be housed in the backseat of a compact car.
With the above instrument package, the eastern section of Puna district was
surveyed on a preliminary basis for ground noise. Two days of recording were
made on eight reels of cassettes. For data processing, many techniques were
tried; such as digitizing the records followed by power spectrum analysis by
computer; use of machine frequency analysis. These were unsatisfactory as samp-
ling or frequency resolution was poor. The best results were obtained by sending
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the taped sign?ls through narrow band filters and obtaining rectified, averaged
power levels. By this technique it was found that the 8 hz ground noise centered
around the electrical resistivity anomalies found by Keller. Whether this is
also diagnostic of geothennal sources is yet to be determined.
Ground noise surveys are presently being carried out over the Puna area and
the southwest rifts of Kilauea and Mauna Loa.
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5. Other Surveys. 1973-1974
Report by: A. S. Furumoto
In addition to the fore mentioned surveys, several other types of surveys
were undertaken.
Although gravity surveys over the Puna area were carried out about a decade
ago, the grid was rather course. So, in May 1974 a closely spaced traverse was
made across the Puna Rift. Time was available for only one traverse as the work
was done in between electrical surveys. Even with the single traverse, a signi-
ficant bit of information was found. The high positive point of Bouguer anomaly
is not over the rift zone but to the north of it. This does not lend support
to Decker's postulate that the rift zone is d1pping to the south. However this
does not contradict Decker as the mass in the rift zone is not much denser than
the surrounding rock.
Magnetic surveys by traverses on the ground surface were also done. There
was little variation in the magnetic field, an indication that the rift zone
material is very hot, above the Curie Point.
Independent of this project, Zablocki of Hawaii Volcano Observatory carried
out a self-potential electrical survey in the Puna area. Two anomalies of several
hundred millivolts per 100 mwere found, coinciding with Keller's low resistivity
anomalies. These are encouraging s~gns. At the present time, technicians and
students on this project are assisting Zablocki to complete the self-potential
survey of Puna area. Data from this cooperative will be available to the project .
.
The water in the presently existing wells in Puna area were sampled and
were analyzed for oxygen isotope content at the laboratories of University of
California at Riverside. The analysis at Riverside were done by a graduate
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student from this project who traveled to Riverside. The conclusion of the
analysis is that the water had a past history of being heated to 200°C or more.
This task was carried out under the direction of Dr. P. F. Fan.
As additional funds were promised by the National Science Foundation to
continue the program until the end of calendar year 1974, a full schedule of
surveys has been planned for the summer months. The Schedule runs as follows:
June
Self potential electrical survey
Electrical resistivity survey
Seismic ground noise survey
Geochemical survey, oxygen isotope and deuterium
July
Electrical resistivity surveys
Laboratory study of convection in porous media, theoretical study and
modelling
Literature survey
August
Microearthquake surveillance
Thermal survey of wells
Electrical resistivity surveys
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6. Resulting Publications
The present time is too early for results of the field surveys to see the
light of publication. The infrared scanning survey is the only one of the
field work that is in publishable form. However, literature survey and compi-
lation of published articles on the Koolau Volcano on the island of Oahu, Hawaii
and on the Rabaul Volcano on the island of New Britain, Papua New Guinea, were
done and papers on them were presented at the U.S.-Japan Cooperative Science
Seminar held in Hilo, Hawaii during the week of February 4-8, 1974. The papers
will be published in the Proceedings of the seminar. The authors and titles
of publications resulting from the project or supported by the project are:
A. T. Abbott - Imagery from Infrared Scanning of the East and Southwest
Rifts of Kilauea and the Lower Portion of the Southwest Rift of Mauna
Loa, Island of Hawaii. Proceedings of the U.S.-Japan Science Seminar
on Utilization of Volcano Energy, February 1974. Sandia Laboratories,
1974, (in press).
A. S. Furumoto - Geophysical Exploration on the Structure of Volcanoes:
Two Case Histories, Ibid. (In Press)
A. S. Furumoto and W. A. Wiebenga - Possible Use of the Rabaul Volcanic
Complex as a Source of Energy. Ibid. (In Press)
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IV. PROPOSED WORK FOR 1975
The geophysical program of the geothermal project with funding through
NSF GI-38319 is carrying out field surveys in high gear at the present writing
of this proposal. As the field surveys will have been completed by September
1974) the preseht proposal will put emphasis on analysis and interpretation of
the field data.
The types of field surveys and study that would be completed are more in
number than what had been mentioned in the initial proposals. As data unfolded,
different types of surveys were conceived and carried out to check the newly
developing picture. The types of surveys being carried out are given below.
Each survey involves different kinds of instrument and equipment and different
ways of analysis. For example, the several surveys that involve electrical
techniques are different from one another and each yields a distinct type of
information.
The surveys and studies that were completed or are going on now are the
following:
1. Infrared scanning aerial photography
2. Electrical resistivity reconnaissance by dipole-roving dipole method
3. Loop to loop electromagnetic method
4. Depth profiling for electrical resistivity by Schlumberger method
5. Self-potential electrical survey
6. Magnetic surveys on ground surface
7. Gravity survey
8. Sei smi c ground noi se survey
9. Microearthquake epicenter location
10. Geochemical survey) oxygen isotope
11. Geochemical survey, deuterium
12. Thermal survey of wells
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13. Convective motion in porous media, analytical and computer study
14. Convective motion in porous media, physical model study
15. Literature survey on geochemistry of Kilauea
The tasks responsible for these surveys with the names of investigators
are the following:
Task 2.0 General Services and Coordination
A. S. Furumoto
Task 2.1 Photogeology
A. 1. Abbott
Survey (1)
Task 2.2 Electrical Methods
D. P. Klein
Surveys (3), (4), (5),
Task 2.3 Modelling and Computation
R. Norris and A. S. Furumoto
Surveys (6), (7) and office studies (13) and (14)
Task 2.4 Temperature studies of wells
J. Halunen and D. Epp
Survey (12)
Task 2.5 Seismic Studies
W. Suyenaga and A. S. Furumoto
Surveys (8) and (9)
Task 2.6 Geochemistry
P. F. Fan
Surveys (10). (11) and (15)
Survey (2), electrical resistivity survey by dipole-dipole method, was
subcontracted to G. Keller of Colorado School of Mines.
Of these, surveys (1), (2) and (3) are completed and final data are in;
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surveys (6) and (7) are partially completed; surveys (5), (8) and (10) are being
done in the field; surveys (4) and (9) are in the instrument testing stage;
surveys (11) and (12) are being planned. The in-office studies (13), (14) and
(15) are also presently being carried out.
After the field work during the months of June, July and August 1974, it
is imperative that the data be analyzed, interpreted and digested. Even after
the field data are in, the best way for processing the data has yet to be sought
by trial and error. This takes time. For example, for the two days of field
data in seismic ground noise survey, three months were used in finding the op-
timum system to process rapidly 15 hours of data tape. Various methods, such
as digitizing analog records and then performing frequency analysis, were dis-
carded as giving poor sampling. Several types of automatic machine analysis for
spectrumwere.unsatisfactory. The method finally found to be satisfactory was to
determine rectified power level at different frequencies by passing the record-
ings through narrow band pass filters. This example from seismic study shows that
time spent in data processing in the office is usually an order of magnitude
longer than the time spent in the field.
Also, along with field data, laboratory studies, theoretical studies,
computer simulation, physical models must be tried to get the grasp of what is
going on. For optimum results field men should cooperate closely with the model
studies, in fact, it is best that they participate in it.
Some field programs are being proposed for this year, as drilling data may
turn up added information which must be checked against geophysical surveys. Also,
the southwest rift of Mauna Loa, which is presently being surveyed, should be
examined carefully. A verbal report by A. T. Abbott says that the research
vessel VALDIVIA measured the scarp of the rift at a point 4 miles at sea to have
a 1900 m drop. Hence we are proposing a thorough geophysical survey of the sea-
ward extension of that rift and other rifts with the University·s research KANA
KEOKI.
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To round out the geophysical and geochemical information onthePuna Area
two new tasks have been added to the geophysical program:
Task 2.7 Hydrology
Investigators: R.W. Buddemeier~ P.M. Kroopnick, and L.S. Lau
Task 2.8 Physical Properties of Rocks
Investigator: M.H. Manghnani
Task 2.7 will attempt to unravel the hydrology of the Puna area relying
mostly on geochemical data. This information is truly needed to understand
the hydrothermal system which we are attempting to use for geothermal development.
Task 2.8 will undertake to measure the thermal conductivity of rocks as
well as other physical properties of rocks from the Puna area. This is relevant
to the program as initial calculations using reasonable temperature distributions
and known values of permeability hint that there could be no convective motion
of ground water in Puna Area away from the rift zones. Outside of rift zones
the criterion of stability is not exceeded. If there is hot water below a
depth of 700 m as Keller's reconnaissance survey tends to indicate (cf. previous
chapter) then that water was most probably heated by conduction rather than by
convective motion.
The geophysical program proposed will be a coordinated program of 8 tasks
with 17 different surveys and studies. As the drilling gets underway, all
involved will be on hand to assist with their specific area of knowledge and
insight.
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v. INDIVIDUAL TASKS: PROPQSALS AND BUDGETS
Task 2.0
General Operations Support and Coordination
The main purpose of this task has been to provide general services to the
other geophysical tasks. The technician has the responsiblity of assembling
and testing instruments and later on maintaining them. The administrative assist-
ant in the category of secretary-clerical handles the typing of manuscripts, the
purchase orders, and accounting of the financial status of every task. The staff
on this task have heavy duties and responsiblities.
As several field surveys are going on simultaneously during so called vaca-
tion times, the logistics must be coordinated. Field men from different surveys
assist one another and the coordination is possible through a central clearing
agency. The task does the work of such an agency.
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Task 2.2
Geoelectric Surveys
Douglas P. Klein
INTRODUCTION
As a second proposed extension to NSF Grant G1-38319 the geoelectric task
must be considered with two facts in mind. (A) The field results from the main
survey are not in as this is written. (B) The evaluation of results of the main
survey is not expected until at least September 1974.
The continuation of major geoelectric survey operations is contingent on
the results obtained in the period from June 1 through December 31, 1974. Thus
without anticipating those results, this task proposes only to complete a full
final analysis of work accomplished to December 31, 1974, with allowance for
30 days field operations to obtain additional detailed data in those areas, if
any, where initial data show anomalies of particular interest or where problems
of interpretation arise because the initial data are too sparse.
JUSTIFICATION FOR ADDITIONAL DATA ANALYSIS
Analysis of geoelectric data up to December 31, 1974 will necessarily be
of rudimentary nature due to the pressures involved in rapid selection of the
most favorable targets for exploratory drilling. The extent of sophistication
in depth-conductivity sections will be limited to two-layer interpretations(l)
for electromagnetic work and three-layer interpretations(2) , (3) for galvanic
work. These are based on standard and limited two and three layer models. The
(See footnotes at the end of this task description.)
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electromagnetic interpretation in particular will be biased by the assumption
of an idealized d'ipole source and receiver. It may not be difficult to make
allowance for this, but in fact, the available interpretation schemes(l) are
realized with this restriction.
We propose to approach possible improvements in the quantitative interpre-
tation of data in this order: (A) Development of non-restrictive frequency
domain and, time-domain solutions for loop-loop and loop-line electromagnetic
soundings over horizontal layers, possibly along the line of Ryu(4), and Morrison(5)
and Koefoed(6). (8) Multilayer (greater than three) modeling of the data obtained
in Hawaii. (e) Development of direct inversion schemes for multilayer cases,
possibly along the line of Glenn et ~. (7) with the hope of obtaining quantita-
tive resolution limits of the data with regard to layered structures. (D) Study
of the influ&nces of lateral inhomogeneities in earth strata on the interpretation
of geoelectric data. This is probably the least well understood problem of geo-
electric surveys, and except for extremely simplified models very few authors
have attempted a quantitative development of this problem. One example is Yee(8).
A goal in this regard might be to work toward a numerical solution of an oscilla-
ting dipole field above a non-uniform conducting sheet. This is worked out for
a plane-wave source(9) but not for a dipole field. Such a model could have
applicability in the case of Hawaii where gradients in conductivity in the under-
lying salt water layer might be approximated by a thin sheet.
It should be pointed out that surface surveys will provide a wealth of
field geoelectric data, and drilling program will provide a similar wealth of
direct geological data from drill holes. This then will be an ideal opportunity
to apply theoretical analysis to real data and compare the results to known
conditions. From the standpoint of future exploration applications it seems
vitally important to interpret the data to the fullest possible extent.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR ADDITIONAL FIELD WORK
In addition to obtaining more detail where possible over anomalies
(if found) and over areas of questionable interpretation (if any) it seems
important to obtain additional data in conjunction with the drilling program.
As the initial surveys are reconnaissance in nature with the stated purpose
of outlining the most favorable areas of drilling~ additional surveys would
serve the purpose of obtaining better resolution in the depth conductivity
profile in the selected drill site areas. This would be important when direct
. geological drill data becomes availabl(t for comparison to geophysical data
because it would establish the validity or non-validity Of the geophysical
techniques employed. This result would have direct significance to future
geothermal exploration.
Another consideration is that if success is met in finding geothermal
resources on the island of Hawaii it would be reasonable to begin reconnaissance
of possible resources on other islands. In this case a decision would be re-
quired on the priority of shifting from further detailed work on Hawaii island
to new surveys elsewhere. While the present proposed budget does not include
sufficient funds to complete these surveys~ preliminary work could be started
simultaneously with a request for additional funds which could be evaluated
on the basis of positive results.
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(1) Silva, L.R., 1969, Two-Layer Master Curves for Electromagnetic Sound-
ings, Thesis, Colo. Sch. of Mines.
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(3) Standard Graphs for Resistivity Prospecting, Rigkwaterstaat, Netherlands,
pub. by E.A.E.G., The Hague.
(4) Ryu, J., H.F. Morrison and S.H. Ward, 1970, Electromagnetic Fields about
a Loop Source of Current, Geophys. 35, 862-896.
(5) Morrison, H.F., R.J. Phillips, and D.P. O'brien, 1969, Quantitative Inter-
pretation of Transient Electromagnetic Fields over a Layered Half-Space .
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(8) Lee, C.Y., 1973, The dipping layer problem in resistivity, Colo. Sch. of
Mi nes, Tl61 O.
(9) Price, A.T., 1949, The Induction of Electric Currents in Non-Uniform Thin
Sheets and Shells, Q.J. Mech. Appl. Math. 2,283-310.
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TQ,sk2.3
Theoretical and Numerical
Modell ing,
Computational Geophysics,
Magnetic and Gravity Surveys
A.S. Furumoto and R.A. Norris
The purpose of this task is to bring together all the geophysical data
gathered in order to develop consistent models of the hydrothermal systems we are
investigating. At this point in time the hydrothermal systems for the east rift
of Kilauea and southwest rift of Mauna Loa seem to be two different things.
The task will first attack the hydrothermal system of the east rift of Kilauea.
As data come in month by month, a clearer pictur~ is evolving.
The question of convective fluid motion in a porous medium should be studied.
Although there are numerical solutions to the problem, analytical studies of con-
vective motion in porous media are not numerous. Numerical models may suffice but
analytical models give deeper understanding. At the present time analytical studies
of convective motion is being pursued.
Also, computational studies of the convective motion will be done. The
boundary conditions of the problem will have to be changed with incoming data. The
problem is very challenging,
Physical model studies using small tanks of water will also be tried. A tank
is being built as of the present. Various kinds of material will be used as the
porous medium: glass beads, sand, chips of plastic etc.
One parameter we have to know is the bulk permeability' of the rock in Puna
area. To do this we shall use the tidal effects felt in wells in the Puna area.
From the velocity of the tidal effects through the rocks and the decay of tidal
effEcts, the permeabi 1ity of the' rocks can be cal cul ated. Fot' measuri ng ti des,
tidal gauges are needed.
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The task will also help with the computation problems of other tasks. The
epicenter location program HYPO 71 to be used by Task 2.5 is being modified for
the university computer.
The personnel in this task will also assist in field programs. R. Norris
has been with the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics for over a decade and has carried
out independent research.
The task will also complete the gravity and magnetic survey program with a
dense network of observations. The magnetic data will require much tedious
correction of data and, hence, will require a student helper.
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Task 2.4
Temperature Survey
D. Epp and J.Halunen
This summer we will measure the variation of temperature with depth in exist-
ing wells on the island of Hawaii. Based on the results of this survey we will
choose one or two wells in the Puna area and one or two wells in the South Point
area for repeated temperature measurements. At this time we expect to measure the
temperature variations with depth at least 20 times in each hole over a one year
period. This temperature data will provide information on (1) rates of groundwater
movement, (2) thermal conductivity of the rock adjacent to the upper 10-15 m of
each hole, and (3) possibly past movements of magma in the area'of each hole.
All of this information is critical to evaluation of any geothermal power source.
Groundwater movement through the area around a well will upset the normal
temperature gradient due to the earth's heat (see for example, Birch~ 1947).
Stallman (1963), Bradehoeff and Papadopulus (1965), Domenico and Palciauskas (1973),
and others have shown that this deviation from the norm can be used to calculate
the velocity of groundwater movement. Because of the hi gh permeabil i ty of the
islands and the low thermal conductivity of rock, groundwater movement is probably
the dominant process that moves heat from the areas within the island that contain
hot magma. If the hydrological system in the islands is largely an open system as
proposed by Mi nk (1964), the heat from hot magma sources wi 11 be ca rri ed to the
ocean by the moving groundwater. On the other hand, if closed systems exist with-
in the island, the hot magma source will cause convection of the groundwater within
the system. The proposed temperature surveys should allow us to determine which
of these two systems exists in the Puna and South Point areas, and in addition, the
velocity of groundwater movement within the system.
Similar temperature surveys will be an important part of the program to be con-
ducted in conjunction with the deep exploratory holes to be drilled in 1976 and
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1977; It is essential also th~t we determine whether the groundwater system at
depth is open or closed. A proposal to fund periodic temperature surveys in these
deep holes will be submitted next year.
Fluctuations in surface temperature with time also upsets the upper few meters
of the normal temperature gradient in the earth. By measuring these temperature
fluctuations and the rate at which the resulting temperature wave is propagated down-
ward, the thermal conductivity of the upper 10-15 m of rock surrounding the well can
be calculated. We will time the 20 temperature variation measurements so that we
can determine the daily, monthly and yearly temperature fluctuations. The resulting
thermal conductivity values will then be compared to the conductivity values deter-
mined in the laboratory.
The two to four wells we choose for repeated temperature meaSUl'ement will be
those which hav~ the highest temperatures. These wells will undoubtedly be close
to hot rock -- perhaps a relatively recent intrusion body. Repeated temperature
measurements will allow us to determine if there is any change in this heat source,
such as for example, an injection of new magma. Because of the low thermal con-
ductivity of rock, such a change in heat source would not, under normal circumstances,
be detected in one year, unless the heat source was very close to the well. However,
because of the high permeability and movement of groundwater in the island, the
temperature wave resulting from a new injection of magma will be transmitted to the
well site much more rapidly.
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Task 2.5
Seismic Studies
Investigators: A.S. Furumoto and W. Suyenaga
The seismic studies will consist of the following:
1. Seismicity study of microearthquakes including the use of
borehole seismometers
?. Marine seismic refraction and reflection surveys over the seaward
extension of rift zones
3. Processing and analysis of seismic data obtained during June-
September 1974.
1. Microearthquakes will be continued to be monitored in the Puna area
during the calendar year. Seasonal variation of earthquakes has been observed
in other seismic areas, and perhaps Puna area may also show such variation.
However if microearthquakes are associated with geothermal sources, there should
be a level of seismicity irrespective of seasons.
To increase the capability of detection, seismometers will be placed in
holes left open by the drilling program. For this purpose, new geophones are
requested in the budget. At first we propose to lower geophones only, but if
this is unsatisfactory, we will have to fabricate a down hole package to include
seismic amplifiers and batteries.
2. The southwest rift zone of Mauna Loa has a 300 m vertical scarp on land
but 4 miles at sea the research vessel VALDIVIA found a 1900 m vertical scarp as
the seaward extension of the same rift. Infrared scanning surveys showed that
this particular rift has thermal anomalies. Hence a thorough survey of the rift
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is necessary to understand tectonics. The survey vlill be done by the University
of Hawaii research vessel KANA KEOKI. The vessel is equipped to do routinely
magnetic surveys) gravity surveys) seismic reflection profiling) single ship
seismic refraction by sonobuoys) bathythermograph measurements. All of these
will be done over the rift.
Since the ship will be in the region) the extensions of the rift zones
of Kilauea will also be surveyed.
Funds for ship time of the KANA KEOKI is sought by a separate NSF grant for
ship operations. Sixteen days of ship time are needed for this survey.
3. During June to August 1974) a large amount of data on seismic noise
survey and microearthquake monitoring will be gathered. In the geophysics
overview) the seismic noise survey was given as an example of how many times)
longer data processing takes than field work. Hence) the main part of this
task will be data processing and interpretation.
For the microearthquake monitoring) a computer program to locate epi-
centers is being prepared. The program is a slight modification of HYP07l which
was developed by staff members of the U.S. Geological Survey.
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Task 2.6
Geochemical Surveys
Pow-Foong Fan
Studies of the stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen in groundwater have been
found to be useful in the discovery and evaluation of geothermal systems. In addi-
tion, studies of sodium, potassium and calcium concentrations in the groundwater
"have recently been shown to be another ufieful geochemical tool in investigating
geothermal systems (Coplen, 1973; Fournier and Truesdell, 1973).
Oxygen and deuterium isotope studies of 10 wells and 2 warm-water springs
have been made in the Puna Rift System of Kilauea Volcano, island of Hawaii.
Temperature and chemical measurements have also been analyzed in an effort to
determine the thennal history of the groundwater. Results show a positive corre-
lation between 6018 and temperature, especially where the Puna waters are compared
with other Hawaiian waters. The 018 enrichment can be interpreted as water-rock
exchange at geothermal temperatures (>150oC) or contamination of fresh waters by
seawater advection since the Puna waters showings the greatest enrichment also
have high salinity. Both processes probably occur there and either can result
from thermal anomalies at depth.
We propose (1) to make a detailed literature study of the geochemistry of the
Hawaiian Islands, especially the geoc.;lemistry of Kilauea Volcano; (2) to make
chemical and isotopic studies of the groundwater; and (3) to determine mineralo-
gical and chemical compositional change that may have resulted fro~ hydrothermal
alteration processes.
We plan to sample water from wells, springs, local precipitation, and geo-
chemical fluids in the Puna, Great Crack and South Point of the island of Hawaii.
Special effects will concentrate on study of water and ror~ samnles from the pro-
posed 8 shallow holes from Puna target areas. We hope our data will assist the
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site selection of the deep holes that will eventually be drilled on the island of
Hawaii.
Jhe alteration products, hematite, amorphous iron, opal and kaoline were
formed by reacti o.ns of gases and wa ll-roc,k at Sul phul~ Bank, near the Volcano
House on the north rim of Kilauea Caldera. Similar deposits are present in areas
along the southeastern boundary cliff of Kilauea Caldera and the Southwest Rift
Zone of Mauna Loa near Sulphur Cone. Hydrothermal alteration products that are
characterized by chlorite-quartz assemblages are found in the lao Valley of
West Maui and Keo1u Hills of windward Oahu. Zeolites and calcite are present
4,000 feet at depth of Keller1s well at Kilauea. The mineral assemblages of
hydrothermal alteration vary from place to place. More detaile,d mineralogical
and chemical studies are needed to understand the influences of the gas-liquid-solid
interface reaction between hydrothermal fluid, groundwater, and wall~rock. Opal,
quartz, calcite, kao1i ne and other mi nera1s resulted from hydl'otherrna1 alterati on
would be deposited in the pores of the rocks and possibly form an impermeable
dome around the self-sealing steam reservoir. The identification and understanding
of different types of Hawaiian hydrothermal alteration products would be useful
background information prior to the drilling project.
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Task 2.7
Hydrology
R.W. Buddemeier, P. M. Kroopnick
and L.S. Lau
Hydrologic knowledge is essential to the exploration for, evaluation and
exploitation of geothermal power resources. A combination of physical, chemical
and isotope hydrologic techniques are required to describe the rates and pathways
of groundwater and seawater supply to heat sources, the size and characteristics
of geothermal fluid reservoirs, the rates and pathways of escape of geothermai1y
altered or juvenil e waters, and the effects on non-geothermal water resources of
drilling, energy production, etc.
Hydrol.ogic studies including chemical, l4Cm 13C/12C and 3H analyses have been
successfully used to characterize the dynamics of groundwater systems in non-
geothermal areas of Hawaii 1, 2. In addition, the use of 180/160 and 2H/'H ratios
in combination with these other techniques strengthens regional hydrology investi-
gations3, permits identification and has demonstrated potential for exploration5
and for assessment of reserves and alterations in producing geothermal energy
6systems .
Because of the broad and multifaceted applicability of hydrologic and related
isotope geochemical data, this task is envisioned as continuing in various forms
throughout the remainder of the project. In year 02, the major goals are: (1)
assembly, integration with the geochemical reconnaissance data and interpretation
of all available hydrologic data on the regions of potential geothermal interest;
and (2) measurement of the temperature, chemical composition, and hydrogen and
oxygen isotope content of rainwater, well water and natural groundwater in the
regions of interest. The analytical program will be initiated promptly at the
(See footnotes at the end of this task description.)
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beginning of the project year (all necessary facilities are on hand and operation-
al in HIG and WRRC) , and will be design~d to assist in characterizing regional
hydrologic regimes, to refine the identification of geothermal waters and their
sources and pathways, to establish baseline data necessary for the interpreta-
tion of pump tests and production data in subsequent phases of the project, and
to assist in test well siting decision.
Investigations will concentrate on the puna district, but not to the
exclusion of basic characterization of all other areas which appear to offer
(
significant potential for geothermal energy.
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Task 2.8
Physical properties of Rocks
M. H. Manghnani
In geophysical exploration for potential geothennal energy, seismic
velocity (Vp or Vs ) is one of the most direct and useful parameters. Seismic
velocity in a rock depends upon density, porosity, composition (or, mean atomic
weight), pressure and temperature at depth. The effects of temperature on ve-
locity in vesicular basalts at modest pressures (1-5 kbar) are not known;
hence, a realistic interpretation of SUbsul~face temperature distribution, a use-
ful indicator of successful exploitation of geothermal energy, cannot be made
from the observed seismic data.
Recently, it has been shown that both Vp and Vs in rock and rock-forming
minerals having the same mean atomic weight, are lineal~ly related to thennal
conductivityl,2,3. Such a relation, if established for the Hawaiian basaltic
rocks, would be most useful for interpreting, from seismic velocities, sub-
surface thermal conductivity and hence the temperatures beneath the potential
areas. A knowledge of thermal conductivity of basalts as function of density,
porosity, fluid content, and temperature is also needed for the interpretation
of heat flow measurements.
That the velocity is also in some manner related to the electrical resist-
iVity of rocks was recently noted. 4 Besides this, there is a real need to know
the effect of porosity, fluid content (amount and kind of fluid), temperature,
and modest pressure on the electrical resistivity of basaltic rocks in order to
interpret the field electrical resistivity measurements .
.
(See footnotes at the end of this task description.)
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We propose here a twofold program:
1'. To undertake laboratory studies for investigating the relationships
among geophysical parameters, such as velocity (Vp and Vs )' thermal con-
ductivity, and electrical resistivity of basaltic rocks, having various
density, porosity and fluid content under the pressure and temperature
environments compatible with depth to a few kilometers of interest (i.e.
to 3000e and 5 kbar). The results will enable us to understand the effects
of porosity on the physical properties, and the relationships among various
(
physical parameters of basaltic rocks.
2. To use these relationships in the interpretation of observed geophysical
data for locating the dense subsurface rock and the "op timum" heat source.
The subject basaltic rocks will be collected from the volcanic areas of geo-
thermal importance. The pulse transmission method of V and V measurements 5 willp s
be used. For studying the electrical resistivity of basaltic rocks under various
temperature and pressure environments the technique described by Brace et al.
(1965)6 will be followed. For the thermal conductivity measurements, the line-
so~rce transient method7,8, will be used. Most of the necessary equipment for
carrying out the proposed laboratory measurements is available. However, some
electronic equipment is needed for making the thermal conductivity and electrical
resistivity measurements of rock specimens.
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CURRENT RESEARCH SUPPORT FOR PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
The following is a listing of the extramurally-funded projects for
Augustine Furumoto, Principal Investigator of the Geophysical Program.
10 Oceanographic Investigations
Office of Naval Research, Project NR-083-603
2. An Engineering Feasibility Study of an Ionospheric Technique
to Improve Tsunami Warning Systems
National Science Foundation, Grant GI-34973
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HAWAII GEOTHERMAL,PROJECT
ENGINEERING PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The principal objectives of the Engineering Program are (1) applied research
in problem areas related to the extraction of energy from geothermal resources,
and (2) planning and design of environmentally-acceptable geothermal power
plantso Research during the past period has been in the areas of (1) studies
complementary to and in support of the G€ophysicsProgram, and (2) studies of
the economical and technological feasibility of different methods of converting
heat energy in a geothermal reservoir to electrical energy. Results of the
research effort have been reported in three quarterly progress reports published
to date, and the following technical memorandum and reports:
1.
3.
4.
Modelling of Hawaiian Geothermal Resources, Technical Report
No.1, January, 19740
Warm water Wells on the Island of Hawaii, Technical Memorandum
Noo 1, January, 19740
Steady State Free Convection in an Unconfined Geothermal
Reservoir, Technical Report No.2, March 15, 1974, by P. Cheng
and K. H. Lau, accepted for publication in the Jo~rnal of
Geophysical Researcho --
Geothermal Reservoir Engineering: State-of-the-Art, Technical
Report No.3, March 15, 1974, by P. Takahashi, B. Chen, and
K. Mashima.
5.
6.
7.
Regenerative Vapor Cycle with Isobutane as Working Fluid, Technical
Report No.4, June 10, 1974, by J. Chou, R. Ahluwalia, and E. Woo.
Numerical Solutions of Isothermal Pumping and Re-injection
Technical Report No.5, July 1, 1974, by P. Cheng and C. W;ng.
Effects of Vertical Heat Sources on FrEe Convection in a
Rectangular Geothermal Reservoir, Technical Report No.6,
July 15, 1974, by K. H. Lau and P. Cheng (in preparation).
A more detailed descr~ption of the applied research being proposed for the
Engineering Program follows.
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PHASE I PROGRESS REPORT
TASK 3.1 GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
The geothermal reservoir engineering research team is composed of three
sub-task groups: computer modelling, physical modelling, and geothermal well
testing and analysiso The three sub-tasks have the goal of predicting the
performance of producing geothermal fields. The computer modelling group will
use a mathematical model approach, the physical modelling group will scale model
a geothermal system, and the testing and analysis group will evaluate existing
geothermal and petroleum gas hardware and software techniques with the aim of
synthesizing optimal measurement and prediction alternatives.
The organizational plan and personnel responsible for various sub-tasks
are depicted in Fig. 3.1-1.
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Former Task 3.1 Former Task 3.2
vlell Testing Ghyben-Herzberg
and Analysis Lens Dynami cs
NevI Task 3.1 GEOTHER0~L RESERVOIR ENGINEERING I
Task Leader: P. Cheng
1
Well Test/Analysis Physical r'1ode 11 i ng Computer Mode~
P. Takahash~, P. Takahashi P. Cheng,
B. Chen & & K. H. Lau &
L. S. Lau B. Chen L. S. Lau
l
Assessment of Preliminary Preliminary
Hell Test Design of Computer
Hardware Physical r·lode 1 Model
1
Selection of Fabrication of ComputerHa rdv/J re and
Assessment of Physical Geothenna 1 Hodel
Softl~are Reservoi r t!Jodel II
1 ~ l
Purchase of Initiate LaboratoryHardware and Tl10-Phase Parametric Tests SimulationTesting of F10l'l Studies of PhysicalSoftware f~ode1
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1. Numerical Modelling of Geothermal Reservoirs
Investigators: P. Cheng, K. H. Lau, &L. S. Lau
The primary objectives of the numerical modelling are to predict the
performance of geothermal wells under different conditions and to study the
environmental impact of the geothermal system, especially the stability of
the Ghyben-Herzberg lens when perturbed by the extraction of a fluid from a
well below the lens. The results of these studies will aid in the selection
of a viable wel1-siteo Specific topics to be investigated are:
1. temperature distribution, heat transfer and fluid flow characteris-
tics of geothermal systems on the island of Hawaii,
.
2. capacity of a geothermal well,
30 expected life span of a geothermal well under different operating
and resource conditions,
4. minimum depth required for a geothermal well so that fresh water
will not cone downwards to the well bottom as water is pumped out,
and
5. effect of fluid recharge on the performance of a geothermal well.
The aforementioned problems have not been reported in the literature.
A realistic simulation of Hawaii geothermal reservoirs must take into
consideration the anisotropic property of rock formation; the irregular
geometry of boundaries; the dynamics of the Ghyben-Herzberg lens; and the
effects of pumping, re-injection, and freshwater recharging. Mathematically,
the problem is very complicated since it involves the solution of a set of
highly non-linear partial differential equations with non-linear boundary
conditions at the water table where its position is unknown. The strategy
adopted by the numerical simulation group has been to study simplified
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situations during the initial phase of the work. These simplified models,
which consider different effects one at a time, wil'l aid in a qual itative
understanding of the physical processes involved. Furthermore, since the
numerical solutions for a more realistic model will probably involve
iteration, the results of the simplified models can be used as input data
for the first iteration to guarantee convergence of the iteration process.
After maturity and expertise have been developed, more realistic models
will be considered. The research work will then culminate in the development
( .
of a general computer code capable of predicting the performance of a
specific geothermal reservoir.
During the first twelve months work has been accomplished in the
following three areas:
1. Steady Free Convection in an Unconfined R~ctangular Geothermal
A parametric study has been cOfJlpleted which investigates the
effects of geothermal heating from below on the movement of seawater,
the upwelling of water table, and the pressure and temperature distri-
bution in a rectangular two-dimensional geothermal reservoir. A
manuscript entitled, "Steady Free Convection in an Unconfined
Geothermal Reservoir" by Cheng and Lau, has been accepted for
publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research. The following
is a brief discussion on the formulation and the numerical results
of the problem. (See Technical Report No. 2 for details of the
analysis).
The Hawaii geothermal reservoir (Fig. 3. l-lA) is idealized
as a two-dimensional porous medium bounded on the bottom by a
horizontal impermeable wall and on the vertical sides by the ocean
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FIG. 3.1-1B RECTANGULAR MODEL OF AQUIFER
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(rig. 3.i-1B). The shape of the water table is not known a priori
and must be determined from the solution. To simplify the mathelila-
tical formulation of the problem, the following assumptions are
made:
Ao The flow field is steady and two-dimensional.
Bo The temperature of the fluid is everywhere below boiling
for the pressure at that depth.
c. The Boussinesq approximation is employed; i.e., density
is assumed to be constant except in the buoyancy force
term.
D. There is no accretion at the water table; namely, no rainfall.
E. Fluid properties such as thermal conductivity, specific
heat, kinematic viscosity, and permeability are assumed
to be constant.
F. Ocean is at rest; i.e., the effects of tides are neglected.
With these approximations, the governing equations in terms
of dimensionless variables are
and
(1)
where
[
dP d8 dP d8 [' d8]ax ax + av ai[ + I - £8] av = a , (2)
T - T
s
8 :: T - T '
c s
- 11
11 = 11 X :..- x=h' (3 )
Y =y
- h '
p Kgh
L:: ::"'h"' , E: = f3(Tc - Ts )' and 0=2-alJ
with p, T, p, and lJ denoting the pressure, temperature, density,
viscosity; 0, and K denoting the thermal diffusivHy and permeability
of the medium; g and 11 denoting the gravitational acceleration and
the height of the water table; Tc denoting the maximum temperature
of the impermeable surface, and the subscript "S" denoting the
condition in the ocean; E and D are dimensionless parameters.
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The boundary conditions along the ocean are given by
P (0, Y) = 1 - Y,
P(L,Y)=l Y,
o (L) Y) = 0,
o (0, Y) = O.
(4a)
(4b)
(5a)
(5b)
Along the impermeable surface, the boundary conditions are
ap3Y (X, 0) = -1 + e0l (X), (6a)
o (X, 0) ~ GL (X), (6b)
_ TL(X) - T
e
where 8L (X) = T _ T ,J with TL(X) prescribed. (6c)
c s
Along the free surface) the boundary conditions are
r~p -.
I ~ " (X, n) + 1 - e G J= 0·,
LuI a
p (X, n) = 0,
° (X, il) = 0
a'
(7a)
(7b)
(7c)
T - T
where 0a ::: T~rs with Ta denoting the atmospheric temperature)c s
and Y =n(X) is the shape of the water table, which is not known a
priori, and must be determined from the solution. Since the value
of e in Eqs. (1-7) is small) the mathematical problem can be simpli-
fied based on perturbation method. For this purpose. we now assume
that dependent variables be expanded in a power series of e. Thus we
have
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co
P (X, Y) 1.: m YL= s Pm(X,m=O
00
8 (X, Y) = L sm8m (X, Y) ,m=O
00
n(X) :: 1 + 1.: mm=O s nm(X),
(8a)
(8b)
(8c)
where Pm(X, V), 8m(X, Y) and nm(X) are perturbation functions to
be determined. Substituting Eqs. (8) into Eqso (1-7), making a
Taylor's series expansion on boundary conditions (7), and
collecting terms of like power in s, we have a set of linear sub-
problems.
The governing equations for the zero-order and the first-order
problems are respectively the Laplace equation and Poisson equation
with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. In principle they can be
solved in closed form by the classical method of separation of
variables. However~ the numerical evaluation of the resultant
expressions in terms of many double and triple Fourier series will
be of dubious value because of its slow convergent rate. For this
reason we resol't to the numerical solution of these linear problems
by the fi nite difference method.
The parameters for the present problem are L the aspect ratio,
o the discharge number, and E the perturbation parameter. Grid
values of pressure, temperature, and stream function are computed
for L=4, £=0.1 with 0=50, and 500 for the following three temperature
distributions of the impermeable surface:
(1) r X - 2.0 2l8 :: exp l- (-n----) JL J.~
with a maximum temperature at X=2~0,
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[
2 l
. x - 0.5·(2) 0L = exp - ( 0.5 ) J'
with a maximum temperature at X=0.5,
(3) [ _(_
X .- o_~)2 ]0L· := exp O. I
with a maximum temperature at X=Oo5o
Comparison of the numerical results for Cases 1 and 2 will show
the effect of the location of heat source whereas the comparison
of results for Case 2 (a broad heat source) and Case 3 (a narrow
heat source) will show the effect of the size of the heat source.
Fig. 3.1-2 shows the contour of the first order perturbation
of stream function, ~)l' for Case 1, As is shown in the figure, the
fluid particles begin to rise as they approach the point of maximum
surface temperature. This is because the density of the fluid
becomes smaller as its temperature rises. As the fluid particles
rise to a colder region they begin to lose heat and will begin
their descending paths when the density becomes the same as that
of the surrounding fluido Fig. 3.1-3 shows the pressure contours
for Case 1 with € = 0.1 and for all values of D. The fact that the
pressure contours are almost horizontal indicates that the pressure·
in an unconfined geothermal reservoir can be approximated by
hydrostatic pressure. The effect of discharge number on temperature
contours for Case 1 is shown in Fig. 3.1-4. D = 50 corresponds to
the case where heat transfer by conduction is predominant whereas
D= 500 corresponds to the case where convection heat transfer
cannot be neglected. The effect of discharge number on vertical
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FIG. 3.1-4 EFFECT OF DISCHARGE NUMBER ON TEMPERATURE CONTOURS FOR CASE 1
temperature profiles is shown in Fig. 3.1-5. For locations
directly above the point of maximum surface temperature (i.e., at
X = 2), temperature is higher for higher value of D. Similar
behavior exists in the upper portion of the aquifer. However, in
the lower portion of the aquifer, temperature decreases as the
value of D is increased. This is due to the inflow of colder
seawater in the lower portion of the aquifer and the outflow of
warmer seawater in the upper portion of the aquifer.
Figs. 3.l-6A and 3.1-68 show the effect of location and the
size of heat source on nl ' the first order perturbation function
for the shape of water table. To the first-order approximation
~he upwelling of water table is given by Enl' and is independent
of D. The amount of upwelling depends on the vertical temperature
gradient of the porous medium and the temperature distribution of
the impermeable surface. The size and the location of the heat
source have a strong influence on the amount of upwelling of water
table. The maximum value of nl is approximately 0.08 at X = 2 for
Case 1 (Fig. 3.l-6A). For a heat source near the ocean (Fig. 3.1-68),
it is interesting to note that the location of maximum water table
height is not necessarily located directly above the point of
maximum temperature of the impermeable surface. In fact, the
position of maximum value of n, moves inland as the size of the
heat source is increased.
It is estimated that the value of 0 for Hawaii geothermal
reservoirs will probably be much higher than D = 500. Consequently,
the numerical results do not really correspond to a realistic
situation. However, since temperature distribution increases as
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as 0 increases, the numerical results do give a qualitative, and
yet conservative estimation. Thus, it can be concluded that (1)
for a geothermal reservoir mile deep with a heat source at 800°F
and half mile in diameter, hot brine at 400°F can be found at half
~ mile below sea level if the drilling site is at the top of the
heat source, (2) while the size of the heat source has an important
effect on the temperature distribution in the reservoir, the loca-
tion of the heat source has a small effect on the temperature
distribution, (3) as d result of geothermal heating, cold seawater
moves inland from the lower portion of the reservoir and warm
water flows into the ocean from the upper portion of the reservoir,
(4) heat transfer by convection is important in geothermal
reservoirs. Thus the prediction of temperature distribution based
on heat conduction will be in serious error, (5) the convection
of heat is more efficient vertically than horizontally. This
implies that the drilling site must be within the maximum temperature
zone of the hot rock, (6) pressure in unconfined geothermal
reservoirs can be estimated based on hydrostatic pressure, and (7)
the upwelling of the water table is in the order of 100 feet for
a reservoir of 1 mile in depth. The upwelling of water table as
a result of geothermal heating is predicted analytically for the
first time.
The perturbation method is used in the present analysis. The
major advantages of the application of the method to the present
problem are (1) the problem becomes linear and the difficulty in
the non-convergence of iteration associated with the numerical
solution of non-linear finite difference equations does not exist,
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(2) the unknown position of the water table is explicitly
determined from the first-order problem, thus the usual practice
of the iteration of position of water table is avoided, and (3)
a clearer physical picture emerged with regard to the driving
forces and the role played by various parameters in heat transfer
and fluid flow characteristics in a geothermal reservoir.
2. The Effects of VetticalHeat Sources on the Upwelling of Water
Table
The perturbation approach discussed earlier was extended to
investigate the effect of vertical heat sources on the upwelling
of water table. The purpose of the analysis is to'assess in a
qualitative manner whether the upweliing of water table of 2000
feet above sea level reported by Keller [private communication]
is due to vertical heat sources.
Suppose a dike exists in the reservoir as shown in Fig. 3.1-7A
with the idealized situation shown in Fig. 3.l-7B. The governing
equations are given by Eqs. (1-2). In addition to boundary
conditions given by Eqs. (4-7), the boundary conditions on the
dike are
8(XS ,Y) = 8S Y.2. YS (9a)1
8(XS ,Y) = 8S Y.2. Ys (9b)2
ap 0 Y.2. Ys (9c)-ax( Xs ,Y) =1
ap 0 Y.2. Ys (9d)-ax(Xs ,Y) =2
ap
-1 + c8S Xs .2. X.2. Xs (ge)-ax(X,Ys) = 1 2
8(X,YS) = 8S Xs .2. X~ Xs (9f)1 2
12G
:::
Ocean ..
Thermal Source
Ocean
FIG. 3.l-7A UNCONFINED AQUIFER WITH A VERTICAL DIKE
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FIG. 3.l-7B IDEALIZED RECTANGULAR MODEL OF AQUIFER WITH A VERTICAL DIKE
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where Cs is the prescribed dimensionless temperature of the dike.
As a result of the perturbation technique described earlier, a set
of linear equations is obtained. The resultant equations can then
be solved numerically based on the finite difference method. Compu-
tations were carried out for the following two cases:
A. Vertical heating only
8S = 1 ,
B. Horizontal and ve~tical heating
o < Y < 0.5 ,
X-2 2
= exp[-(-) ]0.5 o < X < 1.9, 2.2 < X < 4
o < Y < 0.5, 1.9 < X < 2.1
Results of these computations along with previous results for
horizontal heating are compared in Figs. 3.1-8, 3.1-9, 3.1-10.
Fig. 3.1-8 shows the contours of stream functions for Cases A, B,
and C where C referred to the previous results obtained in
Technical Report No.2. It is shown that the stream functions of
the three cases exhibit similar behavior. The comparison of
temperature contours for the three cases with D = 500 and € = 0.1
are plotted in Fig. 3.1-9 where it is shown that hot water at
shallow depth is possible whenever there is a hot vertical heat
source. The effects o~ vertical and horizontal heating on the
upwelling of water table are shown in Fig. 3.1-10 where it is
shown that the amount of upwelling increases for a vertical source.
Howevel~, the upwelling of 2000 fe~t seems to be unlikely. A
manuscY'ipt covering this work is now under preparation, and will
be subm~tted for publication in a journal.
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3. Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Characteristics in an Axisymmetric
Geothermal Reservoir
To have a qualitative understanding of the three-dimensional
effects of seepage from the ocean on the temperature distribution
in geothermal reservoirs, a study has been undertaken for the
idealized case of an axisymmetric configuration. The formulation
of the problem is similar to Eqs. (1-8) except that they are
written in cylindrical coordinateso Numerical computations for
L = 4, D= 500, and £ = 0.1 were carried out. The comparison of
temperature contours and vertical temperature profiles between an
axisymmetric reservoir and a rectangular one is shown in Fig. 3.1-11
and 3.l~12 where solid lines are for axisymmetric reservoirs and
dotted lines are for rectangular ones. It is shown in these
figures that temperature in a rectangular reservoir is considerably
. higher than that in an axisymmetric reservoir due to the three-
dimensional seepage effect. Consequently, the upwelling of water
table due to geothermal heating is smaller for axisymmetric
reservoirs than that of rectangular reservoirs as is shown in
Fig. 3.1-13.
In addition to the three problem areas discussed above, work
has been initiated on the problems of pumping and reinjection in
rectangular reservoirs, and on the finite element formulation of
free convection in geothermal reservoirs with irregular boundaries.
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2. Well Test/Analysis &Physical Modelling
Investigators: B. Chen, L. S. Lau, &Po Takahashi
The research sub-tasks on well test/analysis and physical modelling
have defined three areas of focus: hardware evaluation, software evaluation
and development, and physical modellingo The following accomplishments ccn
be reported:
1. characterization of the nature of geothermal reservoirs and completion
of a survey on geothermal reservoir engineering, including an inter-
national questionnaire on the state-of-the-art in geothermal
engineering,
2. survey on the availability and relative cost of hardware for
geothermal fluid and environment measurement,
3. training program initiated to acquaint task members with the
principles of well testing, analysis and performance prediction,
with special emphasis placed on hands-on experience,
4. preliminary design of a physical model,
5. coordination with geophysical drilling program established to insure
that all necessary analytical parameters are measured.
The following work is in progress:
1. continuance of training program,
2. frequent interchange with geophysics,
3. survey on availability of software for well analysis and performance
prediction,
4. detailed analysis into the techniques of well testing,
5. development of a physical model.
A discussion of the work in Phase I is given in Technical Report Noo 3,
Geothermal Reservoir Engineering: State-of-the-Art. The following is a
brief summary of this report; additional details can be found in the report
itself.
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1. The Nature of a Geothermal Reservoir
----
The "state-of-the-art" in geothermal reservoir engineering is in the
most part formative. Three groups in particular, though, have contributed
well: New Zealand [1 - 27J*, the U. S. Geological Survey [29 - 40J, and
Stanford University [41 - 47J. Also' available are some individual
investigations, as for example, Test Well Mesa [28J and Whiting's reservoir
engineering study of Wairakei [48J.
The primary reason why the literature is relatively sparse is that
private companies treat geothermal well testing, the data, and methods of
analysis as proprietary. Certain legal restrictions furthermore tend to
preserve this form of classification.
Speculations on the nature of geothermal reservoirs can be found in
the literature. Geothermal reservoirs can be characterized in several ways:
Ao Depletable (self-sealed) or regenerative (recharged),
B. Physical state,
1) vapor - steam,
2) liquid - hot-water, normally two-phased at wellhead,
3) solid - hot rock,
4) liquid magmao
C. Physical condition,
1) temperature/pressure,
2) size/depth,
3) productiono
D. Degree of dissolved solid content.
In California, vapor dominated wells are considered to be depletable.
A tax allowance is allowed under this classification. A decision has not yet
been made on other types of wells. There is some reason to believe that
all wells are at least partially regenerative because of the meteoric
* References are listed on pp. 154 to 157.
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(rainwater) origin of geothermal fluids [49J. Furthermore t reports of
measurable pressure drops in steam-dominated geothermal fields seen after
. rainfall lead one to suspect that perhaps fluid recharge could be significant.
Although vapor-dominated geothermal wells are generally contaminated
with CO2 (primarily) and H2St there is little dissolved solid content. On
the other hand t some of the hot water well samples in the Imperial Valley
have shown as much as 30% dissolved solids by weight.
There seems to be no clear cut answer to a universa1 definition of a
geothermal reservoir. A geothermal reservoir needs:
A. A heat source, magma or geopressure,
B. To be confined in an aquifer t although non-perme~ble hot rocks
can be transformed into an aquifer thr0ugh hydrofracturing/thermal
cracking and the addition of water,
Co Caprock--to hold the hot fluid in place.
Speculations of hoy! a geothermal reservoir might look have been advanced
by White and Muffler [49, 50J, U.S.; Facca [51J, Italy; Elder [52J, New
Zealand; and Hayashida [53J, Japan.
Although it has been reported that hot water reservoirs are twenty
times more prevalent than vapor-dominated ones [56J, technical difficult1es
in the former have resulted in considerably more production from the latter.
Table 3.1-1 shows that five vapor, eleven hot water t and two binary cycle
plants are either operating or close to completion [57J. Hot rock concepts
are undergoing investigation by researchers from Battelle (for Montana)
and the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (for New Mexico) [58J. Finally,
a fourth conceptt direct utilization of magma~ was originally advanced
by George Kennedy and David Griggs in 1960 [59J. A recent conference on
volcano energy (Hilo, Hawaii) supported the reasonability of this latter
scheme. Some preliminary work, mostly in the proposal stage, is being
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TABLE 3.1-1 GEOTHERMAL PLA~TS
DRY. STEAM PLANTS ~1\'1 CAPAC ITY INITIAL OPERATIONS
Italy
Lardare110 365 1904
fifo nte Ami ata 25 1967
U.S.A .
. Geysers, Californ1a 411 1960
Japan
~latsukawa 20 1966
Hachimantai 10 1975
FLASHED STEM1· PLP,NTS Mv{CAPf,CITY INITIAL OPERATIONS
NeVI Zealand
Hairakei 192 1958
Ka~'!erau 10 1969
Japan
Otake 13 1967
Hatchobaru 50 late 1970·s
f~exico
Pathe 3.5 1958
Cerro Prieto 75 1973
iceland
Namafjal1 3 1969
Hengri 11 13~32 late 1970's
Phil i ppi nes
Th'Ji 10 1969
USSR
Pauzhetsk 6 1967
El Salvador
Ahuachapan Field 30 1975
-----------------
BINP,RY CYCLE PLA['lTS
USSR
Para tunka
U.S.A.
Imperial Valley, California
~1H CP.PACITY
1
10-50
INITIAL OPERATIONS
1967
1975-1980
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advanced by researchers from Sandia (New Mexico), Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, and the University of Hawaii.
When calculating the usable energy in a geothermal reservoir, one
should be aware that only 1% of the total energy is converted to electrical
energy from a hot-water reservoir using present proven technology, and from
2% to 5% of a vapor-dominated reservoir can be converted to electricity [49].·
It should nevertheless be realized that on an absolute energy scale, a
liquid dominated reservoir, per cubic foot of reservoir, contains more
energy than a vapor dominated one. Secondly, the thermal conductivity of
rock precludes conduction as a mechanism for regenerating a geothermal well.
For example, Ho Ramey has reported that the net heat recharge rate in the
Big Geysers is only 0.6% [60]. However, the'possibility of extraordinary
fluid convection through porous media as driven by circulating magma should
not be discounted--thermal cracking of the cooled magma can result in high
permeab'il ity.
The general nature of a geothermal reservoir seems to be fairly well
understood. There is some contention on the self-sealed/regenerative issue.
However, the "state-of-the-art" in a qualitative sense is sufficiently
developed--quantitatively, though, the challenges are only now beginning
to surface.
2. InternationalQuestionnair~on the State-of-the-art in Geothermal
Reservoir Engineering
An international survey vias initiated to determine the "state of
the art" in geothermal reservoir engineering. Not only vIas valuable
information obtained from the survey, but it is hoped that the effort will
spark developrnent of geothermal reservoir engineering in a spirit of
intra/international cooperation.
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Over tv~enty replies were re(.(:ived from co.mpanies, institutions s and
government agencies in various countries which have ,geothermal energy
production. While some of the responses were received through oral communica-
tion, the majority of them were in the form of personal correspondence.
Many of the individuals chose to answer the questions by citing published
technical literature. The significant responses are tabulated in matrix
form in Table 3.1-2.
3. Preliminary Investigation into Geothermal Measurement Hardware and
Technique
A) Measurement and Method of Analvsis
,
The pu~pose of well testing and analysis is to collect enough information
to reveal the nature of the reservoir and to determine the pertinent
physical parameters which control the behavior of fluids in the
reservoir. Some of the questions that need to be asked are:
1) What are the temperature and pressure ranges of the fluid
in question?
2) What is the nature of the fluid; i.e., vapor, liquid or a
mixture of both?
3) What is the chemical composition of the fluid?
4) What production rate can be maintained and what is the
expected life of the reservoir?
After the drill site has been selected, a reservoir analysis and
formation evaluation program should be outlined as follOWS:
1) Bore Hole Tests
(a) Geographical Logging
(b) Driller's Log
tc) Drilling Fluid and Cutting Analysis
(d) Coring and Core Analysis
(e) Drill-stem Tests
(f) Geochemistry Analysis
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TABLE 3.1-2 RESPONSES TO INTERNATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE
f,j l\r~[:" i\ ",in, d',i i'-. I II ,J.) if' TLiC10 I; 'L.
Gr.nTIIJ!="pjij"\ L1_ ....1. t '-~l \1 I
~:l ;\ -Ill D f::\.:-, ,: \-
l'Ec::r-n\fr' Tn: (, ,.':,-_;\ If U Li\
~~ELL TESTI NG
Hr~RDV{~,RE
AND ,~N~\LYS IS
c:orrT\lf/~ 0Ev) nf\[\
B. c. !·~cCabe
~ag~a Power Company
USA
In geothermal reservoir 2ngineering, No reply
the theoretical informiltion to deter-
mine the size or longevity of a geo-
thermal field is a very inexact
science. For st r22.m Cl~;d hot h'~:tet
rcs2rvoirs, no one kno~s what the %
of rr.::place3.ble h2a.t is cc::ling into
the fes2rvoir in proportion to the
amount being withdrawn. Probably;
the replacement h2at is ~~ch greater
than it is generally im~~ined.
No reply
k. :<. Summers
~E~ Mexico Bureau
of IVii nes
us~,
~ . ~ E -~,ancariO . ~acca
~eJister~d geologist
Ita ly and US/\
Geotherr:;;;: 1 fl uids cons i st of t\lO
components: 1) I::eteoric I:Jo.ter and
2 ' ('"SOC (~, S ~l',..j "'0 \ 'r's':"'1'J 1~rom) ..,1(' \...... \. i? 0. ILl v ?) ~ ; I ll~ I
great depth~. The mlxture of the
componen ts occur in fractur2s, If
th2 fractures are sufficiently close
together, a \';211 :'Jill pr'oduce
rOJtinely. Other~ise, only
occasional wells will produce.
Geothermal fields are co~oosed of:
1) Q deep sequer:C2 of 1c:-'ers" heated
by an underlyins Inaginatic stock and
0hich; in turn. heats t~e OVErlying
porous strata, and 2) a very
permeable layer with thickness,
porosity and pe,~2ability of such an
order as to all 01,\' th2 -}-:)1'''m2tion and
the pe'('r,nn2?1C2 of a sYSV::;~1 of CGl1vec-
tion currents in th2 water filling
the pores of the rock, and 3) an
irlperm22ble lay2r over tlle reservoir.
Petroleum or groundwater
hyd ro logy equ--i piTlent ca i1
be used, as modified to
incorporate temperature.
Refer to United Nations
and UNESCO publications
in Appendix A (Ala, A12,
A17, r~22, A23).
Computer technology is
generally adequate. but
safti,'are is dependent on
adequate sampling of the
flow continuum and the
proper incorporation of
the parameter te~perature.
Refer to United ~ati)ns
and UNESCO Dublicatio1s
in Appendix' A (/\10, /'12,
A23, A26, A27, A28).
\.!. E. II, l1en
Oil 2~d Gas Conservation
Cc~~ission (Arizona)
lj Sf\
TABLE 3.1-2 (CONTINUED)
Refer to articles in A~pendices A
and B.
R~fer to articles in
Appendices A and B.
For the purpose of
predicting ~ell perfor~ance,
there are no marketing
companies in Arizo~a.
Ro~)in Kingston
Ki~9ston, R0ynolds,
Thcm,and Allardice,
Ltd., New Zealand
E,lti co Ea rbi er
t; Ll-;;erna t-j on2.1 Institute
for Geothermal Research
Ita l}'
Refer to United Nations publications
in lipper:dix A.
Refer to United Nations and UNESCO
publications Appendix B (316, B24).
Refer to articles by O.K .
• vla i n\l/ri ght (1\11) and A.~1.
Hunt (A12) in Appendix A.
Equipment and other
hardware are generally
not avaialble.
Prediction of well perfor-
mance is a composition of
permeability, temperature,
reservoir capacity, and
rate of flow. Per~eability
in geothermal terms depends
on fracture zones much more
than on porosity. Oil
reservoir assessment tech-
niques can in so~e applica
tions be rdodified for
geothermal appl~cations.
The eva 1ua ti or. of tile
quality of a geothermal
\'le11 is uncf:rt<3in. Analo-
g:2S are genet'ally i"lade
with existing ~ells.
J. L. Guiza
(2othermal Resources
Ce:ro P;~2to
i';0X i co
G2otherm~1 fields are classified into'
two majo; groups: l) scdirentary
fields a~d 2) volcanic fields. In a
s2di!~entary field the protiuctive
strata is a permeable sandstone
interbedded by ilnperrneab"ie cl_hy
layers. The sandstone is sJturated
witf) meteoric v:atcr, and t~le ileat
flew is due to the faults and
fissures of the granitic basement. In
volcanic fields the possible ptoduct-
ion mechanism is due to the water flo~
tiwou,gh fisSL;I~es ir. the volcanic rocks
be; 119 hea ted by a cool i n~~ masma. tic
bedy.
For the determin.:ttion of
reservoir par.:tmeters such
as permeability index and
porosity, the synergetic
log named SARABAND is
used. For temperature,
pressure, and flew
measurements the
conventional systems
(Kuster RPG and KTG
instruments) are
Employed.
The performance in a well
can be predicted by m2a~s
of a hydrologic model
modified by the temperature
effect and taking into
acco~nt the physic2~ charac-
teristics of th2 prcductive
sandstone as \;ell as the
physical-chemical properties
of the g20thermal fluids.
For the purpose of optimi-
zing ~.'!ell locations,
computer programs are used
to simulate field
pi'ooue t ion.
2) Well Completion Methods
3) \1ell Tests
(a) Temperature Survey
(b) Pressure Survey
(c) Pressure Drawdown Test
(d) Pressure Buildup Test
(e) Flowrate and Enthalpy Measurements
(f) Geochemistry Analysis
(
(g) \-Je1'I Interference Test
4) Reservoir Analysis and Formation Evaluation Interpretation
The petroleum industry has developed most of the above testing
instruments and procedures. However, one cannot blindly use
their methods to interpret the results of the tests to geothermal
fields. A geothermal reservoir in general has a higher tempera-
ture than a petroleum reservoir. Furthermore, most of the
petroleum reservoir analysis is based on isothermal conditions
which do not hold in a geothermal field. Whiting [61J and
Ramey [60J have successfully demonstrated that the regular
volumetric balance method in petroleum engineering does not
apply to geothermal reservoir but rather a material and energy
balance method is needed.
In the general sense, software encompasses both computer programs
and the standard type curve analysis. It appears that the methods of
well analysis used in the petroleum a~d gas industries cannot be
naively applied to geothermal systems.
The general analytical solutions for transient flow in petroleum
reservoirs have been obtained for three dHferent types of boundary
cond it ions:
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(a) infinite reservoir, line source well,
(b) bounded circular reser'voir,
(c) constant pressure outer boundary.
The actual solutions huve been presented many times in the petroleum
literature; e.g., Matthews &Russel, Pressure ~uildu£ ?n~ Flow Tests
in Well so
The basic assumptions in obtaining these solutions can be sumnarized
as fo 11 O'dS:
(a) Temperature is const&nt throughout the reservoir,
(b) Fluids have small and constant compressibilities.
The solutions are generally presented by plotting pressure versus
temperature on log-log type paper.
Horner [62J, in his 1951 classic paper, developed a way to graph
the pressure buildup test data versus time on semi-log paper. From
this, one can calculate permeability, skin effect, flow efficiency,
and st?tic average pressure. However, a great deal of difficulty has
been encountered when one tries to apply the theory to a specific
problem. Horner's method requires one to estima~e on the semi-log
graph paper a straight line (i.e., the quasi-steady state condition).
This can be extremely difficult since the onset of the straight linE
can be seconds) minutes, hours, days, or even weeks. One can never be
sure that the straight line chosen is the right one.
Fortunately, this deficiency can be remedied by plotting the data
against a log-log type curve. R(lm~y [G3J has derr;onstri..ted that th'is
method permits one to detennine easily whether one's data are truly
on the semi-log straight linea
The above analysis \'lOrks vet"y I'iell for oii and go,s v/ells subjected
to the t\'/o assumptions stated befor~' One h')s to be cc.refu-j when one:
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applies these methods to a geotherw.al reservoir situation or incorrect
results will be obtained.
First, depending upon the reservoir condition and production rate,
a geothermal reservoir mayor may not be isothermal. If non-isothermal
conditions prevail, then the above analysis needs modification in order
to be usefulo
Secondly, there is a good possibility that the fluid flow in the
reservoir may be two-phased. One has to develop the appropriate curve
to take this effect into accounto
Finally, in general one cannot completely shut in a geothermal
well; therefore, a mu1tirate flow test technique has to be used.
Well test analysis, though, can pel'haps best be summarized by
quoting Alex t~uraszew, writing on "Geothermal Resources and the
E · J II " -I-h 19-2 r·:EO""JED'.Anl "IlR' D O"ff1CCTr,nv [64JnVlronrnenc, 1n \. ,e / u' ,il'i\!";"_ '!Iv L .. 1\:.... j.r ,
"•• o.\'!ith the pl'esent state-of-the-art, neither the capacity
of the reservoir nor its longevity can be accurately
predicted •• oo"
Fortunately, as undeveloped as this field is, definite progress is
being shown. The Stanford Group has made admirable progress. A
parallel laboratory study extending the work of Miller [65J and Cady [66J
is being pursued at Stanford. The U.S.G.S. is devoting effort towards
computer model studies with Mo Nathanson, of the Menlo Park unit,
beginning to publish. The University of Hal'laii group is adding to
this body of knowledge. The geo/hydrology group. at California-Berkeley,
has produced excellent computer models in this area.
In summary, the types of ongoing softl'JCit'C analytical work include:
1) Prediction of performance and resources available from
temperature and pressure data.
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2) Reservoir simulation.
3) Well log analysis.
B) Hardware
Well tests are performed in two phases. In the first phas2, tests
are performed during open hole drilling operations. They consist
of fluid temperature measurement, fluid sampling, core analysis,
and formation logging. After completion, the producing well must
undergo a second phase of tests to determine the thermodynamic
condition of the flu~d and the adequacy of the reservoir producing
zone. Measurements are taken both at the wellhead and downhole.
The two well-test phases are:
J) Open hole tests
While the drilling operation is in progress the drilling
fluid is continuously monitored for signs of increasing
temperature gradient. The drill cuttings are also observed
for indications of possible zones of fluid production. If
temperatures begin to rise sharply with a corresponding
increase in rock porosity, the dt'illing is stopped to perform
a formation logo Simply described, in format'ion logging, a
probe is lowered into a well at the end of a multiconductor
cable and the physical parameters are measured and recorded as
functions of depth to obtain well logs.
The three common forms of formation logs are electrical,
sonic, and radioilctive.
2) Producinq ~ell tests
-------_.__.~'-'-"-
After completion. the producing well must undergo a second
phase of tests. The downhole tests consist of measuring fluid
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parameters such as temperature, pressure, and flow rate.
See Figure 3.1-14. Although there are many ways of performing
the tests, the two common methods are wire1ine operations and
combination tool loggtng.
In wireline operations a measuring probe is lowered into
a well at the end of a stainless steel cable. The surface
equipment consists of depth measuring devices, weight indicators,
line-speed indicators, and a motorized take up reel. The probe
is made of a steel tubing with the recording and measuring
instruments located internally. The recorder is attached to
the end of the interchangeable measuring in~truments as shown
in Figure 3.1-14. The deflection of the stylus makes a mark on
a black recording chart. After the probe is extracted from
the well, the marks on the chart are read with a chart reader.
Conversions to the desired parameter are made with a calibration
table for each type of flu'id measuring device.
Like most other logging instruments, the combination
tool is lowered into a well at the end at a multiconductor
cable. The fluid parameters are measured and, in turn,
recorded automatically on the surface recorder equipment.
The combination tool is ideally suited for a prOduction well
since the production flow profile has a relatively high rate
as compared to a well in its exploratory stage.
While numerous tyres of tests may be performed in a
production well, both the buildup and pressure drawdown tests
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Connected to stainless steel cable
. 1Recordlng apparatus
clock
lead screw
cylindrical chart
stylus
/Interchangeable elements~
. ,...---t----="l r--.-----.-,
pressure
element
temperature
element
flai'l t' ate
element
FIG. 3.1-14 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF WIRELINE INSTRUMENTS
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are of prime interest. The pressu~e behavior of a well is
readily measurable and is a very useful property. Both types
of tests are valuable tools for obtaining information about
reservoir properties.'
The theory of pressure buildup assumes a well is closed
in) and that after it is closed in) no production enters the
wellboreo Information such as the transmissivity (the product
of the average permeabi 1Hy and the thi ckness of the reservo'i r) ,
skin effects and flow efficiency can be estimated to aid the
prediction of future production rate and production life of
the reservoir. A pressure drawdown test consists of a series
of pressure measurements made during a period of flow at a
constant rateo An extended drawdown test should be run to
estimate reservoir volumeo
Correspondence has been initiated with various wel I test
service companies and institutions. With the exceptions of
Schlumberger and Kuster Company) most of the firms have had
little experionce in test'ing geothermal wells. The proprietary
nature of the results has somewhat constrained information
gathering. However) replies have indicated that Schlumberger .
and Kuster have the expert'ise to perform the task. Specifically,
the logging wethods are well developed by Schlumberser, and the
Kuster Company has various types of wireline instruments for
geothermal fluid measurement. With this fact in mind a
preliminary commitment can be r.1ade to select the type of
hardware for the two testing phases.
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Since the initial testing phase con~;i~~:s of formation and
packer tool logging, the services will probably be contracted
out to a firm such as Schlumberger Well Service Company. The
log interpreting computer program named SARABAND was developed
by this firm~ and it has been used successfully at Cerro Prieto
and at Imperial Valley. The program interprets the log data
and determines automatically the desired downhole parameters,
and its use should be very helpful for the Hawaii Geothermal
Project.
In the second testi ng phase the Kuster i nstrurnents vri 1'1
probably be used for the purpose of reservoir analysis.
The cost of the instruments is about one tenth of the combina-
tion logg'irig tool, and tflcir reliubility and sensitivity
(0.4 ps'ig for pressure and O.3°F for temperature) are ideal
for nevily explol'ed geoth::;rmal vlells.
4) ?t'9l i mi na ry an~.l'Y5 i s i r!..tD _.the r~~,t~,i ci.ll..J:I:~Q.Cie n i Y19-9 f i!.
The physical model is a necessary balance to the ongoing
software investigations. The physical model will not only
serve as a convenient check on the computer model, but will
simulate conditions not easily attempted by software.
The objectives of the initial p:lysica1 model studies \'Iill be
to bring together known information about related laboratory
Stlldics, analyze the state-of-the"Cart~ design che harch/are
.
system required for simulation, initiate fabrication, and
conduct preliminary par~.\n,etnc:':::sts.
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in the liter'atur'e. The significant stlJdies re'late:d to
geothermal reservoirs include those of G. Cady [661. H. Henry
and F. Kahout [67J. and the remotely related work of J. Bear
[68]. However, none of the reported investigations approached
the problem on a total systems basis while considering the
high temperatures expected.
In movement of fluid through a geothermal reservoir,
the driving force ;s primarily the buoyant force. This force
is created by heat vdthin the geothermal system which
decreases the fluid densityo
The dimensionless number. determined to be of prime
interest to the study is the Rayleigh Number U~r~)' The
Rayleigh Number is the product of the Grashof (NGr ) and
Prandtl (Npr) Numbers, where
N buoyant force . •
Gr' = v{scousi'o'y'ce • 0
(1 )
where DS = density of fluid.
9 = gravitational constant,
B = coefficient of thermal expansion,
K = permeabil i ty of porous med; um,
(T-T ) = temperature driving force.
s
h = depth of penneable bed,
~ = viscosity of fluid,
Cl .- thermal diffusivity of fluid
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
( 11 ', I )
I
I
,
!
I-
The literature is sparse on the ranqe of Rayleigh
NUrTibers meaningful to actual geothermal systems. In general
the study will investigate the range of NRa between 30 and
1000. Thi s v-ri 11 be accompli shed by alter-i ng the permeabi 1ity
of the solid medium and the tGmperature of the system. The
permeability can be 2.1tered by changing the mesh size of the
sand or glass bead bed. The temperature change will in turn
determine the values of the coefficient of thermal expansion
(8), thermal diffusivity (a), v'iscosity (~jL and density (0)
of the fluid.
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TASK 3.G OPTIMAL GEOTHERMAL PLANl DESIGN
Investigators: H. C. Chai, J. Chou & D. Kihara
The design of d pOI-lei plant is dictated by economic justification
in a competitive society. Economic designs can be achieved only by
careful analysis of all the iJOssible solutions for () given situation,
Such analysis is usually st~rted from heat balances of various plant
schemes to establish the respective heat rates and equipment sizes.
Heat balances have been mule to evaluate the effects of superhetiting
geothel'fi1a-1 stf:'.2:rn by auxiliary fuel i:nd usin~! cieep ocean v:ater e.s cooling
water in a cordcnser.
and cause Hie erosion of turbine bladinq. By supetheatinq the lOYl-pressul~e
to the heet rates of Godern central power plants.
For a geoth2l'ii131 plant nE.'ilr thQ S2a, the cost of using sed I'later
uS cool i ng '112 tel' ina condl~nscr is 1i ke ly to be 1C'.fer than the: cost of
recycling the cooling water through a cooling tower. 'rhe average
depth of l,COO ft Since the enthalpy drop per unit ratun~ at
the low-pressure end of a steam turb~ne is much larger than that at the
2,
In a v~nori ashi
cyclone sepi-JY'(~tcrs Zit pressures 10'(:er tno;~ \'icllh2ad pl'essure. The
1CVJet the fl ashi n~J l·;;'cssure!; the hi 911::r C pj"Odllcticn rete of V~:_p(lr··.
However~ available energy associated with each pound of steam d2creasEs
with lm'ier'irJ9 of th:::: sepan:tor prr.!~:sL're. PI i1iaXil11L,iil povie" output. e>cists Tel'
a cel'tain cc)~;,binaticn of the operating pressures of sepc:rc:tor::;.
num~rica1 [ii,2thod fit,S been \'!Od.:ed out to optimize thE' operilting f.wessures
(
losses, In u("ier-al) the te:i~r!e~'dtures v;h1Ch correspond to the Vi.i{JCI"
by Hansen [lJ; for examples the optimum operating temperatures of a three-
ter:~:h~riJcure of
Power contribution of an additional stage decreas2s as the number of
tdg r tiElf, thaT of 21 threc·-st.i)
1 '\ -
I l::'l
Proble:;ls of PUliip'ing hot brine from a v;cn have also boen con:.;i(1ered.
It appears there is no con::']!er'cial C'quil:"i:c~nt. available fOI' f(n'cing the
hot bri ne Gilt from a very deep ViC: 11, a1though some pump n1Jlluf0.cLuters
shm'led an· unusuo.l degree of 'intel'est in the development of submers'ible
pumps to handle hot brines.
4. Regenerative Binary C~cle~---.~"..,,,,"-,-._._,~_ .... "_,....__ .~ ·.0 .kt__-..~ ..._. ",_
The vwn:i binsTy is used because h/o fluids are invo'ived itl the
pO'/ler product'ion process, the geothermal fluid and the v'/(}rking fluid
There IS an increas'ing interest in the ut'i1ization of heat from hot
brine at. 250°F ttl 450°F by uS'ing 2 fluid, suc!l as Freon or isobutane,
as the working fluid to operate in a closed Rankine cycle. To improve
the tdsic cycle, such as th,3t shoh'n 'in Fig, 3.6-1, addition of a
to be returned to
tempcr;'.lture of br'il1f: in a tegenerat'ive cycle is much higher' than that h
a basic cycle; thus the waste heat can be used for producing fresh
water with J multip 12-r f fect evapcr~tor a~ illustrated in the flow
~7~Or'j :> ,-
TUR3INE-GENERA~or~
\~E:"L
FIG. 3.6-1 BASIC ISOBUTANE CYCLE
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FIG. 3.6-2 HFG.,~I,~JF_lr;;\'"L~,T,T\,.!: \'~I);·.r-, T"-r ....._ _, _ ~ / FH U ;w(. -~ ; U r< d .I. f'.: E eye LE
[V/~?OF!\TOR
In a liquid-dominatc::d field, the; geothermal flUld nwy be
delivered froril d vier! by flc<;h-ing or by pumpin~(, \'lith a self-f!c\'iing
viell by flo,shing) H,e: 9coth:?tiiiii1 fluid apPC:iH'sin hm phases at the
wellhcdd) and the )'/orkin9 f1uid in a bjn(~ry systcl,'; should be heated
in t~o stagGs It is first heated by the geothermal liquid. then by
the flashed \/2.por. [\,S a C2se study, ci.llcuLi.tiGils hdve be(~n m:.\c!e ll"
determine the pm'ler outputs of a basic binary cycle and a regenerative
binary cycle vrith tvlO-phase \'1a-'(2)' from the \.,'e11 undelh the folloviing
assUinptions:
Temperature of ~;Qt2r~ c'
<; • 0 lb /hr.f!1 '
So • .. • "
01::"'
? f.. l; '..c,
exchi)ngr~rs.
• .. oj scbu t'J ne
tabulated 'iii fdbles 3.6-1 and 3.C-2~ ThE: highest pm':er output ill this
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OPTIi·ill j"1 pO':nm HEN]' WATER
ps:La
'l'HHOTTLE O:'lTPUT
139
136
138
135
135
r""'i 09J ( ~L.,
381.22
369.12
;:;00 380 1 0 8::'.0
(SeO 390 1. 901
700 :~75 1. 91;8
c'
.;~
bOO 3~i5 Z.o?;::>
SO() 375 2.065
---_-..~- ._ ... .
/
o 0For 10 Ib,../l-;r of t'f.'o-phasc '.:rater (20;'~ Y2.p:)r~ 80/v li.cpi(1) at li-OO F,
.6.J.\
....~..--_----'- ..-, ...-.,......_---_.~--------_ ...........----......----,---..-: .....-._-~ ....._.......~-
OPTJJ·;TJ-.j
O:JTPUT REtlECTION
106 B'nJ/hr
LE/\VIlJG
rn"'j' <:n ofll~, '"1 • ,
500
700
900
380 1Q996 18.013 26L,..87 21<5
390 2.076 19.33 275.52 230
375 2~101 ;'}.07 2£;3.01 217
375 2.18.3 19<819 29h.02 210
380 2.22.'3 19 0 862 303.9h 200
.----,~-~---~'-----_._-_.~-------•..~..~-,._-_ ..__._-~---.-_._--_._------
Yor 106 Ib /hr of ~Ci'lo--phas8 itliltcr (20;£ val)or, 80iS li(11J.id) at [tOOOF,
. In
c)!cle pliJnts shou'id bc c)-'e 12
~;d!l1e ClPCiC; ty.
conu:nl:ntcd on one of the L1ctc'rs liiliiting tk1 convErsion of ther,~;sl
affect the characteristics of tho Rankine cycle, ~. g., prEssure.
~~ -; ! : .; ...;
J 1\.', '..'':'
I.Inp;,.,
Of Table of Pi·~Ot)~::r·'t..~' \f,:-j'lt:cs ~)f 'd~!~L'ir9 flt'id
b c Tr.;'(t)i i":(-: '1 n-; c<: c'~~ -i t (t~;;:',':. pr«·:~~:)r~? \~~r,(j
C (. CG(: (j c: ii~: :> t" Cf:. J f__ ~ C. ;', ( r~, ; .(~'; L' : :, 'r;;;; p (' ~~ s ::; l~ r't:
d (> Cl::-,:pGnt::;"'i~~' (:f'f') (. oj :~", '~: i 2:;
e< f\cqU"j r·c·~; pG~'~(:( (~~! ;.~pu t
c'" ;··:,:::~S 'f~i .~.:' i"~~.t:: ~~:r \','ori':i!lC! flLfid for rF~(~uired r:c)\'I'(::r iJtltPLit
<J. HC.dt r~' ;.~: .. :, 1en :·,~·tt.(C
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1 ~ Input
a <> Fl~OP(~I"'t i es iJf bri rf2 (;(~d \'lor-~~.i ng fl L~~ U
b. 8r'in~: 'in'let tcrr:pe(';,i'CUr'(} iJ.nd ve.'ic:c.it.y
c, ~';o(i,·in:j T:\:i,:i:-:l,<: t(:!;:::,;:C"·:'~'un': D pn;:s~u(e
d ~. P'j 1'1 Ch PC'; 11 t (\-:; ~~,. 1.1 red ; e t"~:} j Cc;
e,. TubG nlift2,"'j21, dri2r!;~~-tE"'r$ :~pac'lns~
f CJ Fou"j -j n9 filctOf"S
2.0r)"Cput
b. f'.!u;nbi:f ;.inc! ~j:2n9th of tL'1:£.~s '("~~qll'"!rt:'Li
c<' Tot".'~ 1 hl... {)t ';:r'3!iS .~' r-(tt~ d(~! :.!=:.~ -t>-.':';c ~,:~~'!'j:)
d. t'i \) c~{ n";:l:';S ;:'l ()\r~' ;,·~~tl.:~~~ ~~ btl n;.: L.,~) \)CJ,·!<."j :'19 fl ui
" .. '"
-"-,'
, .' ~.~. .
eff i c·; ency"
Net ~cw~r output.
at
'j liS i <j,~
till I; ,C
1 .,... ...,
I;,} i
.~. ;'; ~ ".'
,I
I
I
I
\
600 r-·
I
I
500 \-
v!orki 1';9 Fl ui d:
System fJressufe:
B · I"''''r1no nlet !e~p.:
Condenser Outlet Te~p.:
Fluid Velccity:
ISGJutane
i~GQ~psi
?;: :-\v ~M·
v '-'~) j
"1 0\1\ o~
1 V I
7 ft/sec
I
400 r
'-._.
, ic-
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____ TOTA.L
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2[;5 305
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. I
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1\ \,
1\ \
1\ \I \ "
')(\" -'\ "c.vv
;.-, {:
I ...:- ~ ...
... I ,"'. r-J t, j-
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i,~' ~ ~ ,_ ..I. __ , ;~.• I.. ,:.);.,_
450 !
I
-- -_._~-,---
\"orving F:uid:
. " , J"SlJre:5'/5 ter;l Pre..... .
. , "rer'n ." ~- - I n let I ", I' •Br::leo ""let Tem~.:c' ~ '., u (.Conden"el
36)
I
I.
I
I
I
i
_.-J
10 FPS
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J _
235
I
IL!_ r~ 250 I
j
200 ~
I
"~. ~;... ,-'1 • \,', ~ '.. ,',f
i nd i CD. t(~d.
170
I
I
I
I
l
!
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
Isobut2:ie
[,00 DS i
"I h; 1-' 0:-
.j ~;0 I
Fluid Velocity: 7 ftjsec
I',fork i ng Fl ui d:
S.ys teiT; f-J r2 Ssu ro:
Brine Inlet T2~~?~:
40 r--
~
381\\
I \ /
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PHASE II PROGRAM PLAN
The research proposed for the EngineEring Program is priwarily a
continuation of work already in progress and summarized in the previous section.
While these studies will be applied to the Hawaii geothermal reservoirs, the
emphasis will continue to be on ~ork of grneral applicability so that results
can be utilized in other geothermal areas. Following ar2 de5criptio~s of the
proposed research for each Engineering task, including task timetables.
172
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TASK 301 GEOTilERi,lP,L RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
t,] LI',''',6',' l' ra 'J r'10C' (> 1'll'!IQ' ,.,,'1': C:1PU-"j- h'-' i'~1'(;j 1 'r~ 0': (>,'\10 "t' V'<;~_~-:~."':::'-_._'._--.:.._..__,~_v__. ~ ....,,:..:..:.':':;..~:;.,,~_'_''':':':~.~ __~'::_
Investigators: P. Cheng. K. H. Lau, &L. S. Lau
Experience gained during Phase r hilS built up the necessary background
and capability to attack more. diff'ic.:ult ilnd ITio,'e realist-jc py'oblcr.1s in
PhLise II. Analyticu'l studies of the gc:otherrndl l'eservoit for' Phase II i'lin
be devoted to t~)2 follo~~i fiv,:: prc\b']erns:
(
a ~ SJ~~~~.;-\~_.E::~:~I.~2.~~l~ I ..' _~~ ~Q~L,~E~!.:::.~_'L~~;l.~~.~..t i 0 r~j.n . (~.J~~) t - ~:t ": .~~~~.!~£:~~~.~.~:! ~j):
PUl11pin~j and i'f;-injecc'ion of flu"icls Vliil undoub~J~dly 'infiuenc8
the temperature distribution in a geothermal reservoir, especially
in d. region near' t.he coast. Thf' !.~ffects of pumping 2nd re:,··injoctioll
geother-liial res(~(vDi {",. The correspcnd-i n9 prubl en, for an unconf"j ned
at a pumping rate of 0
"
and a re-injection well ~t
re-inje.-ct'ion rate of Q?, it can be sho\'Jn that th2 governin9 dl iJ;ersion-,
(...
less equations are
__ n {- (v \f \ ,.!. J V ,
I....,: '1 (: \ l\ ... \ -, i C \ ; -- i -, )
I I '..
( 'I 1
. : J
2P (;3
+
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l:!-C(c-c )l ~~1l - 0
s I) 1 \
;
where
6's are the delta functions.
°1
Q1 11 2
_ Q2
- T}(q- =-pl~(g ,
S ' S
jJ 11
T
I
X X Y .'1 8 s- i1 - .~ - "l
c
II S
f. :: GT ,
. c
(3)
vlith the subscripts ":::1' ~ "all, I.nd lie" denoting the cOildit-;cns
in the ocei3n, in the=> atrnosphcn::, 2nd bt the maXifl1L!rnU~i;ipe'((jt::(e
of the i tli1ea.hle sUr'face~ The qUcint"rties p, 1-1, 2· ~in Eqs~ (1-2)
are thf2 ~j'it.y; VlS(,:','jty, t er'iDiJ: e;-: s'ion cocfficie:nt '
the f'luid \~\;rH~/:f::(~S OJ cl\";d lZ ay~e the ther-nEi~1 diffusiv~:t.Y and (;
pE~rmeabn 'ity (~f the I.Edium.
Bounda.ty ccndi t-i o:':s u10ng th~ ocean are
P(o,Y) P(L,Y) - "-, -- I
O(O,\() .- G(L,Y) _. r;
s
(4a)
( - \ \
.'to j
f~\lonq he ,iFip i2.Y'F!Pi1b'ie surf2ces ;}1.~ Y -.. O~ & Y = 1; the L)Guncl~lr'V
CI) r; d';:~ ~) ; i :': :-:; r c
(5b)
8(X,1) = 8 (5e)'
a
If a DOVi.':r serios Hi teii;lS of ~~ TO-; P & Ci .3y'e s':L)~:titL!.ted 'into
Eqs~ ~l~b)j and terms (3f li~~e p0:':el~ itl ( are co~lected) VIe have a
set of l'inc:1r sub-pn..'bleLs that cen bt: sc~:ved numericany b~;,se.j on
the f~)nite d'if-rG~"cnce riietf·!od~
In th<'
intere::t.
17II
If the fresh water and sea water are ass co bc IT!lscible, it un
of din:ension-!ess
pressure, /)V,;t~'" I .~ '. concentrZlt'ion
::: 0 (7)
(8 )
where P, X, Yare d -jnc:din Eq. (3) and
c
c
P<:- 11D -- _-:_--
c fJ
Along the
i Vi ons along the ocean ') '~'n ~ri vc:n bv(-<.. '-
"
P(O, v\ - P(L-Yl -- 1 ,/! , , 1-1
8(0, y) :: e(L,Y) ::: 0
S
C(O,':') -- C(L,Y) -
rmeable surface, the bounda conditions are
-;;.~--(X3 0) -- -I -8 )- (C-1 ) ,
cit S
G(X,O) -- °L(X)
de v ,,\ r,
1\' U J - U
17
, I
(1 (}3 )
(1 Oc)
(na)
(11 b)
(n c)
AO! ong the free surf'ctcc;; Y'-'L th"" houndury conditi ons are
ClP Cl~ lap J
- € = 0 (12a)ClX -8X - LaY + 1 - cT( 8a- es) - € C n ~
P(X~n) = 0 , (12b)
e(X,n) ::: 8a , (12c)
C(X~n) = 0 ~ (l2d)
where € = ]IN - with N denoti ng the amount of accreti on at the water
n KPsg
table. Since €T' €c' and €n are small, the problems can be simplified
on the basis of the perturbation method with £T' £c' and £n as the
perturbation parameters. The resultant zero-order and first-order
problems will also be linear and can be solved numerically using
the finite difference method.
Co Transient Responses in a Hot-Brine Reservoir with Pumping and
B.e- i nj E:'ct ion.
During the latter part of Phase II~ work will be initiated on
the study ot transient responses in rectangular and axisymmetric
geothermal reservoirs as a result of pumping and re-injection. This
study will yield useful information on the effects of various
parameters on the life span of geothermal reservoirs. As far as we
are aware, no articles have been published to date on the study of
unsteady temperature and pressure distributio~s in geothermal
reservoirs as a result of pumping and re-injection.
do The Effects of Anisotropic Properties of Rock Formation and
Irregular Geometry
One of the major efforts during Phase II of the grant will be
the writing of a general computer code for the simulation of Hawaii
geothermal reservoirs~ taking into consideration the anisotropic
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properties of rock formation, the irregular geometry of the boundar1es,
and the presence of dikes. Inputs from geologists and geophysicists
in the Hawaii Geothermal Project will be used to construct a more
realistic model. The finite element method with Galerkin procedures
vli11 be employed to approximate the set of non-linear partial differen-
tial equations by a set of non-linear algebraic equations that can be
solved numerically by iterationo To guarantee the convergence of the
iteration process, numerical results from earlier work based on
idealized models will be used as the input data for the first iteration.
The computer program will be ref1ned in steps to take into consideration
pumping and re-injection, freshwater recharging, unsteady and three-
dimensional effects. Detailed calc~lations will be made for the
specific site under consideration in the Puna area.
e.
In anticipation that some degree of boiling heat transfer will be
present in Hawaii geothermal reservoirs, especially near the produc-
tion well where pressure is low, a study on boiling heat transfer in
a porous medium will be initiated during Phase II. The experience
gained during Phase I dealing with hot brine reservoirs will be
helpful in attacking problems with two-phase miscible fluids. The
results of this study will aid the ~ell test group to estimate the
capacity of the reservoir.
The petroleum industry uses type curve analysis to predict well
performance. These curves are obtained through the solution of a set
of partial differential equations,involving pressure vs. time with
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different boundary conditions. By matching individu21 well test
data \vith these type curves) one can obtain' information such as
per'meabil ity thickness) well damuge) and reservoir· 1He. The
solution of the two-phase flow condition will establish a brand new
type curve which can be utilized for prediction purposes. A
detailed discussion of this analysis is given in the section
concerning software development on well testing and analysis.
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2. P.hy?ical r~odelling of Geothermal Reservoirs
Investigators: B. Chen & P. Takahashi
A literature survey has disclosed thdt there has been very little
physical modelling "in the field of geothermics. H. R. Henry and F" P.•
Kahout [73J* have been conducting related investigations for waste disposal
purposes but in their studies the heat source has not exceeded 43°C. The
Hawaii model wi 11 operate at much higher temperatures. The Stanford
University Geothermal Group is also involved with physical mOdelling
[64, 65J, although their modelling has been restricted at this time to
the act,ive "chimney" portion of the reservoir.
The Hd\tJaii geothermal model ~vill be constructed for the island of
Hawaii on a total systems basis; that iS I a study designed initially for
the actual sHuation--the entire reservoir' bounded on the bottom by an
impermeable layer, on the sides by the sea) and on the top by the
producing geothermal field and the Ghyben-Herzberg lens--beginning at
first with the geothermal reservoir and progressing eventually to the
simulation of a fully operating geothermal field. The two initial regions
to be investigated will be the Ghyben-Herzberg lens and an element of
the porous medium.
Some of the variables requiring consideration in a physical
geothermal model are:
a. permeability--not of the microscopic rock, but of the macroscopic
system; that is, fractures will most probably dominate over
vesicular or layer porosity in determining permeabilHy,
b. temperature,
* Referc~ces are listed on pD. 154 to 157 .. ,
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c. pressuy'e.
d. fluid composition.
e. fl ui d fl OI'J ra te •
f. porosity--to obtain volume fraction.
The size of the physical model and the exact features to be mode11ed
require careful study. If the island of Hawaii is reshaped into a square.
each side will be approximately 64 miles in length. (A circular reshape
would result in a diameter of 72 miles.) The impermeable bottom layer is
generally thought to be at a depth of one and a half miles below sea level.
(Note that the ocean floor in the vicinity of the HV.\'iaiian Islands is
considerably below this layer.) The permeable medium undel~ consideration
is thus 64 miles by 64 miles by 1.5 milei. A physical model on a
64:64:1.5 scale will be of dubious value, as it is the depth dimension
that is of great8st interesto It is thel~efore far more suituble to
physically model a portion of the Big Island, rather than the whole
island itself. although all areas impacting on the resetvoir must be
included.
The maximum element selected fot the initial study will extend from
the lower impermeable layer up to, but not including, the Ghyben-Herzberg
lens. The horizontal dimension should be greater than the vertical. As
the location of the well will probably be a point several miles inland.
a 2:1 ratio appears reasonable with 2:2:1 for a three dimensional model.
Figure 3.1-18 is a schematic model of the planned experimental set-up.
One face (A) interfaces with the sea. If desired. ·the heat source can
be moved or the size and configuration altered to obtain streamline
conditions at the left boundary (8). As the initial analytical n~odel is
tVIO·dimensional. wHh one boundary condit"ion being set by symmetry
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relations, the physical model is being designed accordingly. However,
flexibility will be designed into the tank so that conversion can easily
be made to a three-dim2nsional model by increasing the size of the tank
in the z-Uirecticn.
The minimum element will be a layer of aquifer, with the depth
dimension perhaps only several tens of feet. The analysis for this
section should be similar to the maximum element.
The preliminary design of the maximum physical model is for a
3-mile \vide (from sea to inhnd boundary) by lu5 miles deep tv-/O-
dimensional element. Tentatively, the actual size of the physical model
will be 3 meters with the dumn~ third dimension being O~5 meters. The"
he'i£ht of the tank \,,"111 be 3 m':t(2rs to aila\,; fer later considi.:ro.ti0ii of
different ratios and elements.
The location, configuration and t2mperature of the heat source must
also be specified. Ther'e is a~wee!nsnt that magu1a "IS generated at the top
of the mantle, 20 to 60 miles below the surface of the earth [54J.
There i'Jill therefore be very latge reservoirs of magma at this depth
range. There is also agreement that magma reservoirs exist at shallow
depths from 1 to 12 miles below the surface of volcanic regions. The
shape and s"ize of these shallow reservoirs have been est"imated by gravity
and magnetic methods to be ellipsoidal or vertically-flattened spheroidal
and in the order of 1 to 3 miles along the longer axis [55J. It is
expected that one of these magma chambers will provide the large
geothermal heat source.
To provide for comparison with the analytical model the heat source
will init"iiJ.'ily be pl(:cec1 D.t the bOt~ol1 of i~he physical model; size,
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cOilfigurn~~cn and actual effective temperature of the heat source will
be detet'in'ined 'late!'. for design purposes it \'~ill be necessc.ry to anO\;1
for fl exi bil Hy; adeqLJ(~te range (100 to l20QoC), ::, he (from "poi ntil
source to plane source), and movability in tfl\~ee directionso The scaling
of temperature also needs to be considered carefullyo
The exact parcu;ieters to be m0asured and the measuring techrl'iques to
be used must be specified. Earlier works in related fields have us~d
probes in a two or three dimensional matrix pattern. Temperature,
(
pressure, flow rate. and fluid composition can be measured using appro-
priate probes interfacing multi-channel recorders or indicators. The
more sophisticated infrared, magnetic) nuclcar~ electronic (resistance
or capacitance), and acoustic (sonic or ultrasonic) techniques will be
evaluated fOl~ possib']e U';C~ in the Hawaii geother-mal model"
Questions relat0d to the ~orous and fluid mcrli& which shou1d be
used~ wh(:ther porosn~y should Jnatch that of the natura'j rock in the:
area, and how fissures and/or fractures can be manipulated to obtain the
desired pcrmedbility rernJin unons\'/erc~d at. this time. {,:1 inljJol'to.nt
problem is the overwhelmingly large scale-down factur involved (160£:1).
Dimensional analysis has been used to help determine some of the more
necessary scale factors.
In movern<::'nt of flLr: d through a. gc;othermc.l resenoi r, the dri vi n9
force is primarily the buoyant force. This force is created by heat
withi n the geotherll1a1 sys tern vi!': 1ch deCI~ei1SeS the fl u'j d dens Hy. The
dimensionless number determined to be o( prime interest to the study
N '. -rn
p q(~I«(T-T )h
s- s
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(12 )
(See Equations 4 to 11 for nomencl~ture).
The literature is sparse on the ran~Je of Pay'leigh NumbErs meaningful
to actual geothermo.l systE'lns. In generc.l the study 'dill hlvest"i9ate the
range of NR- between 30 and 1000. This will be accomplished by alteringu
the permeability of the solid medium and the temperature of the system.
The permeabil ity can be altered by changing the mesh size of the sand Oi~
91 ass bead bed" The temperature change 1<li 11 in turn deterl111 ne the values
of the coefficient of thermal expansion (6), thermal diffusivity (u),
viscosity (~), and density (p) of the fluid.
All parameters except 9 and h depend upon either te~perature or
medium used. Permeability is tl function of the solid med'ium. If there
is no chemical reaction~ it is not a function of the fluids involved.
The thern1~l expans'ion coefficient (13), thermal diffusivity (0:) ~ 2nd
kinematic viscosHy (j.l) are all functions of the fltdd and tt~r::f}erature.
The ideal situc(tion is to have a porous medium I\'hcse penneabilHy
is such that the fJuid \'/ill not have to be heated above the boiling
point to give the desired Rayleigh Number. If it is not possible to
find such a porous material-liquid combination, then the system must be
pressurized so that the temperature in the liquid can be elevated.
The problem in building a model is to find known materials whose
properties are such that their values, when substituted into the
Rayleigh Number equlltion~ will give the des'ired range. Calculations
can be made by substituting values for u, B, and y of known liquids at
val'i ous ter:.peratures. Us i ng expected R;c,\il ei gh ~';umbers. a perrneabi l'j ty,
K, can be calculated. ThE" substitutions are iT'c.de into the follovling
Ii
,'-
H54
(1') )
\ ,.,1
/lS the temperature increases, a i ncreaS2S, lJ decreases, and B
decreases. The results show that as temperature increases, the permea-
bility vJlue is decreased. It can be concluded that the temperature
effect on viscosity is the most significant factor in determining the
peniieabi1 Hy. Further evi dence is that, as temperature changes, t.he
values of a and a do not change as much relative to the change in
viscosity. In order to minimize pressurized conditions, a liquid "lith
the lOll/est possible viscosity and the highest poss·ible boning point
should be used. Water seems ideally suited to these conditions.
Yet another question is whether the vessel should be pressurized or
unpi~essur'ized. PtE:ssui~ized hardware systems are sevei~a,l times mOt'e
expensive than unpressurized ones. Certainly, if pressures approaching
ten atrf10sphcres are requir2d~ a totally glass-faced sidinq, vlh'ich lTii.::kcs
The very first test runs will be on an unpressurized basis. The
Rayleigh Number for which boiling first occurs in seawater-send (30-40
mesh) media is 484. As a Rayleigh Number of 4n2 or 40 is the point at
which convection initiates, a study from 30 to 484 under unpressurized
conditions is meaningful. As the sand bed grain size is reduced,
permeabi l-j ty decreases, and lovler Rayl e1 gh Number candi t'i OilS can be
simulated.
However, th~re is one overriding reason why the physical model
should be made adaptable to pressurized conditions. If a section at
depth is modelled, hydrostatic conditions must b~ simulated. It is
therefore rcconmended that for versatility the model be pressllrized0
Other specifications are:
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Porous mod'j a
Liquid ri:edia
30-40 mesh sand,
SeawaterG
The pressurized vessel will also allow for simulation of porous layers
located at great depths"
The plan of clttack \'rill involve the following:
ao a proper range of Rayleigh Numbers for the Hawaii geothermal
system will be verified)
b. model specifications will be determined to give the Rayleigh
Number r.ange,
1) type of porous med'j a (penneabi 1i ty) ~
2) type of fluid,
3) temperature range,
4) need for pressurization.
c, buildin0 a mod'.:"! ~
1) detcl':nir~'jn9 the propel~ scales,
2) determi ni ng the type of lieet souY'ce,
3) determining the devices for measuring the various par3~eters.
d. testing a mocel,
e. simulation studies,
f. modification of model,
g. interfacing with Ghyben-Herzberg physical model.
The present plan is for simulation of steady-state conditons where
an infr2red technique is used to map temper2ture profiles and a yet
undetermined i11easurern,~nt scheme is u~;0d to obtain streaml'ine pattenls.
There is a possibility that at least a partial glass face will be designed
into the vessel to en0ble obSEt'vtlt-ion of streamlines.
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Investigators: B. Chen, L. S. Lau, &P. Tilkahashi
There are several phases to this portion of the investigation. A
log'ical breakdOivn is follo\'Jin9 the 1I'!'ifc," of a v!elL
a. There must be initial and continuing coordination with the
geophysical drilling program to ascertain that the important para~eters
are measured while the hole is being drilled. These measurements are
mainly geophysical logsl as for example, those that depend on
resistivity~ sound, and rad'iocctivity. (Details ure provided in an
earlier section).
b. After the well is completed, downhole measurements must be taken •
.(Again, details are provided in an earlier section).
c. A gcnef21 program of w~ll testing must be planned to determine
the ultimate producing capacity a.nd optima'i producing ri2tc: of the
geothermal field. One eX2mple is to coordin&te a series of inter-
ference tests 'L.O detect connectivi ty.
d, After the well tests are mades the data must be analyzed so
tha t vlel1 per-formance and resource d'/a, i 1abi: i ty can be predi cted.
e. A set of type curves to analyze non-isothennal flovi conditions
must be developed.
f. A set of type curves to analyze tVJc-phase flov! conditions li:ust
be developed.
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A. Timetable
August 15, 1973
TASK 3.1 GEUTHERMAL RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
1. r';uin2rica-i i~ocJelhnn of Geothermcl Psservoirs
--._~-_._----~---.,~-~._---_.__.._-~-~._---
1. Survey of literature on the Ghyben-Herzherg
lens dynamics with emphasis on coning and
steady flow with heat source below
2. Survey of literature on building a physical
model to sirnulate the Ghybel\-Herzberg lens
system
December' 31, 1973
DeC2mb2r 31, 1974
i~ay 31, 1975
December 31: 1975
1
I.
2,
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
l.
2.
3.
1.
2.
Formulation of the convection problem for a
rectangular porous region
Finite Difference solution of the convection
problem for a rectangular region
Fon11ulation of the coning problem
Camp1eti on of the pl'ob1e:'; of free convecti on
in an unconfined geothermal reservoir
Completion of the investigation of the effect
of vertical heat source on the upwelling of
the \'iatcT table
Completion of the survey of literature on the
numerical solution of pumping and re-injection
in an aquifer under isothermal conditions
Completion of the numer"jcal solution of steady
state puniping and reinjection in a confined
geotheY'iI].}"I reseY'V"lor
Formulat"jon of the finite eleiw?nt solution of
free convection in a geothermal reservior with
irregular geometry
Completion of the investigation of the effects
of geothermal heating on Ghyben-Herzberg lens
Camp"lotion of tho nunii;lerical solut-ions for hOut
transfer and fluid flow characteristics in an
axisy~netric geothermal reservior
Completion of the finite element solution of free
convection in a tvvo dimensional geothermal
reservoil~ vrith irregular geometry
Completion of the inv2stigation of transient
responses in geothermal reserviors with pumping
and reinjection
Refi nSfii2rlt of the fi npj te e1er!i~nt computer code t~J
take into consideration of vJrious effects
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A. Tilnetable
May 19, 1973 1. Research on gas petroleum well test/
analys'is
June-July-August, 1973
July-August, 1973
August 31, 1973·
December 31, 1973
f"iay, 1974
December, 1974
tV1ay, 1975
1. Research on the nature of a geothermal
reservoir and geothermal well testing
1. In~tiation of a international survey on the
state of Geothenna1 Reservoi r Engi neef'i ng
1. Further research on reservoir and wel i test.!
analysis
2. Preliminary analysis of international survey
1. Research on the constn!cti on of a geothen1121
reservo'i r mock 1
2. Preliminary system dssigrl of a physical n::;del
3. Further' resc<ji"·'ch Cln geothc~rTn(ll r(~serv()i rs and
t,'ol", +E:):-J~l'nrl fl·''':~~'·r·' (',r'O'-'V;\f(""l'Cr:-"'
"'- iv,::> l. , :oJ \ nil.., 1 (.. lJ' '.J .' ::J !
4. InvestigCltion to deter'mine \'Jhether a typ'jeal
Havla i i geotherTICll reservo-i r '; s an open or- a
closed system
1. Assessrn(~l'it of vlell test har'dvid.re
2. Comple'tion of analysis on intornationa'j
survey
3. Preliminary design of physical geoth2rmal
reservoir mode'J
4. Further' resear'ch on aeothenna,1 resE.'I'voirs
and well testing (wiih Geophysics)
1. Selecticn of hareh'/aTe for Vlell testing
2. Assessment of software for well testing
3. Completion of initial phase of the fabrication
of the physicdl rnode-I
1. Purchase of hordware and selsction of software
for v/eli test..inrj (I'Fith Geopi"!sics)
2. Init'iation.of l;-bor'atoY'y pararnetric cilecks on
physical mod~~'1
3. AssessPi2nt of ri;cthods for measurement and
an,31yc~s of L\,!c;-phasr: novi
4D Pre-l-i-nl1nar',Y dc:s-ign c~·; Ghyb2n .... Her·zbeY'~J Ler:s
physico'l 11I0oel and consideration ofinterfCicing
prob'! (:'ii,S
" 00
IUj
December, 1975
[Vjay, 1976
December, 1976
,. Initiation of laboratory simulation studies
2. Construct; on of Gh.yben-Herzberg phys iea-j
model
3. Purchase equipment to interface the different
phys i ca I mode -I s
1. Analysis of laboratory simulation runs and
correlation \-Jitil cCJrnputer model
2. Interfacing of physical models into a general
model of a geothermal field
3. Development of methods for two-phase flow
measurement and analysis
4. Measurement of temperature, pressure and
flow rate--both downhole and at wellhead
5. Preliminary analysis of data
1. Final analysis of geothermal well data
2. Prediction of geotherma-I field perfonnance
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Tf>,SJ< 3.6 OPTIHt\L GEOTHERf-i!~L PLf\NT DESIGi'l
Inv2stiqators: H. C. Chai, ,]. ChOll, & D. Kii,ilY'i1
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sp:'lcing on the average heat transfer coefficient. !\"!SOl the minimum
tube spacing which will not affect the heat transfer coefficient of
adjacent tubes will be determined for different fluid inlet conditions
such as quality of vapor and flow velocity.
Following this study, a proper tube spacing \<i'ill be selected, 2nd
heat exchangers will be built with one to six transverse rows to study
the effect of number of transverse rows on the average heat transfer
coefficient:.
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TASK 3~O ENGIN RIr~G
Personnel: P. C. Vuen &L. H. Sato
The Engineering Program consists of two research tasks: (1) lask 3.1
which is concerned with problems below the earth's surface, and (2) Task 3,6
which is concerned with problems above the surface. Task 3.0 Engineering
Coordination and Support will provide support setvices for the research
personnel of the two tasks and coordinate work between the tasks and among
the programs in the Hawaii Geothermal Project.
Typing, secretarial, and clerical assis nee will be provided by personnel
of Task 3.0 f()r C()'(r~'2S ,uliO for the p ration and ct:i en of
.t; nent
Fl(l i ntcil proc(~~SS i
of 1s pu 1 as the k02ping of fiscal records will
be a rcspol1,;lbi'! Hy of Task 3.0.
In ordc:r to coorrJ'jnate the 1'2:; Pr~c r~}rn ~ the
Princ~ 1 Investigator will m~2t re~ula Iy with task leaders and with 0
project personnel to discuss their work. and to plan future work. The Prinei
Investi tOf' will a'lsc rne(~t regularly vrith h-is counterpal"'ts in thr Gl:'Ophysical
PrograM, the Environmental and Socioeconomic P (am, and "_ D1'11 1'1 ng P r'31fl,
as \'le11 2cS \ii th Y'-~; of Manag2ment 122m, to coordinate the work of the
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Paul C. Yuen, Principal Invest'igatGr of trH'.' En:J'incerins F't'ogram.
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Prel iminary Proposal Exploratory Research Ddll ing
Island of Hav..aii
Agatin T. Abbott
Abstract
The search for a geothermal energy source on the island of Hawaii
under the current NSF program began i~ March 1973. Between that date and
the present a large amount of data has been gathered particularly along
the East Rift Zone of Kilauea (Puna Rift) in the fields of geophysics,
engineering, and legal-socio-economics. The project has reached a stage
where these various lines of study must converge to provide information for
the exploratory drilling. The dl~ill is the only tool that I,dll conclusively
indicate whether a potential source of geothermal energy lies beneath the
surface. The drill holes will serve as an exploratory tool and are not
intended to serve as production wells unless of course a geothermal source
might by chance be tapped.
Three areas are selected as being most favorable for exploratory drilling.
These are the East Rift of Kilauea, the Southwest Rift of Kilauea, and the
Southwest Rift of Mauna Loa.
Within each of these areas it is proposed to drill 8 shallow water well
type of holes of an average depth of 500 feet, 4 holes to 2,000 feet and one
hole to 6,000 feet or more. This accounts for appr6ximately l~ ,000 feet of
drilling per area or approximately 54,000 feet of total drilling in the pro-
ject. It is estimated that this complete drilling program requires a period
of at least two years and eight months. The Site Selection and Operations
Committee reserves the right to make the f';r'l decisiod on ,-lv-ill hole
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location, depth, and diameter. The committee is also charged with the
responsibility of deciding on the types of down hole measurements to be
made, by whom anG how often. The general operational plan for the drilling
rests with the committee in consultation with the company designated as
the Drilling Program Manager.
This proposal is submitted in a preliminary form because at this date
nQ drilling contract have been let. There will undoubtedly be revision of cost
figures by the engineering company when the drilling contractual arrangements
are completed.
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Preliminary Proposal for Research Deep Hole Exploratory Drilling
Agatin T. Abbott
INTRODUCTION
As the various avenues of research and exploration which have been des-
cribed earlier in this report are being completed or are in various stages
of completion, it becomes clear that the next logical step in the search for
geothermal energy on the island of Hawaii is to test beneath the surface
by drilling.
At this time three areas on the island of Hawaii have been selected as
being the most promising. These are the East"Rift of Kilauea (Puna Rift),
the Southwest Rift of Kilauea, and the Southwest Rift of Mauna Loa. Accord-
ing to the present plan exploratory drilling will be undertaken in tnose
areas in the order in which they are mentioned above.
PREVIOUS WORK
The drilling program is based on the results of a number of other lines
of investigation and research that have been carried out during earlier stages
of the Hawaii Geothermal Project. Reference is made to tasks under Phase I
Geophysics, Tasks 2.1 Photogeologic; 2.2, 2.4 Electromagnetic; 2.3 Electrical
Resistivity; 2.5 Microseismic. Reference is also made under Phase I Exten-
sion Geophysics, Tasks 2.1 Preparation for Exploratory Drilling, 2.2 Geo-
electric, 2.3 Gravity and Magnetic~ 2.4 Thermal, 2.5 Microseismic, 2.6
Geochemical. Under Engineering .Tqsk 3.1 Reservoir Engineering, and under
Environmental-Socioeconomic, Tasks 4.3, 4, 5 Legal and Planning. Most of
the preparatory effort has been concentrated in the Puna area. The other
two areas are being studied this summer.
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A large amount of information is contained in earlier works on the geology
and groundwater hydrology of portions of the island of Hawaii, that was not
done for the express purpose of gaining geothermal information. These refer-
ences are provided at the end of this chapter.
PERSONNEL
Because the exploratory and research drilling program of the Hawaii
Geothermal Project is very large, both in terms of financial involvement and
also in terms of the fields of interest that it encompasses, the personnel
to manage this phase is as follows:
Co-principal Investigator and Director of Exploratory Drilling -
Agatin T. Abbott, Geology and Management
University of Hawaii
Site Selection and Operations Committee
Agatin T. Abbott - Geology, Univ. of Hawaii
Pow-Foong Fan - Geochemistry, Univ. of Hawaii
Augustine S. Furumoto - Geophysics, Univ. of Hawaii
Gordon A. Macdonald - Geology, Univ. of Hawaii
Donald Peterson - Geology, U.S. Geol. Survey
Charles Zablocki - Geophysics, U.S. Geol. Survey
The role of the Site Selection and Operations Committee is a decision
making one regarding all phases of the drilling program and integration of
the drilling program with other phases of the HGP such as Geophysics, Engineer-
ing, and Legal and Socio-economics. There must be a close association between
the several fields of interest in this project, if the maximum benefit is to
be achieved from the holes drilled.
In order to have as large an input as possible from knowledgeable persons
\'I'ho are in one way or another concerned \vith geothermal energy, a 1argc body
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of advisors has been invited to contribute ideas and suggestions as the pro-
ject continues. There will undoubtedly be additional names added as time
goes along, but at the present time the following persons comprise the Advisory
Group:
David Anderson - State of California Resources
Kenneth Brunot - National Science Foundation (formerly Phillips Petro. Co.)
Dan Davis - U.S.G.S.
Robert Kamins - University of Hawaii
(
Douglas Klein - University of Hawaii
George Keller - Colorado School of Mines
George Kennedy - University of California, L. A.
Kost Pankiwskyj - University of Hawaii
Henry Ramey - Stanford University
Robert Rex - Republic Geothermal Company
Fred Smales - Hawaiian Cement Company
Harold Stearns - U.S.G.S., retired
Robert Tilling - U.S.G.S.
John Unger - U.S.G.S.
Donald White - U.S.G.S.
George Woollard - Hawaii Institute of Geophysics
Paul Yuen - University of Hawaii
DRILLING MANAGEMEN'r
It is the opinion of the Site Selection.and Operations Committee that
the most effective and in the long run the least costly system of managing
the drilling operations is to employ a professional engineering "firm and dele-
gate to it the responsibility of handling contracts, sub-contracts, bids,
drilling procedures, down hole measurement~, safety regulations, leases, clean-
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PLAN FOR EXPLORATORY RESEARCH DRILLING
1. East Rift of Kilauea
At the present ti me of planning the dri 11 ing program encompasses three types
of holes: (1) shallow holes (average depth - 500 feet) for water samples and
temperature measurements. (2) intermediate depth holes (2000 feet) for temper-
ature rneasurements~ rock alternation~ water chemistry. (3) deep hole (6~OOO
feet or more) to try to reach a potential geothermal source and for deep hole
data.
The rationale on the drilling of exploratory holes to 6~OOO feet or
deeper is that if there exists volcanic heat at those depths the hydrostatic
253
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pressure of the overlying ocean water at depths of 6,000 feet or more water
temperatures could reach over 4000 F in the peripheral areas of a volcanic
heat source. Under a hydrostatic head of 6,000 feet there would be no surface
manifestation of the submerged hot \flater zone. It is this type of enviroll-
ment that the deep drilling is attempting to discover.
The East Rift of Kilauea is perhaps the best known of the three areas under
consideration. It contains a number of drilled wells, and is the scene of
considerable activity by real estate sub-dividers. It has been studied
intensely over the years by scientists of many disciplines.
Measurement of water temperatures and water chemistry has been completed
in most of the accessible wells in the Puna District (See report by Dr. Pow-
Foong Fan). The geophysical data is included in earlier reports for the
HGP. Self potential survey is presently underway (see report by Dr. Charles
Zablocki).
No specific sites for drill holes ares~own in this proposal because the
field data are still incomplete. When as much data as possible within a rea-
sonable length of time have been assembled (probably the end of the summer),
the Site Selection Committee will designate sites for the proposed drill holes.
The shallow hole locations will be decided first, and then depending on the
information gathered from them plus all other information the intermediate
depth holes will be spotted. Depending then on the results obtained in the
intermediate holes, the decision regarding the location of the principal hole
to a depth of 6,000 feet or more will be made.
2. Southwest Rift of Kilauea
The Southwest Rift of Kilauea is not really so well known from the stand-
point of geology, geophysics, or groundwater hydrology as the East Rift. It
is an uninhabited lower portion of the Kau desert and contains fe\~ roads and
one or two trails.
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The principal indication of thermal anomalies at this time are those
of the infrared scanning surveys. Geophysical surveys will be conducted in
the area during the summer. IR imagery is in part reacting to surface texture.
The same sequence of drilling is planned for this area as for the Puna
district, i.e. shallow holes first, follo\'jed by intermediate depth holes,
and then a deep probe to 6,000 feet or more.
3. Southwes t Ri ft of t'1auna Loa
(
Plans for drilling in the lower portion southwest rift of Mauna Loa are
still tentative. Infrared scanning results indicate a possible temperature
rise along certain sections of the Kahuku fault scarp. The infrared results
may be influenced by cliff steepness or texture of broken rock along the
base of the pali. A body of warmer ocean water is also indicated offshore.
On the other hand the Kahuku fault is a major structural feature and
probably extends to great depths as well as extending for over 25 miles on
the surface and under the ocean. Even though the infrared may be reporting
effects other than temperature the Southwest Rift still appears to hold a
certain amount of promise as a major structural feature, that could
influence heat flow from depth.
No geophysical results are available at this time for the South Point
area. Geophysical surveys are planned during the summer of 1974.
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Geology and Ground-water Hydrology
by Gordon A. Macdonald
INTRODUCTION
The island of Hawaii is formed by five major volcanoes. Kohala, at
the north end, and Mauna Kea, next to the south, have not been active in
historic time, and the last eruptions took place several thousand years
ago. On the west side of the island, Hualalai erupted last in the years
1800-1801. Since the advent of European and American visitors to Hawaii
and the beginning of written records, Mauna Loa and Kilauea have been among
the world's most active volcanoes. Mauna Loa erupted last in 1950. Kilauea
.
has erupted repeatedly since 1952, and has been in eruption almost contin-
uously since 1969.
Both Kilauea and Mauna Loa are indented by summit calderas, whose
floors are as much as 180 meters below the rims. The calderas were formerly
somewhat deeper, but have been partly filled by lava flows. As exposed in
the dissected calderas of older volcanoes on other Hawaiian islands, the
lavas filling the caldera tend to be considerably denser, more massive, and
less permeable than those on the flanks of the volcano outside the caldera.
In some of them, such as the Koolau caldera on Oahu and the East Molokai
caldera, further reduction in permeability has resulted from alteration of
the rocks by gases rising through them, with transformation of pyroxene to
chlorite and epidote, and deposition of secondary quartz, calcite, and zeolites
in vesicles and other openings. Similar changes can be presumed to have occurred,
at least to some extent, beneath the caldera depressions of Kilauea and
Mauna Loa.
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Extending outward from the calderas are rift zones--zones of innumerable
open or filled fissures that have served as pathways for the rise of the
magma that produced most of the eruptions. (A few eruptions take place a\~ay
from the rift zones.) Kilauea and Mauna Loa each have two major rift zones.
At the surface the rift zones are marked not only by fissures, but also by
many spatter cones and ramparts and cinder cones built at the site of
eruptions, and by a few pit craters. Parts of the rift zones are bordered
by faults, between which the intervening area has sunk to form a shallow
graben. Similar rift zones exposed by erosion on older Hawaiian volcanoes
contain thousands of dikes, formed by consolidation of the magma in the
fissures. Individual dikes may reach as much as 15 m in thickness, but most
of them are less than 5 feet. Trans~cts of the dissected rift zones
typically give counts of several hundred dikes per kilometer, and more than
350 per kilometer per mile of width of rift zone is not uncommon. The
attitude of the dikes varies considerably, but most of them strike more or
less parallel to the rift zone and dip in other direction at angles greater
than 700 •
Between the dikes there remain many slices of basalt lava flows. The
inter-dike lava-flow masses consist of both pahoehoe and aa flows, generally
thin bedded, and identical to those on the flanks of the volcano away from
the rift zones. For the most part they are moderately to highly permeable.
The openings primarily responsible for the permeability are joints, inter-
flow spaces, openings between the fragments in aa clinker layers, and lava
tubes. Vesicles are too poorly interconnected to contribute importantly
to the permeability. Alteration and secondary mineralization like that
described in the caldera-filling rocks is ~ssentially absent in the dissected
r{ft zones, extending at the most only a few hundred feet beyond the caldera
boundary.
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Information on the geology and hydrology pertinent to the possible
occurrence and entrapment of geothermal resources is given in the following
sections for each of the areas thought to be most promising for geothermal
exploration.
East Rift Zone of Kilauea
The east rift zone extends southeastward from Kilauea Caldera for
about six kilometers, then bends abruptly east-northeastward and extends
through Cape Kumukahi, the eastern point of the island. Beyond the cape
it forms a broad east-northeast-trending ridge on the ocean floor for
another 65 kilometers (Malahoff and McCoy, 1967). Northwest of the bend
the rift zone is marked by a row of pit craters (the Chain of Craters),
and a few spatter-and-cinder cones. East-northeast of the bend more than
60 spatter and cinder cones mark the sites of pre-historic, but geologi-
cally recent, eruptions along the rift zone. Just before the beginning
of written history eruptions took place on the eastern part of the rift
zone in about 1750 and 1790. Historic eruptions along it have occurred
in 1840,1922,1923,1955,1960,1961,1962,1963,1965,1968, and 1969 to
the present.
The area known as East Puna consists of the part of Kilauea Volcano
east of about 1550 west latitude. It is a broad gently sloping ridge built
by lava flows from the east rift zone, and the rift zone extends along its
crest. It is situated more or less mid-way between Kilauea caldera and
the termination of the rift-zone ridge at the ocean floor. Within it, be~
tween the 500-meter contour and sea level, eruptions have occurred in about
1750 and 1790, and in 1840, 1955, and 1960. In 1924, very numerous earth-
quakes and volcanic tremor accompanied the disappearance of the lava lake
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in Kilauea caldera and the sinking of the floor of a graben along the
rift zone close to sea level in East Puna; although no molten lava appeared
at the surface above sea level it is virtually certain that a large volume
of magma moved eastward through the rift zone. The surface expression of
the rift zone is about three kilometers wide.
East of Cape Kumukahi the submarine cones along the rift zone appear
very fresh in photographs. A submarine eruption occurred a few kilometers
offshore in 1884.
Lava flows from vents along the rift zone have poured down slope,
building a broad structural arch that plunges east-northeastward at an
angle of 1 to 20 . North of the rift zone the lava beds dip 2 or 30 north-
eastward. South of it the dips are 2 to 40 southeastward. Locally on the
south side of the ridge, dips of more than 60 probably are the result of lava
flows mantling a southeast-facing fault scarp (Stearns and Macdonald, 1946,
plate 1). The lava flows are of both pahoehoe and aa types. No specific
determinations of permeability are available, but similar lavas yield water
freely to wells, and over-all permeability is unquestionably high. Large
amounts of ground water move through the area, producing many brackish
basal springs along the shoreline.
Beneath sea level divers have observed what appear to be pillow lavas,
and similar lavas are shown in deeper water by photographs (Moore and Fiske,
1969).
Warm (330 C) brackish water issues in the beach at Pohoiki, 7.6 km south-
southwest of Cape Kumukahi. Previous to 1960 warm (29 0 ·C) brackish basal
water was present in a crack on the rift zone 2.4 km west of the cape, and
similar water at 320 C was present in another crack 1 km to the northwest.
The cracks lay close to the borders of the graben that sank in 1924. Both
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were buried by lava in 1960. A well 6 km west of Cape Kumukahi contained
brackish water at 340 C. A well 4 km S800Wof Pohoiki contains brackish
water at 530 C. Many steaming vents are present along the rift zone west
of 300 meters ~ltitude, but east of that altitude only minor wisps of steam
issue, especially in Pawai Crater, a small pit crater 10 km southwest of
Cape Kumukahi. At Pahoa, and 8 km to the south along the Pahoa-Kalapana
road, wells produce cold basal water of good quality.
The warm-water wells are distinctly more saline than would be expected
(Macdonald, 1973) on the basis of normal Hawaiian basal ground water condi-
tions in other areas of similarly high rainfall and rocks of approximately
the same permeability. The well nearly west of Pohoiki had,. on completion,
a chloride content of 6,500 mg per liter (approximately 6,000 p.p.m.), and
the well 6 km west of Cape Kumukahi had a chloride content of 320 p.p.m.
Thus there are distinct anomalies in ground water conditions in East Puna,
and the most probable cause in heating of the sea water saturating the under-
lying rocks, probably by hot intrusive masses along the rift zone, decreasing
the density of the water to the point where it can no longer support the
normal Ghyben-Herzberg lens of fresh water.
Although all of the exposed rocks are moderately to highly permeable,
it is possible that less permeable material may exist at depth. Along part
of the contact where Kilauea overlaps the slope of Mauna Loa, 35 km west of
Cape Kumukahi, Kilauea lavas overlap several feet of relatively impermeable
weathered volcanic ash (Stearns and Macdonald, 1946, plate 1). This ash
layer lies on the crest of a very broad constructional arch built along an
ancient east-trending rift zone of Mauna Loa. Magnetic measurements (Malahoff
and Woollard, 1966) suggest that this old rift zone of Mauna Loa continues
eastward beneath the cover of Kilauea lavas and merges with the east rift zone
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of Kilauea approximately at Cape Kumukahi. If so, the ash layer may
continue beneath Kilauea lavas to or beyond Cape Kumukahi at some depth
below sea level. If it is present, it might conceivably form a tight cap
over permeable lavas beneath in such a structural arrangement as to trap
or concentrate steam or hot water.
Another possibility for the formation of a zone of less permeable
material is related to the presumed history of the submarine growth of the
volcano. It is believed that in deep water the eruptions were non-explosive,
because of the restraining hydrostatic pressure of the overlying water;
but as the volcano grevl into shallow water the explosive liberation of mag-
matic gas became possible, and contact of the erupting magma with water
probably caused numerous moderately violent steam explosions like those
during the recent eruptions of Surtsey Volcano in Iceland and Capelinhos
in the Azores. These would form large amounts of glassy ash that would
rapidly become palagonitized. If the ash stayed in place it may constitute
an extensive, poorly permeable layer or layers intercalated in the lava
flows, possibly forming a relatively tight ca~rock. Still another possi-
bility is that hyaloclastite, formed in association with pillow lavas and
altered to palagonite, may form relatively tight layers in the lava sequence.
Sinking of the island may have carried any of these impermeable layers
to considerable depths below the level at which they formed. Thus there
is a possibility of stratigraphic and structural traps for several hundreds
of meters below sea level.
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Southwest Rift Zone of Kilauea
The second principal rift zone of Kilauea Volcano extends from the cal-
dera southwestward to the coast, and beyond. Little is known about it below
sea level. Above sea level it is dotted with about 30 spatter and cinder
cones at the vents of prehistoric eruptions. During historic time eruptions
occurred along it in 1823, 1868, 1919-1920, and 1971. Vents of the latter
eruption, along the upper (northeast) part of the rift zone, are still
steaming.
The rift zone is as much as 4 km wide, and near the caldera is bordered
by inward-facing fault scarps. Farther southwest the graben structure is
less clear, though locally the rift zone is bordered on the northwest by
southeast-facing fault scarps. The rift zone lies parallel to, and about
2 to 5 km southeast of, the Kaoiki fault zone, along which the lower slope
of Mauna Loa has moved relatively downward in relation to the upper part
of the mountain.
The constructional ridge along the southvlest ril~t zone is asymmetrical.
Northwestward the Kilauea lavas abut against the slope of Mauna Loa, usually
within 2 km of the rift zone. Dips between the rift zone and the Mauna Loa
contact are generally about 2 to 30 southwestward, nearly parallel to the
rift zone. Southeast of the rift zone dips range from 4 to 60 southeastward.
The lava flows are pahoehoe and a~, similar to those of East Puna. The rift
zone is marked by innumerable open cracks. One of these, the Great Crack,
is uninterrupted for almost 25 km along the lower part of the rift zone, and
served as the near-surface conduit for the lS23 lava flow.
11arm water has long been known in a crack in vJaiwela\'Iela ("Hot Water")
Point, at the coast 4 km southeast of the Great Crack. It is brackish,
but neither its salinity nor its temperature have been measured. Anomalous
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ground water conditions exist in the area west of the Great Crack, around
Pahala and between there and the ocean. Fresh ground water, apparently part
of the basal zone of saturation, stands about 70 meters above sea level in
the Pahala well. Whether this high level of ground water is in any way re-
lated to the southwest rift zone of Kilauea is unknown. It could result
from obstruction of seaward movement of the ground water by faults of the
Kaoiki system and/or numerous relatively impermeable dikes in the rift zone,
possibly combined with unexposed poorly permeable tephra and/or hyaloclastite
below present sea level. The Pahala ash, which is largely palagonitized,
reaches thicknesses of as much as 17 meters near Pahala, and is presumably
down-dropped along the Kaoiki fault system and buried by later lavas
farther seaward.
Southwest Rift Zone of Mauna Loa
One of the two principal rift zones of Mauna Loa extends southwestward
from the summit caldera to an altitude of about 2,300 meters, then broadens
and turns southward to Ka Lae (South Point). Above 2,300 meters altitude
the rift zone is approximately 3 km wide, and is studded with many spatter-
and-cinder cones, spatter ramparts, and open fissures. Just south of the
caldera are three pit craters. Below 2,300 meters the rift zone broadens
to about 6 km, but at about 1,100 meters the western part of the zone dies
out and the eastern part continues southward. This southward extension is
only about 2 km wide. Along its western edge, the north-trending Kahuku
fault has fonned a westward-facing scarp 180ineters high near the coast,
gradually decreasing in height inland and disappearing near the highway at
600 Ineters altitudc. Between 760 and 975 meters altitude, the Pali 0 ka Eo
is probably a buried west-facing scarp en echelon with, and slightly east
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of, the Kahuku fault. The rift-zone ridge and the Kahuku fault scarp can
be traced southward on the ocean floor for about 35 km behond South Point.
A pit crater lies near the eastern edge of the rift zone at 1,370 m al-
titude, and three other small ones lie close to the top of the Kahuku
fault scarp between 530 and 565 m altitude. These pit craters are partly
buried by Pahala Ash, showing that the rift zone has been active at least
since the latter part of the eruption of the Kahuku Volcanic Series (Stearns
and Macdonald, 1946).
Most of the lavas along the southwest rift zone of Mauna Loa belong
to the Kau Volcanic Series (Stearns and Macdonald, 1946). They are tholeiitic
basalts of both pahoehoe and aa type, similar to those of Kilauea. East of
the rift ZOI~e and along the top of the Kahuku fault scarp the Kau lavas rest
on Pahala Ash, which in this region ranges froln about 2 to 8 m in thickness.
The ash is largely palagonitized. Beneath the ash, in Kahuku scarp 180 m
of thin-bedded tholeiitic pahoehoe and aa lava flows of the Kahuku Volcanic
Series are exposed. No ash beds are intercalated with the lavas below the
Pahala Ash .
.Since 1832, seven eruptions have taken place along the southwest rift
zone. Most were from vents above 2,300 meters altitude, but in 1868 an
eruption took place from fissures near the eastern edge of the rift zone be-
tween 600 and 1,100 meters altitude. Lava from the fissures flowed into the
ocean west of the Kahuku fault scarp, the more easterly of the two major flows
lying directly against the base of the scarp. One of the two largest erup-
tions of Mauna Loa in history took place in 1950, pouring out more than
460,000,000 cubic meters of lava from vents between 2,400 and 3,800 meters
altitude on the southwest rift zone (Finch and Macdonald, 1953).
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No histOI'ic movement is known to have occurred on the Kahuku fault.
During a strong (intensity X m~1) earthquake in 1868, movement occurred on
the Waiohinu fault, 8 km east of the Kahuku fault. It is inferred that
other movement occurred at the same time beneath the ocean, because a big
local tsunami was generated, but no movement was observed on the Kahuku
fault above sea level.
*************
The geophysical background is reviewed in Section II of the
geophysics program in this proposal.
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SELF POtENTIAL STUDY
Charles J. Zablocki
Studies made by the U.S. Geological Survey in many areas of Kilauea
in recent years have indicated that self potential measurements appear to
be the single most useful method for identifying anomalous thermal areas.
Anomalies have also been found in areas which have no obvious sufrace mani-
festations. Their locations, however, are in areas which reasonably could
contain localized heat sources.
In brief,. the large potentials observed at the surface are thought to
be related to the flow of hydrothermal fluids in a convection system
(electrofiltration phenomenon). Although most of these studies have been
made near and at the summit of Kilauea, some measurements made in a few
areas of the lower east rift zone (Puna district) have revealed some interest-
ing findings (Figure 1). Not only were large potentials observed over the
still-steaming vents of the 1955 eruption ( 3 miles south of Pahoa ), but
.the asymnetry of the resulting contoured data suggest a north dip to the
related intrustion (Figure 2). Measurements made about 4 1/2 miles farther
east along the rift zone delineated an anomaly in an area that has no surface
indications of near-surface heat source (Figure 3). Only weak anomalies
were observed over some of the 1955 eruptive fissures nearby. Curiously,
the large anomaly is located in the area where the 1955 rift eruption was
offset and coincides with the general epicentral area of recurrent shallow
earthquake swarms in recent years.
Because of these results, a cooperative study is presently underway with
the U.S. Geological Survey to make a detailed survey of the lower east rift
zone of Kilauea in an effort to help locate the sites for the exploratory
drilling program.
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Imagel~' from Infrared Scanning of the East
and Southwest Rift Zones of Kilauea and the Lower Portion
of the Southwest Rift Zone of Mauna Loa, Island of Hawaii
Agatin T. Abbott
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FLIGHT PATHS AND DESCRIPTIONS
1. East Rift Zone of Kilaueq
Two long parallel flight paths were flown along the East rift zone from
points outside the boundary of Hawaii Volcanoes National Purk to Cape Kumakahi.
Shorter paths crossing the two long parallel lines were flown at the intersection
of the rift zone with the main highway between Pahoa and Kalapana. Approximately
35 line miles of usable records was obtained. From this the following strips were
selected for reproduction in infrared false color imagery.
Three miles of flight paths high on the rift zone at an average ground eleva-
tion of 2100 feet provide excellent examples of rift lineation and temperature
aureoles. The DIGICOLOR prints showed a temperature range of 14°C to 200 C.
Numerous sites along the rift showed spots of white color indicating the temperature
exceeded the highest range on that temperature set. This is not surprising in
view of the fact that wisps of stea1n are issuing from some of the vents probably
as a result of meteoric water coming in contact with residual heat of lavas from
the 1966 eruptions in this area. Downslope from the steam vents, a fairly exten-
sive area shows a slightly higher surface temperature than its surroundings, by an
average of 1°C.
The area for the second set of DIGICOLOR prints in the Kilauea east rift zone
was selected from a flight path of approximately two miles in length across the area
of intersection of the rift zone and the Pahoa-Kalapana highway at a ground elevation
of approximately 1000 feet. The temperature range of this path is 16oC-250C or
1.50 C per color. Again numerous sites showing white along the rift zone indicate
hot spots and an aureole of decreasing temperatures are distributed outwal~d from
the rift. Fine examples of surface temperature zones are demonstrated in this
imagery.
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2. Southwest Rift Zone of Kilauea
A flight path 12 miles long was followed from the point of intersection of
the western bounda~ of Hawaiian Volcanoes National Park and the main highway between
Kilauea summit to Pahala to a point on the sea coast approximately 4 miles east
of Punaluu.
The altitude maintained was about 3000 feet above ground level. Throughout
most of the strip a thermal anomaly was evident along the Great Crack. The temper-
ature range on the flight path was 180C-22 0 C. Of unusual interest on this path is
a thermal anomaly in a target-like pattern near the southern end of the Great Crack
approximately 1 ~ mile from the coastline at an elevation of 300 feet above sea
level. The target-like pattern is 1200 feet wide 1600 feet long. The roughly
circular pattern of thermal anomaly lies GOO feet northwest of a splinter extension
of the Great Crack. The highest temperature within the target area reaches the
red color of 220 C in two small spots, and within the Great Crack extension, s~:all
local spots reach white, or off scale.
The anomaly appears to be associated with the lower slopes along the south
side of Puu Ko1eko1e, a prehistoric cinder cone, and with the extension of the
Great Crack.
This surface thenna1 anomaly as registered by infrared scanning imagery should
receive careful attention as a potential area for further geophysical investigation
and possible research drilling.
3. The Southwest Rift Zone of Mauna Loa
A flight path with the total length of approximately 22 miles followed the
southwest rift of Mauan Loa from an elevation of approximately 7000 feet above sea
level to the tip of South Point. Only the lowest five mile section of this path to
the tip of South Point showed any significant thermal anomalies. This portion
has been reproduced in DIGICOLOR and prints developed.
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o ·0The temperature range on one sub-set is 16 C-22 C. Thermal anomalies appear
along the cliff face of the Kahuku fault as clusters along the base of the cliff and
as linear features possibly indicating bedding planes in the lava flows. Numerous
spots along the cliff register red and a few local areas show white, or off scale.
The cause of these anomalies is not known at the present time. The Kahuku
fault scarp, which reaches 400 feet in height in this area, faces west. Consider-
ation must be given to the possibility that the anomalies result from residual
late afternoon solar heat. The imagery was taken at 0030 hours in order to reduce
the effect of residual heat. The physical distribution of the warmer areas does
not appear to show a pattern that might be cuased by residual heating, none the
less this factor must be kept in mind.
Another, more intriguing possibility lies in the concept that heat may be
rising from depth along the plane of the Kahuku fault and issuing at the base of
the cliff and along bedding planes of the lava flows. The Kahuku fault is a
major structural feature of Mauna Loa shield volcano. It extends ten miles inland
from the coast and has been followed out to sea for a distance of over 15 miles.
Depth recordings made on board the R/V Valdivia in 1973 while steaming past the
extension of the fault 4 miles off shore registered a vertical displacement along
the fault plane of 1900 meters.
Further geophysical and geological work should be concentrated in the section
of the lower portions of the Kahuku fault. This may have promise as an area in
which to locate an array of research drill holes.
Also of interest along the South Point shoreline as registered by the infrared
imagery is the temperature distribution in the sea vrater. Directly offshore a large
patch of water shows as a white area indicating that its temperature is greater
than 22°C. It is not recognized at this time whether this is a bay of warm surface
\~ater brought in by ocean currents or wind or whether the warming is caused by
some other process.
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CURRENT RESEARCH SUPPORT FOR PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Jhe following is a listing of the extramurally-funded projects for
Agatin T. Abbott, Principal Investigator ~f the Drilling Program.
1. Survey of Natural Areas of Pacific Island Territories
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service
2. Survey in the Hawaiian Islands
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service
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VITAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES FOR
DRILLING PROGRAM
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HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE II
RELATED PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
A. Related Programs At The University of Hawaii
Currently there is a great deal of research interest at the University
of Hawaii on projects which have direct relevance to the HGP. The Hawaii
Institute of Geophysics has competence in geophysical exploration, a good
knowledge of the geophysical features of the Big Island and the State of
Hawaii in general, and experience with test drillings. The Water Resources
Research Center has been conducting research on the ground water hydrology
of the Islands and is familiar with the rainfall, water distribution, and
flow patterns of the islands.
The" Environmental Center at the University is concerned with the preser-
vation and protection of the environment in Hawaii. Its cooperation and input
complement the efforts of the HGP. The Sea Grant Program of the University
also has energy-related interests, while the College of Engineering has staff
competence and interest in power systems, direct energy conversion, and
transmission of electrical energy.
A new program enacted by the 1974 State Legislature establishes a Natural
Energy Institute at the University (copy of House Bill 2376-74 attached). The
purpose of this Institute is to provide focus, direction, and support for re-
search on natural energy systems -- including geothermal resources.
B. Related Programs In Other Organizations
A research program of considerable interest to the HGP has been the in-
vestigation of the hydrothermal systems at Kilauea Volcano on the Island of
Hawaii by Dr. G. V. Keller of the Colorado School of Mines. The program,
which has also been funded by NS~ has used Kilauea Volcano to study the
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
ESTABLISHInG THT; H!\\'!l\II NATURAL EtmnGY INSTITUTE AND i·1AKING AN
l\PPEOPTUl'TJ;ON FOE PLAN(-In~G TIlE STRUCTGRE AND OPERATIO~~
THEREOF'.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAvmII:
1 SECTION 1. The current energy crisis is caused by a
2 global energy shortage which will worsen through the remainder
3 of this decade and may continue to the end of this century.
4 The state of H~waii/ with its total dependence for energy on
5 imported fossil fuel, is particularly vulnerable to dislocations
6 in the global energy market. This is an anomalous situation,
7 as there are few places in the world so generously endowed
8 with natural energy: geothermal, solar radiation, ocean
9 temperature differential, wind, waves/ and currents--all
10 potential non-polluting power sources. The purpose of this
11 Act is to establish the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute that
12 will coordinate and undertake the development of non-polluting
13 natural energy sources for Hawaii; and, to make an
14 appropriation for planning the structure and subsequent
15 operation of the Institute. Although the ultimate structure
16 of the Institute will not be determined until after a year
17
18
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1 of planning and development, its immediat~ establishment as
2 provided herein will provide the needed visibility, focus
3 and encouragement for energy related activities directed
4 toward converting Hav:aii's natural resources into viable
5 energy systems. These alternative energy systems will:
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
(1) Diminish Hawaii's total dependence on imported
fossil fuels,
(2) Meet the State's increasing energy demands with
little or no environmental degradation, and
(3) Contribute to the technology base for finding
solutions to the national and global energy
shortgage.
SECTION 2. The Hawaii Natural Energy Institute is
L4 hereby established as a research unit at the University of
LS Hawaii-Manoa. The President of the University of Hawaii
.6 will appoint from appropriate University staff an Energy
.7 Planning Committee and designate its chai~an. This
8 Committee will serve as a steering committee and the Chairman
9 shall be the Acting Director of the Institute durir.g the initial
o year both for carrying out the operations and functions
1 of the Institute and for planning the ultimate organizational
2 structure. Nationally recognized energy planners may be
~ consulted on specific goals and general organizational
AG 209676 295 S-S(74)
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1 structure of the Bnergy Institute. The President will also
2 appoint a broadly based Policy 1\dvisory COTmui ttee to provide
3 interaction bcbleen interested segments of the comr:1Unity
4 and the Energy Planning Corrunittee. A report containing
5 recorunendations for the structure and sUbsequent operation
6 of the Energy Institute will be prepared by the Energy
7 Planning Committee for presentation to the Legislature
8 twenty (20) days before the beginning of the 1975 Session.
9 SECTION 3. There is appropriated out of the general
10 revenues. of the State the sum of fifty-five thousand dollars,
11 or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be expended by the
12 Universi ty of Ha\,raii for plannin<] the structure and subsequent
13 operation of the Ha\vaii Natural Energy Institute, and for
14 the hiring of necessary staff and consultants during the
15 next fiscal year.
16 SECTION 4. This Act shall t~ke effect July 1, 1974.
17
18
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hydrothermal aspects of a geothermal sys-terl1. Dr. Keller1s geophysical studies
of the summit area and the results of the 4l37-foot dr,ill hole have provided
important scientific information to the HGP in interpretation of geophysical
data and in planning for the drilling program.
Another project with which the HGP has established close interaction is
the Stanford Geothermal Project, also funded by NSF, with Drs. Paul Kruger
and Henry Ramey as Co-P.I. IS. Dr. Ramey has been an active consultant to the
Engineering Program from the initial phase of the HGP and continues to pro-
vide assistance and communication with geothermal-related programs on the
(
r~ainland. This includes the Geysers and Imperial Valley, which have been
visited extensively by our staff.
Members of the National Liaison Board, discussed in the Management Pro-
gram, provide an exchange of information with the Marysville Project; Republic
Geothermal, Inc; Battelle Northwest; Rogers Engineering; the Geothermal Officer
for the State of California; and the U.S. Geological Survey. Good communica-
tion has also been established with AEC Laboratories at Los Alamos, Berkeley,
and Livermore, as well as with the Sandia Corporation at Albuquerque.
Some exchange has taken place with scientists and engineers involved with
geothermal projects in Italy, New Zealand, and Japan. Because of Hawaii1s
geographic location as the hub of the Pacific, HGP staff have frequent oppor-
tunity to discuss geothermal projects with scientists enroute to destinations
both East and West.
The concept of a National Geothermal Energy Laboratory for Hawaii will
permit researchers from other states and countries to utilize the Laboratory
to further their own investigations, This will facilitate the dissemination
of research results and the interaction of researchers from different organi-
zations working on ~imilar projects.
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C. Dissemination Of Research Results
As discussed in the previous section, the most effective exchange of
information with potential beneficiaries of the research at the local level is
through the l6-member Hawaii Advisory Committee, and at the national level
with the nine-man Liaison Board.
To date the actual results of the HGP research programs have been rather
sparse, but staff have already submitted papers for publication through the
normal channels of the scientific and technical press, and will aggressively
pursue this vehicle as research result6 unfold. In addition, geothermal
energy is sufficiently timely and novel to have popular appeal, so there has
been extensive coverage in the regular news media.
Most of the reports on the HGP to date have been general descriptions
of the project and an overview of goals and objectives. Such reports have
been presented to a val~iety of meetings in this country, as It/ell as at the
joint U.S.-Italy Geothermal Conference at Pisa in December 1973. A discus-
sion of the infrared scanning program was presented to the U,S.-Japan Confer-
ence on Utilization of Volcano Energy, held in Hawaii in February 1974.
Dr. Furumoto was co-chairman of this conference.
Locally the project has been brought to the attention of both potential
beneficiaries of the research, as well as the general public, through over
thirty talks and illustrated lectures to professional organizations, civic,
and citizen groups. The Center fo,' Engineering Research at the University
sponsors a series of seminars, with assistance from NSF, on Environmental
~onferences Q.n the fublic ]lnderstanding of ~cience for !:!.awaii. This ECOPUSH
.
Series included a major conference on "Future Technologies for Hawaii",
which provided an excellent forum for presenting a progress report on the
development of geothermal energy in Hawaii.
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D. ~lication To Other Federal Agencies
The proposal has not been submitted to any other Federal agencies for
total or partial support. Preliminary discussions have been held, however,
with the Atomic Energy Commission on possible funding of later phases of
this project in the development of a prototype geothermal power plant.
To the initial State and County of Hawaii funding of $200,000 for geo-
thermal research, the 1974 Legislature earmarked an additional $500,000 for
exploratory geothermal drilling, contingent upon Federal matching. Although
efforts will be made to identify total research drilling support from Federal
sources, if these funds are inadequate to complete the drilling program, a
request will be made to the Governor to release a portion or all of this
$500,000 for exploratory drilling.
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BUDGET SUMMARIES
Direct support to the Hawaii Geothermal Project through December 31,1974
is as f011 ows :
National Science Foundation - RANN
State of Hawaii CIP Budget
County of Hawaii CIP Budget
Sandia Laboratories - AEC
Hawaiian Electric Company
Office of Marine Affairs -
State of Hawaii
Private Contributions
$252,000 (FY 73)
216,000 (FY 74)
124,000 (FY 75 committed)
100,000 (FY 72)
500,000 (FY 74 appropriated)
100,000 (FY 72)
12,000
9,000
5,000
13,000
$1,331,000
In addition to the above funding, the University of Hawaii provides significant
support.to the Project in faculty and staff salaries, support services, equip-
ment, and facility usage.
For support of Phase II of the Project, $1,986,513 is requested. Table
B-1 gives a summary of the funding being requested from the Foundation for
Phase II of the Project, broken down by program and task. Following this
table are individual NSF Form 569 budget sheets for each task. The task
budget sheets are arranged by programs with a total program bUdget sheet
preceeding the individual task budget sheets.
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HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE II
BUDGET SUMMARY BY PROGRAM AND TASK
r~ANA GEr~E NT
1.0
GEOPHYSICAL
2.0
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
ENGINEERING
3.0
3. 1
3.6
Coordination and Support
PROGRAM
Coordination and Support
Geoelectric Surveys
Modelling, Magnetic &Gravity Surveys
Temperature Survey
Seismic Studies
Geochemical Surveys
Hydrology
Physical Properties of Rocks
PROGRAr~
Coordination and Support
Geothermal Reservoir Engineering
Optional Geothermal Plant Design
$ 39,401
$ 43,454
58,709
33,625
43, 124
57,000
36,718
35,107
49,191
356,928
41,774
122,892
87,781
252,447
ENV IRONr'1U~TAL-SOC IOECONOtH C PROGRM1
4.0 Coordination and Support
4.1 Environmental Aspects
4.2 Legal and Regulatory Aspects
4.3 Land-Use and Planning Aspects
4.4 Economics
EXPLORATORY RESEARCH DRILLING PROGRAM
5.0 Coordination and Support
24,824
42,313
6,800
11,415
46,411
131,763
1,205,974
TOTAL PHASE II BUDGET
TABLE B-1
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$1,986,513
rl'1,nagement
Task 1.0
800
800
2,000
RESEA~~CH GleANT
B_ll~} cJ~~~r_.' '!'Q: ..t~ ~}J}~ r~~l~ _
Xerox Charges
Communications
Consultants
l. OTHEll DIRE'CT COSTS
M. A//,OUNT OF THiS AW!~RD (ROUNDED)
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus K)
----------------------------
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
------_._--------_._--~--
__~OI1d_ DlrlECT COSTS IC throu~,_h_I..:..I _
K. INDIRECT COS,S
(-._- -------------------_.-._._.._----
".-' I ',):,,\L SC !):\CI IUl;-';U/lf!ON
\'/:·.~:ij:·~·.t()l1, D.~. 2~}S50
1----------- ------
* Includes anticipated 10% salary increase.
-------------'
NSF FORM ~69. JU;,.Y 1971
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SUPERSEDES ALL "AEVIOUll EiJITIO!'(~
GEOPHYS ICAL PROc;R/\i1
GU DGET SUli]1 1!\fW
tU\T1C):~/\L ~Cli :-;('1. !Ol'\lJ.\Tl(),"';
\\';:l.,l!ini:Ul!\ D.C. ~U5S0
----_.
II.STITUTION f,NiJ I,DL>flES~
IiunC~L~T-l:{.c):~ :.' ~;j ;~fi:J.·l:-' -j
University of Hawaii
Honolulu. Hawaii 96822 HAWAII GEOTHERMAL
PROJECT A. S. Furumoto
REMAl-iICS: Use extra sheet ,f nece:ss3rY
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase.
.'
/J... SALARIES AND WAGES
1. $Bnior PCI $ooncl
a. 3 __ (Co) f'rincipo' Invcstig3tOr($)
b. _4__ F8culty A~.sociate3
Sub,Total
2. Othe, Personnel (r~ol1·Faclilty)
a.2 Rcseard\ Associatc$-Po$tdo~toral
J. TOTAL DllH,CT COSTS IC through I)
K. INOIHECT COSTS
h. __ r~()n·FacllllY Profe'$ionals
c.,lJ. Gr~cluate Students , .. , .
d.J_3_p,f>·!3ilccal?ureate Swdcnts .
c._J_ S<>c~(Jtarial-Clcrico!...........................•........••.....•.............•.
f. _1_0_ Techni(~!. ~hclp. i~nd Oiher ' .
----.-----.------------------ ...J
303 SUPERSEDCS ALL f'nl:VIOU\; I:OITIOH<;
SUPPORT &COORDINATION
Task 2.0
NSF Pf10GRAM J'f? I NC IPAL 11'1 V ~:\;TIGATORTi')
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL
PROJECT A. S. Furumo to
---
ClUDOU
NSf GhANT
2.186
I:ECOMIAEr";OI:O GRANT AMO_L_If_'T__-i
i ~'ISf Fundod Mon i~~onth8
~o til,. nF:".... If!st (pnthJtC;±.._;"'j 'r~ s-!_:.......-.:2"-',L-'1_=86__.~1. Senior Personnel8. -l- (Co l Principal Investigator(sl
b. Feculty Associatos
Sub·Total
2. Other Personnel (Non· Faculty)
a. Research Associatt!S-Postdoctoral
h. __. Nnn·Faculty Profe;~ionals
D. P[P.~_/i/"NErH [OUIPI\~!:NT
A. SALARIES AND VU\GES
1-1'_R_.'O_PO_SA_L_N_'_'M_B_E_R__~i R E COM ME" OED D U HATJ (; RAN T NO.
-+------+-==~
d. __l__ Pre.Bacca'ilure<lte Students. 4.00..Mr? @.$.2.,7.5.!~C................... f-~1-l~_-.
c. 1 Secretarial-Clerical. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~2§_9_
f.' 1=Ted:niCbi. Shop. and Other. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,800
·rDTt.l S,~LAnl[SMW \''''/,GfS 24,04-6------'
=--~.-~--~-~--/~-:-<-~~-;~-!(~~~s2~~I~f.-~~~~-~;-DA-:-'T-~I::~-~:r~EOF~:S(A + B) 1-2~ ,-.~}~---=IJ:"~-,.~",,,':"--~,~J~~~~A;~}:~~~~;:~~~\~:~~~:-'~
I
:: ~~~~~~~A8L~.[~~I::~~~:'(~n:I~~il~~u::~::I:~ Field Trips - Airfare 1J~.~ =~
2. Foreign Per Diem (30 man days) -i
1----- ----- -·=----------------'-------:=---.:....--------f---------l~__-r-'urLl:-'-C!~!!2~~c:QSTS 850 !
H. CO:,IPUTER COSTS IF CHAnGED AS Dl f1ECT COST ~';O''''''''''-~''''''''..':'-~':- J
I. OTHE.n DlHfCT COSTS frail er ~1ount 600 ~l~~~~~y~:~~y~.~;<:~~U
Vehi cl e Rental 600 ~~~"",:;:'.';~<,,~;"';:",;,'-i~"$\~~..._"........:-..,',',''',,,.. ,,'y. ,":,,:"
Communications 300 1 I
1--------- ------------------------------+--3-'2-'-',=35°9-°3 ----
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS IC through I}
K. INDIRECT COSTS 1'\t~t~~t~1f<~~~~'Z~~~~~~,'$:,:",~>
11 ,0611-------------------------_._--------------- -------+--~.-----,--
L. TOTAL COSTS (J IO lu S KI 43,454
-------------_.-
1--------_.__.._-_ .._------------.,----_._---------------------
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWAnO (ROUNDED) .
------_._.-
$
REMARKS: Use extra sheet if necessary
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase.
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GEOELECTRIC SURVEYS
r. E~~u\nCd (;,';.'; [(f
f--- ..:.::B~tJJ~L0J~~I' '\\I]~:"~:;~~~~i~lj;_:...··'..[;._. . . ,
Task 2.2
r-:-:-:-'- -c-..,--,---------------.-'----.----------------------~---"'----,Nf.T1C)i·' ..'.L sCII:-:n r m\li..\110>1
W"~,hin~,t<)n, D.C. 2(1550
Ii'Ts:fj):7.u7:cT"'"'r-:::o:-:-,,',,-7r.':::N7.I.>:--":-::'-D';:o-::n-::c:.';s::::s------·--~ ..TN ~ F f' r-: 0 (" kl\i~·---------r---'-·I~-I-N-cC-1f'-fo.-L-Jf:'.-J:-:V~L-7.. ·--.---:7,:G::---':-,1°':'.07'i"""T~T---
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL
PROJECT A. S. Furumoto
'l>r'lor-osAL NUMBLR I ~'Ecor.-\MCNOED eol,AN, Ah-.outJ"r--
-------------
---
Sob·Total
8. (Co) Princip~1 Invc5tjg~torh)
b. _1__ Faculty A>soci~tos
1. Senior Personnel
A. SALARIES Ar~D V~AGES
NSF fLJndnd Mnn '.'onths~;1~~::±~~n,:~:;~- N~~~~:;JT_.
i--.---_ --___ _ __ ~---.----
.J1 __ 11 ,8~Q_~_
11 ,880 *
2. Other Personnel (Non-F~cult\d -~-I~'. :::~::~U~:s;,:ft:S>S~:,:,sl:doctor~1 L_ ,3:_~~~I __ ~ :=--===--=~
c. _f..__ Gr~dlliltc Students , ,.,................................... ~l ~Z.60 ._
d. 2_PrcBacca!aure~teStudents (SO. ~'iks ..ea @.. lO..hr/w.k. @.. $2~25-1hr:.)...... 1-._2.:_25_0__.......J
e. Sccreti:rial--Clerical , , . , , . , .. , - . . . . . . . . . .. ~,--,--,-.. -J
f. .2__ Tdlll;""'. &'uP. ami Other.Fj e.l d. As sts., . (3.0 .days_ .ea •. @.. $25/d.ay.). . . . . i l,.!:':,O) .__J
f--- __ . T~2:=__~SA.I~~_nl_Es.r.:,~) v~!..,-G.-E:..:s-·---------------------JI--=3?-37
0
,"3-0~-~Q-5n5-J_ I
B. STAFF 8ENEI'ITS IF CHARGED tIS Dli,ECT COST _
C. TOTAL SALAP.IES, WAGES, I~ND STAFF [1[;NEFITS (A + B)
D. PERfAAr,ENT EOUlo".1ENT -----.---------'%~~::~,.,:.';~::~.~:-:~:::~.:.__;
1------- -- i
E. EXPENDA8LE EOUIPi.1ENT AND ~urPLl[S 2 000 ~r--F-:-Tr:AVE-c--l~Domo>tic~;~~ji/lgCaflada) 8 inter-island trips - 480; 1
3
main- J_:_~8.Q _
2. Foreign land conference; 30 man da~r diem for~~--~-.:-i-¥-)S-;:-~~-~~-:--:-:-:-c-~:!~;(,~H2~~::~c::i~~;O~T26o~r~/:-~~~~~-~-1:-~-t----l-,-~'O--0-;-----·~-~~-%--t-l-i-;~--\~-;~-;-;-,~,-~-~~-J
Rental (Drilling) - 2,000; Interisland Frelght - 400; Vehlcle & ~~~'0{!.~"'«<:
Fuel - 2,700; Gas - 460; Diesel - 180. ~"'<6"""940~«:J
1-_ J. TOTAL DI8ECT COSTS (C~?u(lh_I_)---'~~0c~,?:;,1Stl~,~,~.~.,J
K. INDIRECT COSTS On Campus (46~£ of $25,232) '~\1~~1'i\~8:·~~r\:
Off Campus (32.49% of $2,158) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1-_________________ ----. 12~10.8 .J
t-_L_._TOTAL COSTS (J plus K) 58, !_Q.~__
---------- -------------------------------------------------- - -----------
M. AMOUNT OF THiS AWAHD (ROUNDED)
REi,1ARKS: Use extra sheet if nc<:ess~ry
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase.
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University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
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PROJECT
A. S. Furumoto
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8. __• (CO) Principel Investigator(, I
b. FAculty Associatos
Sub·Total
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a. _J_ Re'c?rch f;,ssociates-Po'trioctoral
h. __ Non-Faculty Prof,~ssioniils
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c. Gr?duate Students .
d. Plc-Baccalaurcato Studcnts .500..br.s., ..@. 2..} 5 : . 1 ,375
s.oc·:-ctari~I-CIerical _ .c.
---- --- ----_._----!
f. __' __ TI~i".:lr':cai. :-;';lOtJ. l.l.nd Other. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
TOT r~L S/\UdlII:S AI,m Wr,GES 14 ,27 S.---- j
-----------"--- - ----------- - _._---- --'
B. STAFf BENEFITS IF CHI,RGED AS DlrlECT COST 2 534 .-.-J
~.'?TP,L SAL~~~S. V,l(,-~ES, AND ~~~F I3ENEFI_~.::__(~ __'~ . ,~cJ 6.. 8,09 ~,"«_.l
D. PEFiMMmn [QUiPt.,EI), 3 Tide gauges -: 450; Transformers, plasticf~~~:..~:~".:,,:~.~~::":
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~_ EX P E!:: D~_~I=-F __f OlJl Pr'~~L!.:~ ,c,ND~~i) LI ~Sj.H.e.c_Qrd.ing_.;':2QP.e.r.,_mo.dBl_stuiL-sJ.ill.Q.lid 1 500 _
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J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (C through l)
K. INDIRECT COSTS ~~~~~i~~S\1c::0">Tj
~~~~~\,,~~~~~~.~..~~~:~~;::,,~~
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L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus K If--.---------------------------
---------1-- J ..ZJ 5.. _
36,718 _
1------------ _.---._.- .----...-------,-----------.-------~--.--------.---- --.-------.-
M. AMOUhlT Ot' THIS AWARD (ROUhiDED) S
HEtvlAflKS: Use extra sheet if necessary
*Inc1udes anticipated 10% salary increase.
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HYDROLOGY
Task 2.7
NI'.TICJ\AI. S(7jT~CI 1(!!\i)!,TIO~
\\/ashiiit'.tOil, lJ,C. 2\):~,5(j
-----._--_._._---,----------------_..-
nF~~;r.~lL}·~c~r (~it/,r·:~r
mU1.GET \\'(~;:J;~~r.l[:D:l.' _j
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 HAWAII GEOTHERMALPROJECT
A. S. Furumoto
A. Sto.lARIES MW WAGES
1. Sonior f'et;onnel
8. -2.._ (Co, Principal Investigator(s)
b. Faculty A~$ociatos
Suh·Total
NSF FundocJ MHO ' ..~(lnti)9
(to Ih" nf:81CsI tenth,l NSF GRANT
~._~_.=_..p-.~-_A_"'~r_~-u2~m_~n_;':""~I-~-,--J-~_~-i;H _*-
j.= _~t ------..----1
1 672 *_,
".
2. Olller Pprsonnel INon·Faculty:
B. Hcsparch AssOi.'iatos-·Postdoctoral [---::J=--:::r=--
h. r·Jnn· F"cui ty Professiol1,ds l==[=~=J='_'_I-- .
c..1__ Graduate Students : .
d.~_._ Prp.·B;:cca:allr('~lle Studenls .
I
~.----._.' ---I
!
S<~crp.tar i.;;l--(;lf>ric;]! , .•.•......... " •.. , .r.
F. TnAVEl
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus K i
f .. j'1,:'::':llnicZI!/ S:-Ic.;), and G1;1(~r ........................••.•.........................
E. O:f·E/>iDAF.iLE EQUIPMr::f'H AND ~LJ?"I.IES
---------
G. PU:3L1CATICJf.,) COSTS
1. Dcmo5lic (Including Canada)
2. Farrion1---------_..... _ .. __... - ......- .._ ..---..__..
f-------- .
/-------_ _- .. _ __ _ ~_._---_._--_.-----_.- -----_ _---_.._----- -""-'-'--"'''--''
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AW/\RD (ROUNDED) $
---.-------.-----------------------.-,-------'--------1
R[MAJ~KS: Usc extra slwet ,f necessary
*Includes anticipated 10% salary ·increase.
L-- .......,- --- J
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCKS
Task 2.8
~------------,_.__._------,-------------_._----------~--...,,-
NkIJO!\.o\L ~;Cli:\cr I(W:-:lJ i \lION
W,,~hi,,~:lol1. D_C. 20.'-50 1~1·=.SL~ J\r~(~~r C;f.~/\.I ~~1~
t-- .. 1lJ m·0.EL1~iO~~L::~a.:;.; ..;.;.;-;-;.!;·r:..~~!...j ._-1
University of. Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL
PROJECT A. S. FurumCito
f. _._.._~__ +j'e-ci!nlc("il, Sil0P. and either ~ ~ a ••••••••
NSF Fundod t.~nn Montht;
((0 Ih" near".,1 '"nIh! IJSF GR/,IH
:-:c~>c£t:;;.:-• ,"DOH
~---i- ---.- -- --
.50 I ~~_~£Q~ ..~
8,600 *
----"._----
Re~('~rch Associales-Postdoctoral
c.
a.
h..__ r~on-FaclJlly Profession"ls
1c.
d. 2
A. SALARIES AND WAGES
1. Senior Personnel
8. (Co) Princip"l Inve~tjgator(s)
b . ..-2.--. Faculty A(.$ociatcs
Suh·Total
2. Other Personnel (Non-Faculty)
E~----~J=-~-~I---:.51._--:",g:0·8
0
1)0_--- _~~Graduate Stutknts _
Pre-Baccalaureate Students ............•............. : .
~:'ecrctari;11--C!f.:rjca! .........•...•..•........•..•..••...••.•..••.....••.....••. f-.... -- ......... -----, ""
i
I---'-'---~--' .-...----!
____1.:.~.~ II. L.~':L~_11_1E:s.!~:0.~_::':\.9f~"- . . -+_--L15...,5BJL j'8. SlAFF BENEr-ITS IF CHARGED I,S DIRECT COST ll'n
__C_._TO~~~,-~~!:IE~_~~~~~Ej.:.!:~~_~~:~_,! BEf'! ~~:~_~(~_+_~~ ._.__. ..~J],3?L ,.p._
O. PU';lU-<.I·, I i;JT lQUIi'I,1UJT Thermal Conductivity Apparatus & Furnace (to ~~~:"~~'_;"""" ",~...~~:..,
_~.1~_~ri_~..E-teiL~} ,500; Cap: Bridge .. 1,850; CONTINUED BELOi"! ** '_~-,,'~o~oJ_-J.
[, EXpe1·JDMlLl 1,00JlPf.'UJT MW ::UPPLIES J. I ~
F. TRAvE~-----l:-Domo>~i;~~idiniJ CJneda) (Interisland included) . ~-_1'39-00--Qo"_---
2. Forei\)f1
~--------_ ..... ----------_.._--------------------------
G. PUf3L1C/,TION COSTS
.---_..... __ ...... -- -----------_._-----------------------+----=--=--=-----
:: ~~~':~~:~~:¥C~i~HARGED AS DIReCT COST ~11~t~~Zy!:j
~~~~~~\~~~~,~~",.::~~>:~~~
~l_·O_1.:Al:..!?_~f.:l.~CTCO~S (C__t_h_ro_u...=9_h_'_1------------.---~----------!~~ ..0;.R?)" ... :~.,'~,~J
K. INDIRECT COSTS .1~Z~c,~0~,;E,:z,~~
1-- . . I--~, 1z..O
L. rOTAL COSTS (J plus K) 49,191
._------
1---------- ..-- -----.._-- .- .---------------.--------....---------- f----- ..--------------
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUO'JDlD) $
HE1.1ARKS; US,) exira sheet If nccess;l/Y
**CONTINUED FROf"] ABOVE: Digital Voltmeter - 1 ,0400; Decade Resistor Box - 500;
Kecorder- 1,500; Digital Thermometer - 1,900; FIAequency Counter - 700;
Oscillator - 1,100.
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase.
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:~~.~- .- - .
,
~; ()
ENGINEERING PROGRAM
BUDGET SUHii,ARY
r
-=-:-:-:-:-:-:--:::-:-:------.::::::.::::..:::.:=-:-..:::..:::..:-:.:..:.~-:--..---------------~!!_A-~IO~AL SCIi:-'-cr !.C)L':\[)ATIO\ n "("T' • n~" ~ ~ . .,--I I'I.Shlngton, U.C, ~1l550 f\.L')LI\l\.Ltl lJ 1,_-'1.;'/ 1
I IHJDGET \\OPKSHEET
1I~:;TITU TI DI'i AND AC DR LSS 11'5':- PrlOCRAM PRIN:::IPAL INVI:ITICATOfl,,,j
"
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL
PROJECT
Paul C. Yuen
PROPOSAL. NUMO(.R /HECOMML"OEO OUI/ATlONI GRANT NO, I:IECOMMENDED GRAhT AMOUNT-
NSF Fund',d 1,Ion Month.
Iro the nea/est (t'nth)A. SALARIES /l.ND ;'~AGES
1. Senior P~rsonnel
a.-l... (Co) f'rincipal Inv~stigator(s)
b_--B..- Faculty Associates
Suh·Total
NSF GRANT
tUDGET
ell!. AClld:,_+..:S:;u:;.:m.::.:m::.:._-+ ---j
1.0 $ 2.860*._
L-.__.L..'-.l.o:.3~•.:::.6--.-L-'-1-'-4~•.:::5__+---"5'-!.7-'.'-!1~-O'V __
FiO 264~:
2. Other P~(sonnel (Non-Fawlty)
•. R~~~arch Associates-Postdoctoral
h. __ Non-Faculty Professionals
~,-lL...Graduate Studcnts ... ,., .....•.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•....••..•..•.••••••• 36 288·
-
.
I. OTHEf1 DIRECT COSI S I~'~;)";ix:lConsultant Fees $16,000
Communications 1,800 ~~~n~r'"I J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS IC through II
! K. INDIRECT COSTS . "~t~~~?;;r746% of Salaries and wages ~~~~"~~~~,~-",:,'"
. 54.742
L TOTAL COSTS (J plus KI 252 t 447
M. AMourH OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) $
REMARKS: Use extra sheet If nec~ry
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase
- -
d. 6 P,e-8accalaurc,!c Studcnts " ..•..••••••.••••••••••••.•••.•••.• , • . . • . . • . • • • • • • • 8 SOO I>---"-"-'"----'-------,
I t. 1 ~Ji'?'\-;.ru~ofiii:-CI":(i'':3i ~..................................... ~__8 .. ~:_~2 J
!I f.~l~TKhn:csl,shop.andOth_e_r .~__~.~__._._._._._._._._._._._._•._._._._._._._••_._,_,_,_,_._._._._._._._'_··_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·~~-195:0G,.;lO~-/J.(-",I_~=jl
: I TOT/",l Sid.ArlIE:; A~O W':'.GES __ ~_I B._STAFF 8~EFI.~~.IF_C.f.'-'·~~~A~::'__~~CT co~~r 8,90J__~
C. TGTAl Si\Lf,RIES_ ','It,Gf;S, t,';D ST/lf'F BENeFITS (A + S) 127,905 I
... D. PE RMA-N-ENT-E-Q-U-IP-~-1E~T ~~Qi~1~~:;(~:)~j
E. EXPENOll,SlE [OUIP~.~ErJTAND SUPPLIES 6 700. ~_--:..~_.:.....::.-=--- , --+ _-::c..L:' .;..c:' -~
F. TRAVEL 1. Domestic (Including Canada) 1-_--'-l...:l~lP_O
2. Foreign 10 000
G. PUBLICATiON COSTS 3 700I H. co",p·"rER COST·S·"-C-H-A-R-G-E-O-A-S-O-I-R-E-C·-T-C-O-ST-------------------+----'=§~O~O~O
312
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-------.----------------
_.. ----- . _.-_._.---- --- ----------- -~--_._--- -~-------_._------_._-_._--_.----_.---------
..
' ...
ENGINEERING PROGRAM
Task 3 0.
NATIO:-'AL SCII:,:cr fQl':-:OATION RESEARCH Gn,·\~"';TWashington. D.C. 20550
BUDGET WORKSHEET
INSTnUTION AND ADORESS ~C;HAM PRIN(.IPAI. INVr:lliT'GATon(ll)
University of Havla i i HA~JAI I GEOTHERMAL
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 PROJECT Paul C. Yuen
~ROPOSAL NUMBER IRECOMMI:"'DEO DURATIONI GRANT NO. . .RECOMMENDED GRANT AMOUI~
S
NSF Funded Men Month. NSF GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES fro rhe nearest ft.-nth)
1. S<>nior Personnel elli. Aced. Summ.
CUOGET
•. --.l- (Co) Principal Investigatods) 1 .0 S 2.860 k
.
b.__ Faculty Associates
---
Sub·Total 2.860*
2. Other Personnel (Non· Faculty)
II.
---
Research Associates-Postdoctoral
h.__ Non-Faculty Professionals
c.
---
Graduate Students • .................................................................. eo ......
d.-L Pre·Baccalaureato Students .... ~ .................... • < ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~_?-,QQL._j
e._1_ Sot:rGtarial ~Clerical . .......................................................... 8,9S:? !
1. __ Technical, Shop, and Other .........• ; ..•.•.•.•.•.•••••••..•••.••....•.•.••••••'.
·------1
TOTAL SALARIES At<D \'\,AGES 1),812 I
"._----_.-
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHA~GED ':'S DIPECT COST I l,308~
-._----- ------_. ~5,22~C. TOTAL SALf,rnES. WAGES. AI,D ST/,FF BENEFITS (A + B)1---------.._---,.
D. PERMANErn EQUIPMENT .~.~ ~;:-,~Y,~.'~~~"':. '.ii&W"{'<-'iii,::;~",~
E. EXPENDABLE EQUIPro.~UHAND SUPPLIES
f. TRAVEL 1. Domesl;c (Including Canada) 1 .900
2. Foreign
~.
G. PUBLICATION COSTS 1.000
-
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST
I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS ~~S~,~~,7'';:7~
i Consultants: Rogers Engineering $14,000
_\~:~t~t~L' ..·:: "t,:,~:
John r·1i nk 2,000 ~~~'~~~:k\\Z~~~
--C.r.illlmllO j cat ion c: • 600 16.600
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (C through I) 35 420
K. INDIRECT COSTS It'B)}~S~S~~"T~;:
46% of Salaries and Wages ljffilfjiii~~i;,~~~~~~:?.~<~
. 6,3?~
L TOTAL COSTS (J plus K) 41.774
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) $
REMARKS: Usc extra sheet" necessary
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase
...
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------~-------- -_._~-~~._------_.
o
O. PEnMANENI EOUIP1\lENT
,
ENGINEERING PROGR~~
Task 3 1.
NATIO~r\L SCII::cr FOl'\DATlON RESEARCH GRANTWishinf;ton. D.C. 2U55u
BUDGET \\'OP.KSHEET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS INSf' PROGRAM PRINCIPAL INVr:STIGATonT:J)
University of Ha\'lai'i HAI/JAI I GEOTHERr~AL
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 PROJECT Paul C. Yuen
~.flOPOSAL NUMBER IRECOMMEI'<DED DURATIONl GRANT NO.
I
RECOMMENDED GRANT AMOUNT
$
NSF F"nd"'d /.\on Monthl NSF GRANTA. SALAf,IES AND VJAGES (to the nearest tt1nlhl
1. $enior Personnel eft!. Acod. Summ. IlUOGEr
c.__(Co) Principal Investigator/s) S
b.--L Faculty A~<ociates 11.3 8.5 37,535*
--
Suh-Total 37.535*
2. Other Personnel (Non·F'aculty)
.0
---
Research Associa tes-Postdoctoral
h. __ Non·Faculty Professionals
._-
c.__5_ Graduate Students ••••••••••• oo ................ oo .. oo •• oo •• O'ooO'oo ... O'oo.oo.,oo ............. oo.ooO'oo ...... ?2 680
d. Pre naccalaure,te Students • ..... oo ..... O'oo.oo •••••• oo O'oo.oo. ooO' .... oo .......... oo.oo ..... ·oo.O'.O' .. 4$500
--- I
e.
---
Socrotariai -C! encal ................••... 0 0 0 0 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i--________{
1. __ Tcochnical, S;'oP. and Uther .......... ; .•.••••• 00' ••• o' •••...••••.. _..•.•.•....•..• j
.- ,
Fo TRAVEL
E. EXPENDABLE EOUIP~"un AND SUPPLIES 1.000
.--
1. Domestic (Including Canada) l- S"".1....4,-'=O.,2'Q_
________2._Foreign 6,000
G. PU8l1CATION C=-O=-S=-T:..:S:..-. + l!.-~o7u.:.Oy,O-~
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 3 ~OOO--~---------------------------------------+~~=,..\'<:..;"\"".'\""""~~ ........ ~"'..-
I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS 1£~~~t~~~t:~i:,::2;J::
Commu n i ca t ion s ~~';':.~\~'..:~"'~".;,:~"~,
800
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS {C through I}
Ko INDIREC:T COSTS
46% of Salaries and wages
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) $
REMARKS: Use extra sheet .f ntX:C5sary
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase
314
...
315
ENGINEERING PROGRAM
Task 3 6
'F FORM 569, JULY 1971
, . -,
NAT10:~:\LSCIISCr. rOL':,I)ATION RESEARCH GRANTWzshington. D.C. 20550
BUDGET WORKSHEET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRE'>S j NSF PROGRAM f'RINr;IPAl.. INVESTI<lATOR{I»
University of HaY~a i 1 HA¥JAI I GEOTHERt'1AL
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 '. PROJECT Paul C. Yuen
rROPOSAL NUMBER IRECOMMC,,"OEO DURATIONj GRANT NO, RECOMMENDED GRANT AMOUNT
S
NSf funded 1.lon Montha NSF GRANTA. SAlAFilES AND WAGES flo the neafl/sf fl!nlhl
1. Senior Personnel eel. Aced . Sum",.
2UDGET
••__ICo) Principal Investigator(s) $
--
b._3_ Faculty Associates .. ? 1 F. n 19.86~~
Sub-Total 10 869 *
2. Other Per,onnel iNon-Faculty)
..
---
Research Associates-Postdoctoral
h. __ Nor.-Faculty Professionals
c.--.3- Graduate Students ........ ~ ...................... ' ............................................................. 13,608
d. 2 Pre-Baccalaureate Students . ............................ 2 000
---
•• , .......................... 0.
--'-1
c.
---
SDcratarial-CI erical .............................................................
=Jf. -.l- Te-::hnical, ShOP. and Other. - . - . - ...• : •••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•..••.•.••••• : • >--. 5,000
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES 40 :477 I
-
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST ~"?:K':~:'T>Jc. TOThL SAL/,RIES. VJAGES, M.;D STAFF BENEFITS (A ~. B)D. PEf:MANENT EQUIP~.lENT ::-'~"''':~~'~'''~~\'''''''''~
q l:iOO
I E. EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 5.000
i F. TRAVEL 1. Domestic (Including Canada) 3,800
2. Foreign 4,000-
G. PUBLICATION COSTS 1 .noo
H. COMPUTE R COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 3 000
I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS ~~?:~~'''·::G7.~~~ '~"_'0",),~ .•., ..... ;.,"...
. .'}~~~~.:-~~~~~~~~ :,:.... ' ~ "~ ~':" :"
Communications ~~W:~*~2.~~~~~
--
400
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS IC throlJgh II 69.162
K. INDIRECT COSTS .~ ~~,;;:':"~';''0:''':.:''?:'8~~~~.s"~~,'..:~:~:>~.~:.'. ""<:~.:'~
Salaries and vJages
~~~~~~'~~<~~~"'\:-, ,.~':~'~~<:
46~~ of ~~~~~,,~~,:~
.
L TDTAl COSTS (J plus K)
'K7.7R1
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) $
REMARKS: Use extra sheet If ne<:essary
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase
.
ENV I RONt\1ENTAL - SOC IOECONOfU C PROGRAr1
BUDGET SU['i:'i ..;RY
,-_. -_.._------~.--._--- --------------- ----------_._--------,
, j~!'.t IO\t,t SCII:\CL ,(;, '\U ..HIU>-4 RES!::/, )~CII C:UANT
\""',';i:i:lgJO'1, D.C. ~l\550
__. . ..:.:?_,T;J...:l)Cf~~·r \'.'(;:~~~~·~~rc~.:...:~~:...!_. . ._.........-j
Ifi~1·ITUTION AND A[)DHC:~S
1. Senior Pcrsonnel
A. SAl.AntES AND WJ\GES
Robert t'1. Kami ns
f"RINClf'AL INVl:I..TIGATo"l""i.-l------
HIoCOMMENoaj e.;,HJ\NT AMOUNT---
I ~
r;S:-;;7~ ;! 0 (;; H A ,.....
I HAWAII GEOTHERMALI PROJECT
-·"'C""-E'''''C-0-M7 '-,'-=E-N-=O=-='=-=.O~O'-U-:-f-' -A-'-T-.O-/,<"'-!G'-" ANT NO. .
: I
8 • ...2.- (Co) Principal Invcstiuatnr(s)
b._~ Faculty Associates
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Halt-laii
'pr~OPOSAL NUMBER
*Includes anticipated 10% salary increase.
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----------~---~--_._---~-_-...-.....,..---
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORt
Task /f.0,
~;-!Ol\'ALS( If>ICE--{-()-l-;~;j)A;n6~~ RESE/-.r~Crr C1U. NT -~~l
Washington, D_C 2(5)0 I
___, r;,.;~_'l;...;H;,.;)_'\~.f;...;'-.c.'r_\\'CF ~~~D i-=-lI';:..~ . _
INSfl·rUTIOf~ AI-.4D ADDF"C:SS NSF PHOGKAM PRINCIPAL. 1f~'JLliTIGA,o!il~-----
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL
PROJECT Robert ~1. Kami ns
I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
h. I"on-Faculty P,ote;sionals
A. SALtd:IES AND W/IGES
1. Senior Persolmel
s. _1__ (Co) Princip21 Im-estigator(s)
b, Faculty Assocj~tes
Soh-Totai
2. Othe, Personnel (Non,Facultvl
IRECOMMENO~;DDUHATION
ReseMch Associztcs-PostdL>ctoral
e.
d.
a,
c.
l·RQPOSAL NUMBER I ~ EC OM MEN D E'uG:iiANTI'iTX'OUITT--
I NSF r.mdod M~n 1-,1"nths NSF G~ANT J! fto the nt:dros I (('nth) ."l
,-----,------,----'- [>l)l! G(Tr.cB L Acod, Summ,C~=-3-==c~~::~-~
EE' I ---~~ ~
- -=1=__ '----1Graduate Students ", "., ,., .. "" .. , , ,." .. , '",., 1---. _
::r:~::i:II:~~::j:~~t:l~.e~:s. , '.'.' " ,' " ,..' , ' .. ,' , ,' , ,'.'. '. : :: : : '. : '. " '. '. " '. '. : : '. " " '. :. : '. : " '. j
f. __ Technical, Shop. ?,nrl OthN .. ' , .........•.... , , . , .. , , - .. , , . , , I
f-~~~--.---'~".-"-- -":
____. 2~T~l~_~.:.~.~~~~_~~:!~<.!~~~~!:~~_~~______________ ------- -+---l2-.5_0D i
fl_ $y.il,FI: llEt~UITS IF CH;\Fl(;CD ;,$ DI;,ECT COST 1 1. 534· i
._-----------------------,- --,-------------------,,- ------<I--~------,,----.
C. TOT.U Sl\Lf,HIES. \-'iAGES. AUG STAFF BENEFITS (A -I 8) { 14 034 j--:-.-:-:-:-:'-:,~:~:,E:::,::~:::~T NW SUp"L1ES ~~l~~!TIEl
--r.-T-f1-AV[-L--l~D:~~~;-ic-( I-nc-_I~-d~- ca_~_~_;_a) , t _._4l-00_--_.00-~----=~_-'1111
1- 2_'_~~~~_n___ ---1
-G. PUf1L1C/\TIO\1 COSTS
-------_. ._._-~---~--
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHf.RGCD AS DlgECT COST
-------.-------- 1~1~~~'flZ~~,T:X~,:t:
r~~"'''~'.>~'''~~<~''':{;'-<'~':; :~i
__J_,_1_0..2_AL_~~[CT C_·O_S_T_S_(C_th_'_OU....:9:_h_I_' -----10 "J~4-?.9.;W-:",-,..,o.,j
K. INDIRECT COSTS 11~~~l~~~;~~~~l:~:§\~)~~~~~~~~~'~~;:~i
1-- ----.---------- ------_~139Q _
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus K) ~82--,-4__.--j
------------ -------------------------.,----------------- ---------------------
M. I,MOUNT OF THIS AW.I\.RD (ROUNDED) . ----------SO
REMARKS: Use ext'a sheet if necessary
* Includes anticipated 10% salary increase.
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ENV IRONMErnAL ..
t'ATIO~','.L SCII~<C1I()l';\I)"",11()~, nE:T/.,R(_:rr crUJiT ~
W?,<hiJ,!:tr:n, ! l,C, 1U",5U
BUD:; ET \ \'0 ~~~~riIJ~T
I ro(~. 'r I T UTI 0 NAN D 1-\ (:::-);n::-:=:r:::-L:-::·5-;:S----------r-II~~; F" p ~-? 0 t;--''''--1',"-,.-1--------,--,:-:.,F-I,-:-r,':-:'C -:'~f':--:A-·I.--. I:-:'~'V-;:E~;7!.;,:;:'-77,(-jf~-TC~-Tr~l--
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 HAWAII GEOTHERMALPROJECT Robert M. Kamins
~ ;-,-~--i~£COMMtNDL:D GRANT AI.10UN r
A. SALARIES r~ND WAGES
1. Senior Pe, sonner
a. (Col Principal Investigalor(s)
b. _1__ Faculty I\s.sociates
Sub-Total
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R2ntal of field office - $400/mo $4,800
Drilling, Logging, Material $900,000'
Com~unications $1,000
Prog. Managers fee 100,000
Ro ad Co ns t ru ct ion -lQQ..,..9_0._0~~__~~~~
$1 ,105.800 total
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Ha\-Iai i GeothcrJna1' Project
Exploratory R1c::search Drilling
(For Three-Year Period)
Total Cost - $4,054,000
Do 11 ars in Thousands
Breakdol-Jn CY75 CY76 CY77
Drilling, logging, cori ng, etc. 900 1,500 750
Road Construction 100 100 25
Consul. Engi neeri ng Co. fee 100 160 78
Personnel 41.4 50 46.5
Office rental 4.8 10.8 3.2
Trave1 &Per diem 31 31.5 26
Equipm9nt &Supplies 7 8 4
Publication & Computer 4 4 7
Communication
-~ -~-
Sub-Total
Indirect Costs
TOTAL
1, 189. 2 1 ,86 5 . 3
16.8 24. a
1,206.0 1,889.3
940.7
22.3
963.0
The above figures represent drilling costs for the three years
of the Exploratory Research Drilling Program. Th-is proposal, however,
describes the program for Calendar Year 1975 and, hence, requests
only the CY 75 funding of $1,206.000 for the Drilling Program.
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PRELIMINARY TIME-COST ESTIMATE AND SCHEDULE FOR EXPLORATOR~ DRILLING
Hawaii Geotherw~l Project
1975 1976 1977
12,9lV Total Hours
3,000 drilling hours
@; $lOO/hr.
$300,000 includes all
costs except mobiliz.
6,000 drilling hours
C $."OO/hr.
$1,200,000 includes
all costs except
tl1Obiliz.
4,440 Total Hours
7,000 drilling hoars
@ $150/hr.
$1,050.000 includ.?s
all costs except
mObiliz.
SOUTH POINT
Total depth
24,000 feet
5/1
$ 750,000
+ 25,000 road construction
$ 775,000
Total depth
18,000 feet plus
3/1 8/1
I-I-------fl 10,800 Total Hours
SOUTH POINT
GREAT CRACK
Total depth
12,000 feet
8/1
6/1
I
PUNA
GREAT CRACK
4/1 10/1 11/1
I I
~~~~~road construetion
$ 1,500,000
3/1
GREAT SOiJ'TH
CRACK POINT
8/1
7/1 8/1 12/31 2/1
I
PUNA
$ <jQ0,000
+ 100,000 road construction
$ 1,000.000
ENGIN.
PREP •
lAND
AGHEE-
HEi:TS
1/1 3/1
1 hole each
a rea; WOO' min.
depth; 5-month
completion each
area.
D<:ep Holes
h holes each
area; 2000' ave.
depth; 6-month
completion each
area.
Interm. Holes
Shallow Holes
8 holes each
area; 500' ave.
death; 4-T.onth
completion each
area.
W
N
-l=:>
TO~AI,
$ 2,550,000 drilling,materials
600,000 mobilization
225 , OOO,--_.=..r..:::o;:::a;:.d_c::.o;:,:n:.:,:s::..;t::.:r;..;;u::.:c;..;;t:..::i:;;:o.:.:n_
Time-cost estimate SUbject to revision.
Funds exchangeable within drilling program.
$ 3,375,GOO
Prepared by Agatin T. Abbott.
